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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. J. B. Adams
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TO

ALL IN50&WI0N G0NTA1KW 
HERE ' " ‘ ‘ ~ 
DATE

t: Senate select wmmlttee 

ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

date: 7/3/75 Files & Com.__  
Gen. Inv. ______  
Ident. _________  

Inspection_____  
Intell. __1_______

Laboratory s 
Legal CourtfC— 

Plan. & Eval.__  
Spec. Inv._____  
Training 
Telephone Rm.__  

Director Sec’y ■

At 9:55a.m. on July 3, 1975, former Assistant Director 
lyan Conrad telephonically advised me that he has been contacted and 
requested to appear for interview by the Senate Select Committee during 
the week of July 7, 1975, concerning Martin Luther King. Mr. Conrad 
expressed great concern about his appearance for such an interview and 
requested guidance.

I told-him that the Director was cooperating with the Committee 
in their inquiry, but that in regard to matters that would identify informants, 
affect current operations, or compromise very sensitive techniques any 
testimony may require limitation to members of the Committee or to the 
Chairman rattier than staff interviewers. ..

Mr. Conrad then asked whether he should respond in the 
event questions were raised concerning sensitive matters regarding the 
U. S. mails. I told him that in the event questions were asked which — 
appeared to be beyond the scope of the subject matter indicated for the 
interview, or which in his judgment would involve the three areas of “TZZZS 
concern expressed above, it would be appropriate for him to request a 
recess for the purpose of consulting with the Bureau.

Mr. Conrad inquired as to his possible criminal liability and 
whether the FBI would furnish him counsel. I explained to him the difficulties
imposed by conflicts of interest in that regard and that the FBI could not 
furnish him personal counsel. I told him that if he felt the need for advice 
as to his personal status, he should consider obtaining the services of a 
personal counsel. He said that he would consider that and that although he 
was specifically not making a request at this time, he would consider in the 
future requesting that the Bureau pay for, his private .conns.el’

1 - Mr. Wannall '
1 - Mr. Cregar
1 - Mr. Hotis (Attn: Mr. Daly)
1 - Mr. Mintz
JAMmfd(5)
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Memorandum to Mr. Adams 
Re: Senate Select Committee

Mr. Conrad was cordial and said he understood fully that
I was not in a position to furnish him legal advice. I suggested that he 
contact the Bureau prior to his appearance for the interview in order to be 
advised formally as to his release from the Bureau employment agreement 
concerning secrecy and he agreed.

RECOMMENDATION:
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•IGNITE?) STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

*

1 - Mr. J.B. Adams
2 -Mr. J. A. Mintz 

(1 - Mr. Hotis) 
DATE: 7/2§/75

1 - Mr. W.R.Wannall
1 - Mr. W.O. Cregar
1 - Mr. J.P. Thomas

Assoc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm. _ 
Dep. AD Inv._

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. — 
Comp. Syst. __ 
Ext. Affairs__  
Files & Com._
Gen. Inv.______

। Ident._________ _
~ V Inspection

Ml ” l^11-
" I « Laboratory_____  

Legal Coun. _ - 
Plan. & Eval.__  

Spec. Inv._____
Training ■ 

Telephone Rm.__

This is to record inquiry received fronuMr. Leon 
vUlman? Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal 
Counsel, and recommend response to him.

On 7/22/75, Mr. Ulman called Assistant Director - 
Legal Counsel J.A. Mintz -to request assistance concerning 
an assignment he had been given by the Attorney General (AG) 
relating to the current investigation being conducted by the 
Senate Select Committee (SSC). In accordance with Mr. Mintz’
referral to our Senstudy project group, Mr. Ulman was contacted 
7/22/75 by Supervisor J. P. Thomas. Mr. Ulman said that the 
AG had requested his office to prepare, by 7/25/75, the fullest 
possible response to the question, ”To what extent has the AG 
been involved in consideration or approval of policies and 
activities of U.S. foreign and military intelligence agencies?” 
Mr. Ulman said that he had requested the Criminal Division 
of the Department to conduct research on this matter but, being 
unfamiliar with foreign intelligence matters, desired to know f 
whether we could in any way assist him. He was informed that 
the FBI is basically not a U.S. foreign intelligence agency. 
He responded that some of our operations involve foreign 
intelligence and again asked if we could assist. He was told
that we certainly could not furnish any full answer, but would 
attempt to see if we could contribute something to his assign
ment. It was also suggested to Mr.&WLman that he? consider ~~7 
contacting Mr. K. William O’Connor, WkrT'S nooraimfthg manyy ^M / 
aspects of the SSC investigation for the Department, and mignt 
be able to clarify the request or contribute to the .__________। i— 
and that he consider contacting CIA. He indicated hed:^ not 
feel that contact with CIA would be productive. It waS»agJi&e&8 19^ 
that the inquiry appears to relate to the AG institutionally.............___
rather than to any involvement of the incumbent, Mr. LeVTT” "7^

62-116395

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395

Inquiry of Intelligence Division personnel, who 
might have pertinent information, developed the following 
information which might be offered to Mr. Ulman: (1) The 
only specific instance in which we are aware that the AG is 
involved in consideration or approval of activities of the 
FBI regarding foreign intelligence is that when we desire to 
effect electronic coverage, for ourselves or on request of 
another agency, for the purpose of obtaining positive foreign 
intelligence information or foreign counterintelligence 
purposes, we seek the approval of the AG. Other agencies 
might do likewise. (2) The National Security Act of 1947, 
approved by the President 7/26/47, created the National Security 
Council (NSC). NSC Intelligence Directive (NSCID) No. 1 was 
revised on 7/7/49 and added the FBI as a member of the __ 
Intelligence Advisory Committee (IAC). By a subsequent revision 
of NSCID No. 1 on 9/15/_58_ IAC became the United States 
Intelligence Board (USIB), with the FBI still a member. USIB 
concerns itself with foreign intelligence matters. However, 
inasmuch as the FBI itself is a member of USIB, and historically 
the FBI has not coordinated USIB matters with the AG* the__________ 1
Bureau's role in USIB is not considered pertinent to the 
inquiry regarding the involvement of the AG in foreign intelligence 
matters. (3) Our records indicate that prior to the establishment 
of the NSC, former FBI Director Hoover recommended that the 
AG be a member of the committee which later became the NSC. 
Apparently the National Security Act of 1947 did provide for 
the AG to attend NSC meetings as a member if the President so 
desired. Our records indicate the AG did attend some NSC 
meetings as a member during the 1947-48 period. However, by 
memorandum 8/19/49, AAG Peyton Ford informed Mr. Hoover that 
the AG could no longer attend NSC meetings as a member because 
of the amendment to the National Security Act made by Section 3 
of Public Law 216, 81st Congress, approved 8/10/49. (4) On ’
11/5./71, the White House announced the establishment of the
^except in important policy matters 

such as the recent revision of 
NSCID No. 9.

■ 2 -

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr . W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395

National Security Council Intelligence Committee (NSCIC) 
with the AG as a member. The President’s 11/5/71 memorandum 
stated the NSCIC ’’will give direction and guidance on national 
substantive intelligence needs and provide for a continuing 
evaluation of intelligence.products ’from the viewpoint of the 
intelligence consumer.” Assistant AG Robert Mardian attended 
a meeting of NSCIC on 12/14/71 as the AG’s representative. 
We cannot document it, but the recollection of FBI personnel 
involved in NSCIC affairs is that Mr. Mardian reported thereafter 
to the AG that NSCIC activities did not concern the Department 
and that neither the AG nor Mardian were subsequently involved 
in NSCIC affairs. On 4/24/74, the AG was still listed as a 
member of NSCIC. However, in August, 1974, FBI inquiry of a 
member of the U. 'S. intelligence committee staff elicited the 
opinion that the AG was no longer considered to be a member 
of NSCIC because the AG’s office had not been participating in 
NSCIC affairs or attending its meetings;'further, the AG was 
not among the addressees of papers being sent out in preparation 
for the next NSCIC meeting’. However, it appears that the AG 
may still be nominally listed as a member of NSCIC. (5) It 
might also be useful for Mr. Ulman to consult Mr. Kevin Maroney 
of the Internal Security Section of the Department inasmuch as 
Mr. Maroney has long been involved in matters relating to 
internal security and foreign intelligence, and may be aware 
of the extent of the AG’s involvement.

ACTION:
J With your approval, Office of Legal Counsel will

\ convey the information in the preceding paragraph to Mr. Ulman, 
who said he can be contacted by telephone on 187-2051. He 
requested an expeditious response.

I 
- 3 -
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l^mr. J. B. Adams
1 - Mr. J. A. Mintz 
1 -“Kir. W. R. Wanna11
1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar

T&e Attorney General July 18, 1975

Director, FBI

UNITED STATES SENATE SEI^CE COMMITTEE 
ON lOTEmGENCr^WlTIES (SSC)

Deference is made to a letter from the SSC dated 
July 14, 1975, requesting certain documents and other 
information from the EBI.

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
Committee is a letter from Director, EBI, to Chairman 
Erank Church, SSC, dated July 18, 1075.

A copy of the letter involved is being furnished 
for your records.

Enclosures - 2 

62-116395

=1 - The Deputy
| Attention: 

e

Attorney General
K. William O’Connor
Special Counsel for :

Intelligence Coordination

xst-

, MAlt ROOM 
, ^75

TELETYPE UNIT I I



1 - Mr. J. B. Adams
1 - Kir. J. A. Mintz
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar

July 13} 1975

Honorable Frank Church
Chairman, Select Committee to

Study Governmental Operations
Mth Inspect to Intclliconec Activities

United States Senate
TZashington, B. C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

v ^CLsqqiu. *
0<

Deference is made to a letter of Mr. John T. Elliff 
of the Sonata Select Committee Staff to Mr. K. Millam 0*Connor
of the Department of Justice dated July 14. 1975, wherein one 
of the requests dealt with C^erstionrbnKID?nyL\

Duc to the extreme sensitivity of that operation, 
I will discuss it with you at a mutually agreeable time.

Respectfully,

DECLASSIFY ON: XiJ,

1 - The zlttorney General

JWJisjm Sr^
(7)

1 As$pc% Dir. - —«
7 Bep. AD Adm. z_ 

u,
| Dep. AD Inv. „■ 
[Assl/Dir.; „

/_ Admin, ------ --------
|| Coijp. Sys*. —L 

. ,'Exh-Abairs —L

‘ , Files & Com. _2_ 
J ^Gen. Inv.____  

b Idont.' — ...__ ,L
i „ : , I^JUnsoec^jon —___

p L-oborotpry —2- 
r Pion. & Eval.__
I , Spec. Inv, . —_-- 
I' -Training .,. —..l, 
■L&pol Court. ^1- 
B^lephone Rm,__  
^Hhctor Sec*y „.L

NOTE:

MAIL ROOM

SECRET

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

I
51975

Clarence M. K 
Director

Classified by 3676?^GDS 2 and 3, Indefinite. 

T^P SECRET- p

TELETYPE UNIT GPO
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CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE

SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
BEFORE COMPLETING.

TO: Community Staff
ATTN: Central Index

FROM

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees
-I- e > 5. ,

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a 
for review but not transmitted, so note.)

document was ma de available 2. date provided

X I DOCUMENT
| |BRIEFING | | INTERVIEW | |TESTIMONY | |OTHER 7/18/75

X ssc

HSC

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identi ficat ion number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject)

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- 6. CLASSIFICATION OF 
INFORMATION (enter 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword)

TS

wise state verbal request of (name),

SSC letter 7/U/75

initiative, subpoena, etc.)

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key 
used underline for emphasis)

words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are

Intelligence activities, foreign

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item)

Operationsensitive operation and requested 
Senator Church discuss with Director FBI at mutually 
agreeable tto.

62-116335

M ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE
■ 379 I (6-75)
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Type or print clearly in ink.

• Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom.

• Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required.

• "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. ;

i .
• If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to '
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated.

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary.



1 * Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

J. B. Adams 
J. A. Mintz 
W. R. Wannall 
W. O. Cregar

The .Attorney Censeal

Bi

:4uly IS, W

states s
ar iouiwce scfww (sac) • ■■

■ Wefereteo- to Wl© to * letter tom the toted
My Mt 1^75, j^teatiw©mtelii 4maeatrol otter ■ 
toformtton tom the .

. SteXose^'^or year approval fowaraiw. to the 
remittee to s letter fr® Bireetw# 1®I:> to Chais^an -

. Chareh, 4ate4'.rsly IS, W3»

A e©w tte - letter iw©lw4 to beiag toratote^ 
tor yew. reserve. . . .

^©loewms * 3 '.

. 43*110^3 . ■

1 * '3te Wj^uty Attorney Cteaeral
■\ Attest!®: <•■. WUteB Q’eoahor ' ;; 

^eetol €eimtel for ■
■ Intelligence Cterdisation

JWJ :sjm 
(7)
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2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz
(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis) 

1 - Mr. W. B, Wanna11 
1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar

The Attorney General 6/25/75

i

Ik

f

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.--------------  
Comp. Syst. ------  
Ext. Affairs ------  
Files & Com.---  
Gen, Inv. ______ 
Ident. - ■ - ----  
Inspection . 
Intell. ---------------- 
Laboratory ------  

Plan. & Eval.--- 
Spec. Inv.---------  
Training - -

Legal Coun.

Director, EBI

a
UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC)

Reference is made to a letter from the SSC dated 
May 14, 1975, and appendices thereto, requesting certain 
documents and other information from the EBI,

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
Committee is an original of a memorandum which constitutes , 
a response to some of the requests. A copy of the memorandum 
and a copy of each of the cS.; documents responsive to the 
Committee’s request are being furnished for your records.)

In accordance with the request of Mr, K, William 
O’Connor, we are deferring to him any action necoscary-^to 
obtain appropriate clearance from the White House, prior to 
giving the Committee Staff access to the above six document;

The documents involved and which are being fur
nished, herewith, are not for forwarding to the SSC inasmuch 
as only access for review at EBIHQ is being afforded the 
Committee Staff. RF(L
Enclosures (10)

62-116395 qg S
1 - The Deputy Attorney General

Attention K. William O’Connor 
Special Counsel for '

Intelligence Coordination

JVJ:dan ..
<8) MdK I(p

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .
HEREIN^CLASSIFIED, _ A1

^^-^W’SECRET BAT'R)ftl mft(;11ED

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ft
TELETYPE UNIT GPO 954-546ROOM
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2 - Mr. J. A. Mintz
(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotis)

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar

Juno 25, 1070

TO® STATES WATE SE1ECT COMMITTEE 
TO saw WSMTAL CPWsTIW WITH 

EWECT TO IimWOTCE ACTIVITIES (SSC)

EE: BOCWCT »TABHHG TO WE WW 
comw, a® cm practices mb ?a^ws

nusw m m

Reference is made to Setter dated Hay 14, 1075, 
to the Attorney General iron the Chairman of captioned 
CameittGo, and appendices thereto, t;Mc& requested certain 
documents and other information iron the EBI.

Appendix C, Bart 1, Item 2, requested the following:

A letter dated June SO, 19G0, Tres Tom Charles 
Huston, Staff Assistant to the President, to the Director of 
the IBI concerning resources being targeted toward the 
monitoring of foreign communist support of revolutionary 
youth activities in tlie Vnitetl States, effectiveness of such 
resources, gaps in intelligence, and steps which should be 
token to provide iwexsum coverage.

Item 3 requested the fallowing:

The response by the EBI to the latter sot out in 
Item 2 and all other EBI souoranda ana other materials per-
talhiu-s to the correspondence.

Assoc. Dir. _____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ■ . - - - 
Comp. Syst. . 
Ext. Affoirs------. 
Files & Com. _ 
Gen. Inv. .----------- . 
Ident. _____ 
Inspection - ------
Intel!. _________  
Laboratory
Plan. & Eval. _ 
Spec. Inv. — 
Training -.

Legal Coun. .
Telephone Rm. _ 
Director Sec’y ——

Docuraents responsive to the Committees request 
have been assembled and are available reviw at EBIU^
by appropriately cleared CSC personnel.

JWJidan

ORIGINAL Al® 01® COPY TO ATTORNEY GENERAL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCUSSIFIED 
DATS

MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT I I

SEE MOTE PAGE 2
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Uncxciscd copy of EBI report entitled "Foreign
Support For Revolutionary Protect Hovosonts in the United States 
dated 6/39/69 is enclosed. Per telephone conversation of 
SA William 0. Cregar with Special Counsel K. William O’Connor 
on 6/11/75, it was agreed copy of letter elated 6/20/69, from 
Ton Charles Huston, Staff Assistant to the President to the
Director should ho included in our response to SSC’s request 
and that Special Counsel O'Connor would obtain appropriate 
clearance iron White House to give access to SSC staff. A
review of the file indicates there is no documented copy as to 
the sourcing of paragraphs in the 38 page report entitled 
"Foreign Support For Revolutionary Protest Hovement in th© 
United States" dated G/30/69, classified "Top Secret." To 
locate the source of each statement in the report would 
necessitate an extonsivo search and review of Bureau files.

On 6/18/75, Walt Elder, CIA; Benson Buffhata, HSA;
and Kenneth R. Bailey, DIA, wore contacted by SA U. 0. Cregar 
and advised of tho SSC request for material responsive to 
request of Ton Charles Huston, White House, dated 6/20/69, 
which was also forwarded to those agencies, and that the above 
report would be made available for SSC personnel to review at 
FBIHQ. This report was disseminated to Tom Huston, White House, 
and when prepared consideration was given to concealment and 
protection of original source. The report was reviewed by 
Sonstudy 75 representatives and appropriate deletions were 
made relating to privacy considerations and/or protection ox 
sensitive sources or methods, or any adverse effect on ongoing 
operations. An excised copy of report is being forwarded to 
the Attorney General. The review indicates that some material 
undoubtedly came from third agencies and/or foreign sources 
but is set forth in a manner not to pinpoint any specific 
agency or foreign source. It is recommended the report he 
side available for review of SSC representative at FBIHQ in 
its present excised form.
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) federal BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

(aressee; SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE __________
_] f TR [29 LHM | | Memo [~1 Report dated A/W75

U. "S. Senate Select Committee. Re: Documents 
Caption of Document: pertaining to ’’Huston Plan,”

COiNTELPRO, & other practices & programs; Huston 
Plan & related developments. Appendix C, Part 1,

Return this receipt to the intelligence Division, FBI

MOP, lb
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED /

jaicyisiffi
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CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE

«OTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
" BEFORE COMPLETING.

TO: Intelligence'Soiimunity Staff
ATTN: Central Index

FROM:

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees

2.1. HOW 
for

PROVIDED (check appropriate 
review but not transmitted,

term. If a 
so note.)

document was made available

V ■A
| DOCUMENT | (BRIEFING | | INTERVIEW | | TESTIMONY | |OTHER

DATE PROVIDED

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

X
ssc

HSC

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject)

ttaorandus

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.)

SSC letter 5/14/75, Appendix C, Fart 1, Itm 2^

6. classification of 
INFORMATION (enter 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword)

IS

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis)

Intelligence collection

8. SUMMARY ("see reverse side before completing this item)

For reviw at FBIHQ. A letter dated 6/20/69 frets Huston to 
Director of FBI concerning resources being targeted toward 
the monitoring of foreign ccmunist support of revolutionary 
youth activities in U.S,, effectiveness of such resources, gaps 
in intelligence, and steps t-Mch should ba taken to provide 
maximal coverage. ZM FBI memoranda end other materials 
pertaining to the correspondence, Ik

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
herein 
DATE Li62-116395

(4)

379 I (6.75)

OBIGim VIA LIAISOS 
IN CONNECTION VITH SENSTUDY 75
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Type or print clearly in ink.

• Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom.

• Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required.

• "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. .

• If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated.

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8, SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary.
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■ FOREIGN SUPPORT FOR’REVOLUTIONARY
' PROTEST MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES

DAIfc: June 30, 1969
■

■ .NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
• •' Unauthorised Disclosure h •' 

r -Subject .fo' ^riiriinai ^auctions.'
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•■ • ?y v’/.’//-. INTRODUCTION ' A - ’

• ;.?•-■■ ■■'■ ’Although the'term "revolutionary protest •- -- 
■ \’-movement" cannot be precisely defined because of the y •■ ■

amorphous nature of such movements, it can be’said
w.y/--that 'revolutionary protest movements"existing within-the ■. ■'-'-'i - 
.-.-.United States fall into two broad categories, i.e; the... _. - .

^•jyNew Left movement and the black extremist movement. -• -•_>

y .r-"- \ ■ ■ The New Left movement, which grew out of the - ■ - • *-:r 
-■/vfcivil ..rights struggle of the 1950s,-is a■loose-knit, . .

^undisciplined group of' individuals who view’ our system of 
- /•■•government as irredeemably corrupt and oppressive. Their .

stated aims'and-objectives-are-simple; "they-are dedicated
■■ v to the total destruction of our traditional values and
-/.■••.•’democratic system of government. . -

-i'-j. The'New Left movement in this country is.clearly • .....
■ an integral part of a world-wide revolutionary movement ’of

-> ^students and young intellectuals. There is a definite • 
...similarity of goals K a-uniformity of action from country to

.•i country, and a rapport among leftist organizations and
•.•’ /.individuals., in this and foreign countries; .. . •. ■.-

Like the.New Left movement, the black extremist 
movement in the United State's can be traced, to the civil rights
movement of the early 1960s and the violent response to civil 
rights agitation. This is best seen in the history of the

’Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), formed in - . -
1960 in Atlanta, Georgia. SNCC was one of the moving forces

-behind the freedom Riders of the early 1960s and was the target 
of Ku Klux Klan violence. In May,. was
elected chairman of SNCC. The lack of progress toward integrawied 
since the 1954 school desegregation decision helped

•■to. change. SNCC from a nonviolent group to a’’full-blown, black
"revolutionary organization. Othei’ black nationalists took up 

cry fox- a "bloody revolution" and-a proliferation 
,, of black extremist groups seized the initiative for change frem 
■ established civil rights organizations and now.advocate outright

.-.-.revolution and destruction of oux- form of government.
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■ - Foreign cossmunist • support. of revolutionary ' ’. ...
. protest movements in .the Uniteci States can he manifested
in a.number/of ways.. Since the-Communist Party, .USA; is

' under. the domination and control, of the-Soviet Union, it
■ can be used more and more as a vehicle to support these

■‘ '/ movements.,' Similarly, the Progressive Labor Party and other 
pro-Chinese Communist groups can be utilized by Communist

■ ‘-China as a channel for rendering support to protest movements
' / in -.the United States, ■ Other traditional channels which can 

be used more are the cojmnunist-blcc diplomatic establishments 
‘’and"the clandestine intelligence services operated by the

■ ■ '^communists within the United States, • • .

- -s .; ? In addition’to ‘the-channels of communication open
. • • to .'foreign communists vzithin the confines of the United States, 

.. leaders of United States-based protest movements hsve in
-•- 'recent- years begun /co reach out beyond the continental limits

: of the United States to solicit support of foreign communists a 
revolutionary.protest movements abroad', New Leftists and l?lask 
extremists travel-abroad extensively and participate freely in 

< various international conferences which are invariably attended 
by an£ sometimes even sponsored by communists, New Left and 

■ black extremist leaders frequently confe?? with representatives
/. -.of foreign communist governments. At the same time,
..- revolutionaries frequently travel to.the United States and 

confer with leaders of protest movements in this country, .

■ '- / All of these "channel
treated in this study which is 

; to which revolutionary protest 
•.' .are recoivi-ng foreign cen’isunist

• ‘ * , . , . .• ' • ‘ =

\ I - • ■ /. • „' '
■ ‘ ■ i ' ! • ■ -• • ' . . •
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I-.-’ FOREIGN COMMUNIST SUPPORT OF REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST

A; ./.Ipflu'ence of Domestic Communist Left

T.•_■/ Communist Party, USA

*

:

it was founded in'September;, .1919,- ’the
£"3Communist Party, USA. (CPUSA) has been unswerving in’.-its.-; : ::y: 

.allegiance ^to’ the" Soviet .'Union. Over the years the Soviets .
^■.^'■have/ut the CPUSA as^n trusted: vehicle to. inf luence ;
^••.■.Xevplutionary activity?,wit bin the United States; ’..Accordingly, 
^r.v^BI’. investigations of CPUSA activities have included-the

/• objective of determining the extent to’which the Soviets' may-. ■ 
r-^hav.e,-;^ .using ihe.CPUSA;,.as- a -possible channel. for,. Soviet .

of; the' current rQ\^ protest ,movements .in.,this . -.-
i‘37^piinfry'. ’ All ^avaii^bie^ipformatiori’derived from these-A 
’-•j" ^investigations to date ’indicates that while the CPUSA 'has made-’^ 
/.//'overtures to the revolutionary protest groups there-has been-

limited acceptance of the CPUSA by such groups. '

' in recognition of its’lack of support among- • • ■ 
^//.ypujhful activists on. college campuses, the. CPUSA is currently, 

to established’'•new youth group directed'toward
/■:.--.-.youth in industry. Party—leaders, • on the other hand, have k- 

criticized New Left groups such as the Students for a Democratic 
'Society a.*? petty bourgeois radicals. Party youth who have • , 
attempted'to have the CPUSA relate" more clearly with such

" groups have” been isolated and silenced. The CPUSA theoretical 
:/7. organ, ’’Political Affairs, ” in its March and April, 1969, issues 

contained a two-part article, entitled .’’The Student Rebellion,”
/. Aiwhich, clearly set’ out CPUSA opposition to the anti-Soviet’,. ..anti- 

■/'CPUSA line’ of ’student prdtest ’groups’ .;<//

* > •‘■ ••J Within"the past1 year leader's of the CPUSA in the ’.
c- Midwest met with leaders'of .the Students for a Democratic ■ ... .-’ 

■ - Society (SDS) to.discuss closer'cooperation or possible
• ‘ recruitment of these individuals into the CPUSA. These over

tures were completely rebuffed by the SDS people who stated-
,Y <that while there were no .disagreements with CPUSA .philosophy .... ..
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. - . - ■ ;~7';.. .. ?.. J - ?■ . ' ■ ' ’

. it' is. most- doubtful the CPUSA is relevant today’, When it was
•' .proposed’that there be' some form.” of ■ collectivity between the
•' SDSHand-the CPUSA, .the SDS leaders replied that the CPUSA is 

not "involved in SDS collectives'because the CPUSA has-nothing 
to contribute.; ’ ■. < ; - S -

.: f ?-.>■?■■ Subsequently, a leader of.’ the- SDS in conversation-
•. with, leaders of ■ the CP of Illinois stated that the ”Establish- 
Webt"-’^--:!! -exists-;tod^ changed, even if :’this-’change ■ ■H

?fiifust-- be -through' force/'- He'-ndded that the ”Est.ablfShm*enf" : ’:
• {must, be replaced.by-a communist government. He further stated 
ivtlfat?’there’has” to’ be a cdmiiutoxst party^and- there has to be-a ? ■ 
r~ communist, revolution and -that SDS is the only.group to organ-.-
=-fize -the.’youth, -thus; rejecting:-the-CPUSA a possible^ vehicle.- -. • 
's-¥br:'bringing about'- tliis’f^vblution’. " '' . f 1 - ’ ’ iy"

T.?ane.V rev
■Ui-Available--inform discloses Soviet-.theoreticians

/f-W>w?-'recbgnxz;e their'-didc^ in- the -revolutionary-student..-
■;7'mbv.*emeht-'ih' the’ United Spates' and the need to become influential, 

in'the current'ideological struggle in order -to.orientritto-.-
;-Soviet style communism.’- . —_ / . . . c - • < • ■■ ■-•

the activists'in black extremist 
..-igroup.s,-the is under--a-severe strain, in attempting .to- 
i'develop’tv program’ to' attract these individuals while :at the ' ’ 
r same time adhering to its^pro^Soviet and Marxist~Iieninist"ide~- —

ol’ogy.’ The fight within the CPUSA on the way in which to
> handle the’ black 'question is a bitter one. and no clear-cut 
.'policy has been established-. ’ An-attempt by black .nationalists . 
within the-CPUSA’‘to pass’ a’ resolution recommending-.that .Negroes 

' arm’ .themselves for self-defense was overwhelmingly defeated
-at. the recent -19th National Convention.-. In addition,- the pro- 

.-- Maoist-..-stance of -the extremist- Black -Panther - Party -..(BPP).-. -is h t 
"’anathema to’the pro-Soviet CPUSA.’ ’ . . ” - .

- --■ - 7--—’ CPUSA leaders have, stated that the Black. Panther ■■ .
Party may- be a vehicle to stimulate, revolutionary ferment among 

’’-Negro youth if the Panthers can -be taught a true Marxist-Leninis 
’■..’approach. ’■ Leaders of the CPUSA in California, have’ been in •

contact with the Black Panther* Party and have assisted in the 
’■’■-setting up of a defense committee for Panthers who have been 
•'arrested. However, CPUSA leaders admit that it is not--possible 

■- to’ talk’ to Black Panthers -as communists.- One CPUSA -member >■ • ■’ ••. 
- was’instructed to penetrate the Black Panther Party and to. try

.to put over the CPUSA program. He did join the Black Panther 
Party but when he was exposed as a CPUSA member as a result of
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attempting’to advance CPUSA policies he j/as expelled from the 
Black Panther Party. ’ J. /; ■ CAi; ’ r'h.-> - -//

not"mean-that'the. "CPUSA is' hot- striving 
"to"play a*more effective r.ole in its relationship with activ
ists .of both Nev? Left and black'extremist groups. Individual 
.Party members do play a role in demonstrations, 'activities, 
and workings of these groups. Party publications trumpet in 

Support .-.of... all demonstrations ;vzhich stir. up. discord ...in the .1. 
•United.. States whether it be-.econpmicr social.,..-or:'.against^the-- 
war'in Vietnam. ' • \ /7-7/.V.-.

2. £ Pro-Chiiiese Communist Group;
ft a. ..Progressive Labor Party

years;haye witnessed ...the formation, of 
:a!p7yr^ organizations ’enunciate
of: Communist!:China and Mao Tse-tung. .The majority-have-been 
ineffectual paper organizations, and not viable .operations..
However, one group, the Progressive Labor Party (PLP), is 
making significant organizational strides'in major American 
cities and on a number of college campuses. . _ .: ... ; . ...

The PLP was- ’founded in~:1962, ’ by ^extremist 
.elements of the CPUSA v/ho were, dissatisfied v/ith CPUSA’s 
•’Revisionism” and v/ho "advocated the following of the Chine

.. • .- communist line in. all areas of policy. It .is headed -by such
•.' . ;devoted revolutionaries as
.• .y^j-of -the. Communist Party; who’was excelled. -frow.

•••'.'the CPUSA for extremist views; and v/ho,
was found .

-r i -.o?-iconspiracy to riot,. conspiracy.-.to advocate^- criminal. . _
anarchy, and .advocating criminal anarchy'2 ’

'. ■ Headquartered in-New Yoi'k City',, the PLP has .
'• ..... established active branches in a number of major metropolitan
- _ ; areas including. Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Newark, Los Angeles, 

.Philadelphia, and San Francisco. During j?ocent months’," it*has 
made a concerted effort to establish. PLP branches -throughout the 
United States. Spearheading this drive has .been ,

-’ \top Mecre?



of the
and an expert on organization. The PLP is particularly- • . 
interested .in expanding its membership on the West 'Coast!as
■■evidenced by the recent assignment oL'TSSSS^^ wiwimM ; ~ ^■•;

■ to- Los Angeles, ■ f or-thatjy-.
purpose^ /• <•./■’<-■<< ‘ ‘-x

f v '.'. ’? -i •’7? S* r 'r< •’>?X v\'.; ; \
■ * / * •■■•.- y ’ **■■'■.’ • " ■ " ' ’ .' * ‘ •. .* • ■■'■')■
y ;.ii- p y ’.•.. The .PLP maintains close contact .'with pro-zChinese 
Communist groups abroad and its publications consistently rV.rr.t 

’follow the.:Chinese Communist line. ' Por example, during' early' 
-1968 /the PLP issued a pamphlet in which’ it proclaimed that 
>the PLPjis'among groups which ’’proudly make -common cause with' ■ •• 
bach$other and wit-h the-Chinese-fox' world revolution” and ”< : ~ 
bo.asted'; of-AMsj support .ofrthe-.y.iet._Cong in- .defeat of- our- .’’common 
enemy,; the United States ruling-class.“ ", ’ . .--V.y-Xy y-.:^

>tir..t.of ;the 'strong- rapport .existing, between vu 
the’PLP-and’the Communist-Party ■ of China,'"the latter informed-/--’ 
.top-level.PLP members in 1967-that-it considered-the PIP to -• .r 
be the'only-revolutionary Mai'xist-Leninist party in the —• ■ ■
United States. . ' .- ' .- ■ ■ ,<14 l < .... ';

As 'evidence of Chinese.Communist support df -the - 
PLP--information has .been: developed ..which revealed that during Ac 
is6? -and ls68 the PLP received a total, of aiore than' $13,000 '• ..

from a.European bank where an. organ .of the Chinese Communist “ ’ 
Government'.maintains an account. During 1968, the PLP received 
more than -$2,000- from Hong Kong, believed'-to- have ’ emanated -from • 
Chinese Communist sources. . - - ' ...../•• . . • . .

i: leadei's have been in periodic contact-with .-
Chinese Communist agencies, and’bavd on occasion visited'the .
Chili es e mainland..
.of .PLP ..travelled to.the Red

members .
Ch inese main^

land in March, .1969. . . -. • .•

‘ equal .significance, is the PLP’s stepped-up
efforts to extend its influence on college campuses. The : -■ 
PLP’s- ability to seize upon situations ripe .for violence was 
revealed by its role within Students for-a Democratic. Society....



.. P ’ ’ XSDS) daring the Columbia University riots, the turmoil at • - 
San Francisco State College, ■ and participation in the student \ 
unrest at the. University of California at Berkeley California.- .

PLP■ has-been particularly successful in 
its -attempts to play a major role in the activities of SDS’.

. ..’-A ■ .-'.’During, the SDS National Convention, which'ended on June 22, 
: 1969s at Chicago, the PIP element succeeded in splitting the 
organization ;info two-separate groups, each electing -national ; - 

S. -officer^ and’claiming-their'respective groups to be'in control 
. sds. / v :

v Revolutionary Union i- ' • ’i
. •• • • ’■ ’* .. .. j— -■—- ■■■ • *’.•* .••r'.;----'”

;;;* .'-V-.:.-^ Revolutionary Union’ (RU) was formed in the
-San Francisco area in early 1968 as the nucleus of a proposed ’

national -.Marxist-Benin 1st oi'ganizatioh 'with" ’ 
yr ^allegiance'to-the'though Tse-tung and the Communist.’

:■ Party of China. After, operating for-over a year in an
-. -V. ’. '^underground-fashion,. the RU partially surfaced in April, 1969.

- - ■ -’' . ’ ■-'• ■ .Since its formation,-the RU has organized into' ■
a number of ’’collectives” in the San Francisco area. Its members 

old-time- militant renegades from rthe -CPUSA,''former.1 leaders’-; v 
: ./of .the PIP, and young high-school aiid college militants who •

../ .’/..’ . have gained some ndtoriety 'as activists'in local campus and 
> .-. ‘ “related disorders. RU members reportedly, are accumulating ■ 

• weapons and engaging in firearms and guerrilla warfare’training.
• ■’’ . SSiey havp played a prominent role in disorders ■ at Stanford; at 

■\. ' - the University of California at„Berkeley; at San Francisco State
. '.College; and in connection wi£h the strike of the Oil, Chemical, 

-’-. . and-Atomic Workers Union,-Xvhich has resulted in violence in the 
.- -. j/'.-Richmond, California/area'-;- •.. r-/\ - * '■ ’

. At the present ti-.e,-RU leaders are seeking ’ 
to establish rapport with other militant ’’collectives” and-

■ - -increase their influence in. the SDS.’ The RU is in-competition - '
with the PIP and '.is seeking to discredit -PLP in the eyes of 
the Chinese’ Communists and neutralize PIP influence in SDS.' •

’ ■ One of thefpzS founders of the'RU is :
.- a long-time communist who turned first against

the CPUSA and then dropped out of his leadership role ’in .’ 
.' the PIP. In 1965, clandestinely’travelled to Communist ■

. ■ China where he resided for. approximately two years utilizing . ..
a pseudonym.’ ’ . * -•

-ieP/BgCRIST
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• , * ' *s . . * . *■ * • * . • * ■
Shortly'after’his return to the United-States in

'August* 1'67, he advised reliable sources that he had
^returned * to do a job” for the Chinese .communists. He
■'outlined : three-fold mission: (1) to form a national 

; '.coalition*of domestic Marxist-Leninists sympathetic to
■ -Mao-Tse-ti ng thought and the Communist -Party of-.China;

(2) to develop and'forward infotmation of interest to the 
..' Chinese ccmmunists; and (3). to recruit'politically trusted . 
.'.".youth who-.wo.uId .travel to Communist China -for an-indeterminable 
■f-period of cadre' training after which they would return to ■

. - /this country and operate in-behalf of Communist China in. a.
-:nohpublic or submerged fa.shion. There is a strong presumption
-'■•fthese la/tter individuals would be utilized as recruited ■■ 

^-intelligence, agents operating clandestinely in. behalf of
:/ China* . - ■/ ' •

h—-/ In 'late 1967/ indicated a'-des ir'bpt o:-'obt a th
bi'ntellige: relating to the. Soviet Union: which'.’hetfrould rtf:' i":

forward t^ China. He provided funds for this intelligence- 
■>gathering effort and also to support the operations • of a 

domestic ; ?o:-Communist China organisation. He claimed to
- ’ have a se« ’st line of communication with. Communist China.-
- After corv Acting diversionary travel'to’Los Angeles,'
utrfiew -to-L’ Adon in early 196^ and while there/contacted./the'7'.-u.L-'^

•Communist Chinese diplomatic establishment on two occasions;- - . 
. 'Thereafter- ; he flew to Paris and contacted the Chinese.

Embassy in Paris on two occasions. While .in Paris, be ’
-'dispatched a letter to an address in China-.' ■ Significantly,.-”' - 
..•the letter was directed to the name he used as a pseudonym. . .

• r • while res:. ,ing in China. He has stated he is able to • ... ■
/' communica'.; z with them, but he<is unable' to receive adequate'.
.- responses. also indicates he

- . is sufferi ig from a lack of. funds. re :, t.- vi'

c. '.Miscellaneous'Pro--Chinese Groups ’
\ - * . ’ - • • . . ‘ . . JJ -r- IT- .

:>lnce_ the development of the' Sino-Soviet' ideological
■”< split, many factions have evolved from-the American'communist 

- movement .which to various degrees have lent allegiance to the
_ • Communist Party of China. Two are .worthy of .mention..

’ -Communist Party,' USA' (Marxist-Leninist)' . 2 '____-\J

■ ’ ' ' The Communist-Party/ USA (Marxist-Leninist) .' .
-(CPUSA-HL) was created in late 1965 primarily as.a-vehicle'.'
-fox' -.anti—Inai tea States propaganda and activity of its leader
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• , a former member of the . (
<®i2H§§^gs§i£££a!ZSSaBSH05EE®JfiEEaKSa55^^ The ’’.. -':

■CPUSA-ISj in its initial stag© proposed to conduct guerrilla " ■ 
warfare .training, including the use.of f^rearms;•to organise-.
'cells in the South to exploit the racial situation;. to agitate
.the population and .to create situations'-which would require - ;.
• the ’.use of Federal troops. .

the -CPUSA-ML operated-in' California' .
• ."the .Workers-..International Bookstore, an outlet for.propaganda.> 
.material originating in Communist China;. The organisation .. 
.-.has been plagued’ by . factionalism based upon Jcha cgot^ its, 
/leadership. •-a key aide, .split. into .
■t.w.q separate groups., In November,11967.. £3^1 ^nd axiother,. •... 
■:B6'mbef/.of the CPpSA-ML.’traveled -to England-where they made -A 
-contact and -sought liaison with a.number of British pro-; ' r- •.” 
...Communist .'China, groups. Thereafter,- they' traveled t.o Paris. . 
^wbei'G g^^..AVas’ in/dbiita’ct/^ 'the Albanian’’Le'gati6yr.aiKi7 ■--- 
•;the .Chinese • Embassy '-seeking'-funds,- literature -for -his---- .v *-■  
- organisation and extension of his travel'to Communist China.-'. 
Available inforr.-iation indicates was. rebuffed by-both
the Chinese and Albanians. - •' • - '- .'■_ /’< .•; ■

• . w . . ■ - - - . - • - - - . . ■ - • . • • - ’
• * *. * ••"• " •*; ”» " • • •

-• -<rr- • .-Committee of Correspondence .- ' ' ’• -S*A ; '
“ “ - * • . * , •* *•  "X; ,    ■.—■■■■.■ ■■■ ■■     . —■      -, --r- -...- —.,  ur.jiT.ii-in—-r-11 '■ _ * -2- -> . *•  •

•Jf A. V V I' •" -. • -*• . ' v - M. 4 ' • . . . . * . • —••• * -• •— • • . — »

The Committee of Correspondence was organised in/
'-1967 by of Seattle, a formex- lender 'of_

publishes “The Voice," an anti-Soviet and pro-CUinese ■ .' . . ! 
period5-cal. group is Ah contact with other
pro-Chi.uese groups and is seeking to establish influence and

•■ contacts within the domestic Negro nationalist and 1-ew Laxt. 
luovewents. was ir> attendance at the recent SDS
National Convention as an'observer and he has engaged in - - 
teaching informal classes in Marxism-Loninirnn^ is a '. • ;
'frequent’ author o?< articles in "Hew’Left Notes,”-a publication 
of the National Office, of the SI'S.. _:. _:. .. * .

-Trotsky its Groups ’ ” ' • \' •</■ -i- ’■ ‘y. -W- •' *••

-■• ■•.-.■• • ■ ■ The Socialist Varkers Party (SWF)/"founded in 1938,_ 
• is a militant revolutionary group based on the theories of * 
-Mark,- Engels, -aud -Lenin-as intax-proted by Leo-i-Trotsky rather- 
than Joseph Stalin. . . . • .. .. \ / ^
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In addition to its-avowed aim to eventually
Gvorthrow ©ur form of Government

.-aim and objective is
the SWP’s most immediate

to hold together the.coalition of
'antiwar, groups, prevalent in the country today, 
seeks public acceptability by. running candidates

It also

political-office, on local, state and national levels, 
'candidates for President and Vice President of the

SVP

United. States were ..successful in haying their names placed on 
Strife _T9: state "ballots . during the" 19’68 •ele'ctidnsT.' ’.’They ;alsd "" 
traveled to. South Vietnam where they enga'ged' in. discussions ■ 
with United/States servicemen. .- , z:iz -"<-.?=

Trotskyite Fourth International ’(Flj/.s, 
btylecV as the'lWorld /Party. of-. the "Socialist .‘Revolution 
jukrdquartered iii'Paris, France, and claims t6 be figh’
fdir'tlie realization 'of Tieon7Trotsky’s 'ide 
fpreed by the. limitations ;of the Voo.rhis;-
v/xthdraw its off is 
tKe SVP maintains.

Act-of HHO-to-.' 
is’ TX " -Ne verthe Ie

‘’fraternal ties” with the Fi ?ahd continue 11
-attendance at its international-meetings."

The’Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) , SWF youth 
also headquartered in ilevz York City, was ori

formed in. 1957 by former da list and co:
youth.organisations. One of its primary purposes is to 

' recruit youth into the socialist camp who ultimately will 
, become, members of the SVP. The entire-National Executive
CQmmittee of the YSA is compo
members. ofthe SVP. Most:of the YSA chapters, 
ox’ near college campuses. ' . - - "

individuals who are also

In addition

-. - movement in the .-country

k membershi'p-/' the ISA’s c
•dominate, control and pe:

a recruiting mechanise

together.-with ths .SVP 
number of massive an

aemoBStratxons.

--. The YSA National Convention, h
Illinois,, from November 28 to December 1
by 791 -registered

ago

including 405 current activ
-. members representing 29 states-and 128 cities. Guests cam 

*• frei^'Canada, Mexico, France'and Germany;' During'the'four ' 
days of the Convention, the YSA recruited approximately GO 

- .new .members.

gOBrOBORET
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-•’-the.YSA.is a..youth.group.consisting, in the”.
.-■ re/'. • •.;~jnain of- college ' students,. most of its' activities take . place -.: 
b/7-:F-?’bn: dr near college campuses.' Its members have participated ‘ ‘ - 

many of the campus disorders-which have recently swept?= '■'■'<• 
Z./>7:7? the country. For the past several years. CZZZTZZJZzlI,

- parchar and former national officer of the-
/-■’•■.■•".'•.//.ysA,' has been the dominant leader. of .the campus disorders! - -. 

^’-.•rp-T-.v'-'and-police ’ co.afrbntations"oh the’ campus?of- tile .University -of  
Berkeley..;----------------------------------:

;;\<<-The Foreign affiliations of "the YSA. are the .same- r *’•;
- ,?<.^:.:Zas .those of. the” SUP.,• ■/

/-.ir <* f -, — •” .. > . -t. r v* r. 7 •* .* -*• - •• - * ’■ ' **■

• the French’ student uprising7 in -the’ Spring of '■ ’
f’.e£'':I/i* leadefidf -;the _SV.TP;^tatdd that7 for’.years th.e_.SnP;.has

vi- M.:.af-f orded. f inanc-ialLand. theoretical as.sis-tance...and,-material- ;
wg-^toX-Eaintain the -.Trotskyj^ France' and that-this- m y.-r-‘

assistance was paying off. .. r*.. -

: ' - -.•.■•>?<• .: In' 1968, a leader "of the SIU? .noted that the X’ole bf
• *'■:•. -the student youth in France was’a new element injected into '

• ‘ './'-.the—spring uprising in that country and that the young— ' 
a-.s.r^Liiailit&nts .of the -Trotskyite:-..Jcunosse. Cc^uniste feyolutiormaire .

\-played a key role in’spite bi its small.force, Ke related
' -. T that the role'that-American youth pill play in-the building

\v\" of .the American revolution must-be similar.’ '--.•...

'' ' ■ . ?' ; -.- -Xn December, ?.S68, fourteen YSA and/or SY/P members
•: ‘traveled to‘Cuba as guests of the CulAn Government to join in

.the celebration of the tenth anniversary of the-Cuban Revolution 
...... Since returning from .their,one-month stay in Cuba , these-'.

*?^.-■“•individuals have-participated-in numerous lectures and < ■
— - •.•-•idiscussions on college campuses throughout the. United..States -•■■ 4

-’ -’supporting Fidel Castro's revolutionary views. -.-. ' .-. •
♦ * • * . “ * * * . " * ■ •* • * • * • - •• • *• ’ * — ■* .'** * * • * • * •* * *
.: ' ’- . B. . Role .of' Communist^Bloc" Intelligence ■ ‘ : ~ 

- -. Undoubtedly, as•the number one target of communist. -•
■ ■: intelligence agencies thx'oughout the world, the United States

' is. faced with the reality of skilled communist agents acting- ' 
against the interests of our Nation. For years, the.-communist 

- • -blcc' of nations, 'including the Soviet-Union, Albania','Bulgaria
... Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Outer Mongolia, Poland, Rumania

•• -and Yugoslavia, have had diplomatic, official and quasi-' 
official representatives stationed in their establishments in ••

• this country. . ’ ... ... .■.:....

TOMKCRDT
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"’ ' ” 'y ■• •:-■:■'■■ '• :/.-•. •-■■ •■ - y--
,. • ' **>*1 xf ..*•*. »* \ - *' \ *• • ~ '- . vA • •* • * , ■ ’ • ■: . •■•-* • • • • • , *

.’ k/-'//’ '••■///.■ Currently,"these’ establishments exist in' ' . > \-
v < 5->-New York Ci^ Washington, D. C.; Pittsburgh; and Chicago ” .

• ; with, a total complement of over 1,000 communist nationals . '
•y .. /-'//and/about 1,400 dependents. Our investigations have disclosed 
- •///.. there are. over 350. known or highly suspected intelligence ’ \

officers or agents‘.among them, of whom about 220 are Soviet
\i?::"nationals. a/. ■ k..yi . .. ‘

. ■/.•.•■/> ///£-yt'Tn addition to-this-open"or "legal” channel .of
■•../. /. k1/ .intelligence operations, the communist-bloc nations utilize i . ' 

- . /highly clandestine "illegal” networks which have no observable
“A?contact-with the communist;official establishments. The • - ■ 

members of these networks’who are sent here from abroad with .
./ ■■/;./...fraudulent"documents and fictitious, cover■ stories perform '-.

. ^ /intelligence collection tasks as do. .the. communist intelligence 
/■;//.• ‘agents operating undex' diplomatic or official cover. In ' -

. ••//■ •■ / time of emergency, or war involving the United States and • • 
-./ • • ./'communist countries, the "illegal” networks®would assume the v 
‘ .-.primary collection role for communist countries whose, diplomats

■ 'and officials would be interned or. expelled. ‘ ■ y .. . • . .

‘ y_- /y.-.-y y. ■ In’spite of the extensive nature of communist-bloc . 
/‘intelligence operations to penetrate and subvert, the . -

-. -• -/.^United States, there is little evidence that these intelligence-
..•• // / /gathering’ services are acting as channels for communist ■
. / . support of the revolutionary protest-movements here. A. ’ ■ .’■

-.’ significant exception to this statement is the known activity 
•;•//./'.of certain-Cuban intelligence agents acting undex' the cover . 

■ . ’•••-of .official assignment to the Cuban Mission to tho United Nation
‘ / .-.<(CMUN) in New York City./ . -.-. ■ . /-A -. / ky

0® Cuban Intelligence*Service - / ■

•/:■ Export of the Cuban revolution is the fundamental ' .
j ’ :• principle of CubaTs foreign policy/ We have determined that

■ ./..‘.in the United States such policy is manifested by clandestine ‘
■ /. .. support of Puei'to Rican independence groups and the fomenting’- • 

. ; - of racial strife and student disorders throughout, the ’ .
United States. ‘ /'■;

. * ' •> **.’ ’" • . » * • . * ’. * ' . * . ‘" • . • • -

.’ -• In September, 1967, two officers of the Cuban . ?
.--f - Intelligence Service (CIS) assigned to the CMUN told a. ’ -

representative of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico (NPPR) •
•/ ./ in New York. City that Cuba was prepared to .offer Puerto Rican 
. . independentists’ weapons and material. In April, 1968, a CIS ’.

• ■ - -. officer at the CMUN delivered to a representative of the '. .' ’
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Puerto Rican Independence, Movement (Movimiehto.Prdr
■ Independencia de Puerto Rico - MPIPR) a message from the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba .(CPC) . . The' 

. message expressed CPC solidarity with and support of the ' "
truggle for independence. CubanMPIPR in the latter ’ s s

support has included guerrilla training for some leaders of
-current .violence in Puerto Rico.

••~ ■ • •’.^ to the fomenting of racial strife ■'
.-'and- s-tudent disor'dei's in the United States by Cuba, ' our ~ *"• r- 
'investigation of is a. case in point.-,■
-He’arrived in the--United States in August^ ■ 1967, to assume ;>■ 
■.duties CHUN, He. left the < . -h)
.United.JStates.oh February 90.-.1969, at' the^State Department? s\- 
.request based upon the results of our investigation of him.,, 

7AJF’tlye-7time of ^is^.departure,’ -he1'held -the-rank of- Counselor• 
;second^in order.of diplomatic precedence at the CMUN.

4 .Our investigation of determined that he was

- '4

— a-principal.link between the Cuban Government and leaders of 
. black extremist .and New Left student groups in the

United States. Tie gave advice and counsel to such leaders;
and then affiliated

I 

5

Student Nonviolent. .Coordinating Committee . (SNCC) ; ir-;. 
'- - ’•furnished Cuban propaganda materials to them; and arranged - 
.’ ■- visits to Cuba* foi’ unknown purposes by many of them.

... .--• During, early May, 1968, while, in Washington, D. C., 
ostensibly as a representative of the Cuban Government to the 

- -■ Pan American Health Organization. instructed
to “continue to follow Plan A-5."

was • then agitating in Washington, D. C., following' 
the serious racial disorders ’here of the preceding month.’ •’ *

unknown; however, an SUS plan of similai’ -.terminology resulted
■•in an undisciplined mass protest an< 
./•University, also during April, 1.968

Columbia • .

The-intolligcy CHUN

J - *

■ .lower in diplomatic rank (SK 
in the CIS hierarchy

^•TOpyCEGRBS.
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arrived in the United States on September 6, 196 
Our. investigation ox him has determined that he acts as a 
clearing .agent for Amer lean, citizens of, .various backgrounds . •

’ who’travel to Cuba, associates with individuals who are ’ '
■ affiliated with black.'extremist and Nev/ Left, groups} and has 
/•'.been operationally associated in New York City with Soviet . 
ri, intelligence personnel'. He acted as interpreter for . : ■ xj
' during a visit of the latter, -in Cuba. .

< ■;; 7 -D. r. Chinese ’Support J-/-'

' .y.' Communist Ch^ having-no diplomatic or ’■
of£icial -establishments in the United States, is posing'ah

•.V^ntelXigence threat constantly through individuals .residing-ri..-.-: 
: in or-visiting .this .country. Various residents or citizens 
u.;of our Nation who -have Chinese origins ox -background have-'-- - 
U':come to occupy prominent or significant'positions in fields<hi:- • 

of science, education, industry, defense, and government’.
■Some of. these’individuals in the past have acted in a manner- 

■■•-’hostile to-our’national'interests, apparently motivated by - ■ — 
. fear ox* sympathy with the communist regime in mainland China.

-A -.The .Chinese Communists' have in the past mounted a 
.^.propaganda "attack against; the.. United States-Government -with . i-i/ 
the intention of aggravating the racial situation in this •"

'■ country'. ’ Ori April LG1968, for instance, the'Hew China News' 
Agency (KCNA) broadcasted a statement by Chairman Mao Tse-tung

-j-in suppoi'tof the Afro-Amer lean struggle “against" .violence.
' Mad described this struggle as "waged by the'exploited and .'

•. ’oppressed black people fox’ freedom and emancipation. ■’ 
. ■ and stated it represented a call for the. "oppressed people of 
’.the United" States to fight against th? barbarous rule of the.' 
;; monopoly capitalist cl.ass <This was ILao’s first-major ■ ; 

. -statement on this subject, subsequent to.. 1963. ..............................

* - '-.Hong Kong newspapers, on April IS, 1968,- reported
■that Peking was transformed on-the previous day into a camp-

- ’of militant support for American Negroes, whose “certain victory 
- over imperialism was proclaimed* by hundreds of thousands of

. 'marching Chinese. A parade supporting Mao’s... message was
'. reported to have lasted from seven in the morning until eight-- 
-.thirty in the .evening. ." - "

i

• *
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* * * * •••.,**/ * ' * • * **,*'* *• * ” » / ' * • “ . " , ;*j“ ,

' \ ; ' . ' ’ - ’ For several, .years, the NCNA'has been forwarding
•- - -large quantities of anti-United States-propaganda material'■'
: . J..-.. Ito Negro publications and pro-Chinese‘ communist groups i.n the’ 

.‘..-United States. . Information was'received in Way1968, which.

disclosed the NONA had commenced circulating-photographs in' 
ip.‘this country depicting ra.cial riots, arsonist activity/ and’ 

■ ?■ 3 othei’ civil disorders participated' in by the American Negro.

.. received on May.3, 1968., revealing a news'; ;
1 . /"release "had been sent .from China-Features,'Peking, China, to .
3 the Black Organization of Students, ' Rutgers .University, Newark
4 . ; New-Jersey. ’ The nows release contained a statement by .'

>•' f.fv.-.MaolTse-tung in'\^ .was. made of "support of the
3 'Afro-American struggle against.,violent repression'.-' . r. -

| use ^ie. "Red- Book" in ■
4 :.l.? ^^^Vcti'^ "Red Book?' is' a collection' of \ ,

2 Sections' of-ft ;-have beenY;
"into'the BP)? '"Political-Education Kit.”/ One • ■ =

-.. -..-."such section advocates the abolition of war through war and 
f states, that .in order to get rid of the' gun it "is -necessary 

' . to pick up the gun." • >•. . • .. . -/. ■'
_•■:■■- ■ - •. . . - - - - - • .. ■ ■

| : J ; ’/ - ■ During January, 1969, a BPP leader in Los Angeles

!
■ “a*5 poster ’in2 his posses^ had been published “by7 *•

•?-. the Peoples. Fine Arts Press/. Shanghai, China. It was. 
. .: . .captioned "Support the Peoples of the A?orld in Their Anti-j ' ■ ' ?-Imperialist Struggle." - ' - ■ ..- - . • . •. • ■ .

■1 . - ... ;'... ,.E. ; International Conferences

1 - •. - Numerous'conferences' throughout the-world during . .
J --thb past few years have, evidenced both, the international
f' ‘ - / character of the revolutionary protest inovement-' Cnd" the desire

-of foreign elements; to influence the conduct of- that movement -
4 . ..i. ■' within the. United States. The majority of these meetings 
I-".’ have focused on-opposition to the United States position in 

' . Vietnam.' As active-participants in these gatherings,
" ' ’'representatives of militant groups within the United States - 

have 'joined with th'eir foreign counterparts-in efforts to. -. •• undermine the United States. - A representative sampling of

•' - -such conferences will illustrate this point, and, in addition,..
- give some indication as to the disruptive, ahti-United States 

proposals'made -at them. ■ ’

' TOP JBECRET
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1.. '.’International Conference' bh Vietnam

. •;:• '7- jl.-_lStpckhoyi.waX jthe_ scene of .theilnterhatipna.1' ....’ /.:! ' 
■rConference on Vietnam Heid from July 6 through July 9,' 1967/ 
. 'The World Peace Council, an international communist front • ; 
•^.organization, was one of the principal organizers of this 
/conference. Among the 452 persons who attended the conference 
..were delegates from communist countries. ’those present’

■'■■-frbm^^ :'Un’ited ‘Statty^were’'^"”'-'''^ CPUSA National
;; Committee member £132322^^ the ;; ’'
- of Women's International League for Peace and
.-Freedom; and . then .an - official of the National y.’’'

■■’•Conference of New .Politics’. -.. . /. .{'.

\:^y- •■r . •...The*'conference made plans for a.world ’’Peace in •
• • '•r.Vi^ to; coincide .with" the antiwar demons trat ion '.in' 7"'
, — Washington, D. .C*;., oh October 21-22, 1967.; Our. investigation.- 
; .fol*, this matter, disclosed -that a massive -deWonstratiori of •

' approximately.35,000' people demonstrated in Washington, D. C.’,' 
.-. - which .demonstration culminated with an s:ssault on the Pentagon 
•••■ Demonstrations were also held in various other cities, both •

•: Winside and outside of the United States. . ‘ ,’ - ..... . ..

2.<

/In'Wly'and early August, 1967,"
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committoo, was a guest 
of-..the Cuban Government and an ’’honorary delegate” to the
conference'of the LASO.be Id in Cuba. He 
Negro extremist activities in the United

sought to tie in the 
States with the anti-

■ - • 'imperialist revolutionary struggle which was the basic theme 
-..of the conference. 17ith headquarters in Havana, Cuba, LASO 

re.,:was formed by communist, revolutionary and terrorist groups .
. -.........from various Latin American, countries dedicated to the • ••- - ••_ 

. - violent overthrow of imperialism, particularly Unitod States 
/'■ ’ /imperialism.-- - - . ■ . . \ •..-.• : .•.......

\ 3. Bratislava■ Conference ' "• - . - -. ~ ■■■ •' -.

* • ■ • Another so-called peace conference-was held at
. Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, iron September 6 through .. ....."

September 13, 1967. 'Among the 41 persons.'from the United States 
vwlio’ attended'the conference were: '• who 13C* 'the'

-sw
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delegation from the United States; SDS leaders 
and . who headed

an SDS delegal 
■ both of. SKCCr-f Student Mobilization Committee 

the "New Republic’! magazine;
, both bf the American Friends

Service Co 
and

' EtothVietnam and the HL£.sent delegations
to the conference. ,z : y. -J

,.*'-■ <The delegates from the United”States .to the 
Bratislava confcrence. were, furnished free lodging and-meals 
while at the conference but were required to-pay their own - 
•transportstion expenses. 'They were- thoroughly ■ briefed

prepared.-,to':-.give reports ..and, participate
■_• in discussions'on various'topics, 'including the;antiwar., '

. student .and civil rights movements- and- an analysis of-the -.-■ ■ • 
current Arssrican political situation. told the

.^delegates that the-purpose of the conference was to. create .
solidarity, and mutual understanding between revolutionaries--• 

S'.from. Vietnam .and their, .supporters .in. the United States, .and ..-
■1 - "that" “the ■'’delegates "v»ere 'clfoseh' on the' basis of their'export'^

radical activity- ----- ■ .-•.....— •> -
'1 -- ' -. ■- • ■ '.■ •■ t’
h- ■.-'.-..‘4; International Cultural Congress- " . '' -•-t . £
■I ’ j •/*./:• ; • • ’
| ---r .In January,. 1968, an International-Cultural Congress,'/
3 ■ * ‘ attended by more than 500 delegates aad observers from all
f over the world,, was held in Cuba. Some 25 individuals from

[5 . —’ the United States*, were'present,- including^S!^^^ and. J.
' _. SDS leaders and ’" ,':'

p£ve meiabprs of SKGC reportedly traveled to Eavana to attend " “ 
thxs conference. This travel was handled through the’Cuban

I • ' Mission to the United Rations • (CMUU) . The announced purpose
| ’ .'Of this conference was to obtain unity of action.in-Cuban
| anti~imperialisr;i fights. ... ' J ’ ■ =. •••. '• „• ' • •’
1 ' ■ • -’ ' . •: '. ' . - ' ... ’ ’., .. . ■■ ’ -
| .. . ’ 5. . Japanese' Conference on Vietnam •’ -• • • ' •'■

f - -.t 1 . .. \An. international meeting sponsored by Beheiren^ ,.
a Japanese pstice gror.p, v.-as held in Kyoto, Japan, August.

1963. Approximately 250 antiwar activists ■ including 23

^OWCECnBT
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... . ■_ ....... .- .y ...'•: -. J,//;/-/ X’’ •;/■<•■

front the United States were in attendance .at. this, conference/ 
‘Discussion centered on such subjects as how to wage a campaign 
/against war’and for social change throughout the world, how ' " ' 

’.to deal with' the 'Okinawa issue 'and the United States - Japan.
Security Pact, how to assist United States deserters and .draft 

;evaders arid how.to coordinate antiwar movements around.the • 
world. -J.

-<■ i:?'
-/ 'c;-6..' International Assembly .; :••.

University was' the~ site "of an International 
-.Assembly held in September., 1968. ’ This Assembly was sponsored 

• by -.theColumbia -University. chapter of SDS and representatives- 
r.fr6m---mnycountries were -in attendance. Much of the •■ 
/activity of. the--Assembly -centered., around "'revolutionary tactics 
"'to ;b© Employed b^ 'stiuieht's3r'*'' ’ ~
... -M. M.. . .MM *► “ 5 m • • 'M M « M . M* . *M • •• - - » M Jf. •« ~ ■ “*• *

Budapest- Conference^*-.-"”-— -y ,..:y -. —-----------——   y . / ■ ----- - y- • -.- i;-. ,y -;- y •:

<..-■ .-.--A group'-of 20 American -antiwar activists including ■- 
^SDS members traveled to BudapestHungary, in September, 1968, 
-to. meet -with representatives of North Vietnam and the National 
Liberal ion Brent. Hine of the group’ from' the United States 

rhad/.-taken .part in the' demonstrations-at''the Democratic Hntionn 
-Convention in Chicago a few weeks before-this trip. The ■ 

■ meetings were arranged by and centered ’ •’
.on the Paris Peace Talks, on prospects for further student 
'•unrest in the United States and on furthering un5?est among- ' ’ 
American servicemen. - - /. .. .’

*■ $• .Hemispheric Ccnference'to End* the War in Vietnam'
■ ' - ' . * •

. . ?..7'..■,.'.-. Brom November. 28*to. December 1/. 1968, the Hemisriheri
.Conference to End the War in Vietnam was held in Montreal, - 
.Canada i hosted by the Communist Party of Canada; -It was > '
. attended by approximately ?.,700 delegates and observers, 
inolud5.ng a 5-man delegation from North Vietnam, headed by " ' 
Hoang 1'5nh Giam, Minister of Culture, - and a. 2-ma.n delegation . 
from the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, Others 

■in attendance included extremists, communists, pacifists and 
student .radio?-.Is from North and South America. .

■’'-'-'•--•y The approximately -25 BPP members in attendance,- vzith 
the- aid of white radicals, .took over control of the conference 

’ follow?ng' a scries of lights and scuffles. Together-:with 
other extremists they attacked the ’’’solidarity with the
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•, Vietnamese”'theme, wanted to assist North Vietnam and .■ 
'.the Viet Cong and wanted to denounce American imperialism. /

"A participant at the. conference described ‘the BPP members 
as ’’black storm troopers” and said that no decision .Was -

• '-‘made ■ at -the conference without consideration .of the. Panthers’ 
.reactions,/. ’ : . / . --t

TBPP- .-leader
Decembei'- I/- 1068-, aixd. called fox’ the overthrow 'of colonial
_ . _ - > . J ’of conferences with-the” i
Nor-tli Vietnamese - and -National-Liberation" & delegations

9. .Stockholm Conference on Vietnam

. The Stockholm Conference on Vietnam was held May 16
’ -‘ through 18,--1969'; • ’A.pproximately 3 50 to 400 individuals from " 

^■52 countries representing a myriad of peace .and antiwar groups
-. --were present. .About 25 individuals from the United States
" 'attended, : -- . • . -.i -- • \-. .

■' ’.-.This conf erenc.e ..was requested jointly by-.the 
^National Liberation Pront of South Vietnam (NL1?) and the 

--.Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) delegations to the 
-Paris Peace Conference. The basic theme was to promote, 
.-acceptance among the world’s intellectuals of the 10-Poim 

■'Program advanced by the NLP and DRV at the Paris Peace
• -Conference.
. participants

They felt that if they could convince the conferenc

•to;• ■ the Vietnam'-’S5.tuation
graA'was the only legitimate an, 
the--inf luenco 'these -individuals

. had in their respective countries would.be sufficient to 
/build world opinion in-support of the 10-Point Program. .
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- -■••_ • /- A report of .the Working- Group' on Action of this
\ conference-set forth seven proposals to be'used to ’undermine.’ 

support of the United States position in Vietnam. These were:

a. -Collection of signatures of prominent ’ people
.to be publicized in newspapers; ’'-i-

b; ..National'and international demonstrations on*'

• the Juno 25,- 1360, edition of ’’The Washington Post” carried a 
three-quarter page advertisement calling' for the. President to 
end the war in Vietnam now.’ Specifically, the signers of this 

. ■ ■_ advertisement, many.of whom have had communist affiliation-, called 
• ’ "’.for a halt to offensive military, operations and the withdrawal of

■ - all United ..States troops within'one year to begin immediately.

/V July .'4 ;i’n-1^ suited to the organizations, and the .
. movement-ill. each country. Specific suggestions, called for • /

■ .-vigils-.outside Uxiited States Embassies on July 4. and the'
’.: ' .1 ..’-reading aloud o:f names of Americans killed in Vietnam. ..

.... •-x ;-.z. StatesV'f’irms providing goods ' ./
; 'tn-Vietnam or engaged "in”the'.' transporting "of' such • v

■ . .- 'goods/ ’. 7 ?" ■ ' ’■ '

d.-~ Increased international support for draft
• resistance in the United States and by’.Americans. abroad.; ...

... : 7 1".encouragement of defection from'the United States armed '..I*''
: ’ ■ -forcesand, opposition within the Army. ’ - ’ j ’ .

' •- ^;e. Increased support of the 10-Point Program of.
. --: the NLE^and-exposure of. ”the weaknesses” of President Nixon’s 

■ ’ -Eight-Point Program. - . •• .. . •••.’ -.

‘ A campaign for recognition of the National • ■ ■’-■ ■■
■’ r~'" 'Liberation :Front of South Vietnam and the Democratic Republic

• of Vietnam by more world governments. • \

\ ”.- ■7 ... .g«’ The issues'of the war in Vietnam,/particularly
/ ' 'the unconditional withdrawal of United States troops and the ■

-;r -.10-Point Program of the NE)?, "should be stressed as widely as
' ' possible at all-na’tional and "international conferences’. ’ . • ■ -
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C< ,?>; J-10. World Congress of Women"and. World Peace. - ....' ‘ 
-Council Conferences ■-■ .. ..._;..•

• . In June,-1969, delegations from the United Spates •.
.attended conferences of the World Congress of Women in- J J,. 
Helsinki; Finland, and the World Peace Council in East Berlin, 
Germany. ” Both of these are international fi'bn't groups' - /
controlled by the Soviet Union. These conferences served as ■ 
forums for propaganda against'the United States*, position.in 
Vietnam . -^

determined that the-World Peace Council 
/Conference in East Berlin, June 21-23, 1969, v/as concerned 
•with the following, points.:'. ^“-7; 7- ? /

-'a./ Unceasing denouncement ^f’"Unlted States . ' 
imperialism..’ • C- ? /??-■/; : ;.? . ?£ r..-. '

."• - b. Recognition of the government of the German
Democratic -Republic by the Unlte'd States and other countries w 
within its-sphere of influence. ■ :. •

. ' - c,■’ Encouragement to the Vietnamese' to continue,
.^ghtfag.. .5.nasmuch as .they, are-fighting -the. bat tie -: of’ ail 
emerging nations and this will give the latter the courage 
to fight their own wars of liberation. . ■.. • ■ ; . /.; ■ ■. •-■■.

. r-- ><-•, ~ -5 d. Support at: provisional revolutionary governments 
•wherever they.occur . -. .'. ■•'. \. " ./h. . ... '..h,.h J .. / . ."

' /-.-The American delegation to this'conference included
Communists, members of SHCC, and the various peace groups,. • .

. ,F« .Visits to~ the United States by-.Foreigh Revolutionaries-

SECRET

. “.The-virtual lack of travel restrictions, .by the ..
United States, coupled with the comparative ease in obtaining.a 
United States visa, practically eliminates any problems foreign 
leftists have in travelling to the United States. There have 
been numerous such individuals who. have travelled here in the 
past foi varying reasons. Notable among these are
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1 
s ’ 7- is a leading member of

Secretariat of the Fourth International. He
•. activist-in the New Left movement throughout 
His wife, was active in founding the
Socialist German Students Federation (German

€•

the Trotskyite • 
is also an . . 
Western Europe.
anarchistic ...•” 
SDS) in Berlin,

- Germany, and is friendly with leaders of - various radical youth 
groups, in Western Europe. trip was" arranged •.

- by the "Socialist Workers Party (STZP)' while the Young ■ '
■ Socialist Alliance (YSA) organized the tour
": These two"individuals, during September and October, 1968, '

made separate tours which "took" them to some 50 "college. •" and
. . university campuses from coast ..to.- coast and border to border..;.

.-. .Each appearance made by these two’ individuals was marked by .
’ • /tirei-r espousing the revolutionary .doctrine "of the New Left /

- before-United States college students. y--:-• /

■. - : a former national chairman.of / "
."the German- SDS,- ve nt er ed the .United-States, oh February'25, 18’69 
:reportedly to engage .in-a./speaking and fund:raising .tour.'
-arranged for him by SDS. He appeared at some 16 .colleges, 
throughout the country, and did not miss any." opportunity to

. spread seeds of discontent and anarchy. He .cited, examples 
harrassment and .disruption.and.announced the need to build 

" international revolutionary alliance adding that a victory

of 
an 
for

the.-movement -• in one country. :• is -.a • victory for the-movement ih 
another. . . ’ /• .. -. "

1
5 
i

- • ---- •" was subpoenaed to appear before the Senate -
Internal Security’Subcommittee and during his testimony

_ .expressed .support for the regimes in Cuba .and North Vietnam
. ..the Viet _Cong: and the National Liberation Front of South .

■ Vietnam. ■

: -/".A BPP rally in Los Angeles, California, on-November 6,.
1863, was addressed by a Mexican student who was reportedly ■ -■ 

. associated with the Student .Strike Committee of - Mexico City,. - 
■ Mexico, which organization had been involved in violent.clashes 
with Mexican police and military units.‘ During a subsequent 
meeting, it was agreed that Mexican student leaders would • - .
come to Los Angeles BPP in disruptive "tactics
and that BPP members would go' to Mexico for.-'training

.-'' TOIAEECRE^
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G. Contact Between -Leaders of United States Protest Groups 
■ .'arid~'~Kep.r'esentatxves ofl'oreign Communist Groups . .-

% 
.1

l/.-New Left Movement

£

$

*

Cuba and North Vietnam have been particularly strong ■ 
A: magnets ■ for.:New Left protest groups. Much of the strength .of h-.-.N 
. -. these organizations derives from their ability to maintain :

■ close relationships and dialogues with foreign-establishments'.
•' For-instance, -the National;-Mobilization. Committee to End the. > r.:
r ;War .in Vietnam (NMC) .maintains a foreign contact list of-over1 .

300 'individuals" and organizations''- throughout the "world;’. Its. ’ .....
| -hae8 travelled 'to* the Soviet-Union-/' ’ • :

■'North Vietnam. Czechoslovakia-. Cuba and Sweden in furtherance..
'■ of opposition to the war in Vietnam. The NMC and L, ’

Ikmaintain .-.almost constant contact iwith. the.- Governments, of. Cuba’ •
and North* Vietn 3 ent at xves of’ -t
Liberation Front of South Vietnam.- -

;he National •• - 
feels such

_ contacts give the NMC and himself notoriety and build their • ..
-••image in’the movement.’ -■ .// •. - \ ... .: _: .. . ’ . ’ .

■; ’ One of the most highly publicized visits to North
’■ Vietnam 'was a ten-day ■triix^fade lu 1065 *by' c--’--

a former member’ of the American Youth ‘fo 
democracy, a defunct 'communist you.th.group;

one of the founders of SDS„ Theix’ trip was not ’ 
authorized by the State .Department. ^t was. described by the
■three travellers ■ ’'fact-finding’' mission

\ .- Following the Bratislava Conference, held- in
’ September1967/and’ two other- SDS members travel 
. North Vietnam. ... ... „. .-.. ■ .... .<

In■February19 68 20.,SDS._ members visited Cuba and
while there, held’confcrences with representatives of the

H National Liberation. Front, the politi 
J and with individuals from North Korea

.the Viet Cong/

A

2

E

2

In• March, -1968, 
visited...Cuba where -he met with represent 
North Koi;ea and North’Vietnam.
activist, visited North Vietnam in April 

»
5

an SDS national office;: 
v cs o f Com mu ni st' .China., 
^^/ another SDS :.

I
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!
 ’ A-group of 3.4_2SPS_jjiembers travelled to Cuba by

way of Mexico in late August,-1968. Part of This group- - 
met with a representative of the National Liberation Front ’ _ 
who stated that the New Left in the United States should . 
conduct more and more demonstrations against the.war in ■ .

.. • iVietnam, ' : ■ . :
’ -/'T -

VNovember, 1968, four yzomen representing the.’.
... __Women Strike..for Peace., travelled..to the .Soviet Union .at the.. ..
.-r‘ invitation of the Soviet Women’s Committee.- En route, they 

. v. Jnet with Madame Phan Thi Binh, .head of the National Liberation
••- --£. ^y-^Front-of South Vietnam delegation-’to the-Paris Peace Conference

;.in‘Paris, France^ ...In the Soviet ..Union,’the delegation was ' |
/.hosted’-by various-women in .-influential-positions throughout.’ ’\- : 
j. the ■ Sdvi’et Union; -A-representative of the group -planned to’ ' 
return vi<f*Prague, Czechoslovakia/ and made contacts there,. : . ” ’

^iX-^T^/pOn June-:.2O,-’ 196%.la-delegation--of 2.0 -individuals..^ 
iunder -.the-sponsorship-of ..-the = Committee, of Returned .Volunteer’s ■: ■' 
’’.(CRY)—travelled to Cuba? by way of Mexico City. This trip, was * , 
’organized with the full knowledge that it’ is contrary to 

fe:State Department regulations; however- a statement adopted, 
■by the group indicates that the travel would be made without 
such approval’ as a further demonstration of the CRY opposition 

‘to'Unitcd: States policies’?^ 'Available information 'indicated-^' 
that-.all expenses over and above transportation was to be _ ,
borne by the Cuban Governmental In addition, the CRY is 
currently planning a- similar trip to Cuba in July, 1969. _

TX.-’ -Also-, in July’, 1969,- a group of women ,affiliated ■ <
with .the WSP plans to-travel to Cuba at the invitation of the ’ 
Federation of Cuban Women. ' - ’•. •

h- ■: An example’of th^ ability of the subversive New 
Left’ movement to reach’ a-wide audience is probably best

to United States domestic and .foreign policy from a left- 
irient.ed position, utilizing sensationalist’muckraking to draw

. * the reader’s attention to its attacks on various Government 
• agencies. . • . • . . . .- 'y- ’ . • ■ •• • .. • -' -•
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■The political orientation of ’’Ramparts” magazine

J'
( is -a reflection of the activities; and ideology of its
, / i«^3PSSS^hnc Honn a vf-vAir.Alv anf'ivA in id£ has been extremely active in this

country in a leadership capacity in 'a broad range of New ' ' ’. 
Left-protest activities and..openly espouses support of • / : - 
Fidel Castro and the Vietnam National-Liberation Front. His 
foreign travels include a trip to Cambodia, Thailand and - • -
South Vietnam in February, 1966. In January, 1968, he . • 
attended' the Cultural :Congress-held in Havana , -Cuba ,' traveling 
to Cuba via Mexico City as an accredited correspondent Ke. -’ 
stated lie traveled with the'.’approval of: the State-Department, i-‘ 

■ He va’s. again in Cuba from .April. 23 ,.■ 1968, • to-May- 10, 1SG8-, -: 'j- 
and from December.-31, • 1968,-. -to-January- -13,- T9G9,---during -whichi: 
time’., he. at tended--the' celebration-on January .2, 1969,«’ of -the 6- 
TOth. anniversary of' the- Cuban .i;evolutich...... -. „■ ■ '■ • -- -.’ v-.'

Demonstrative of Ijg^iEilg&gMg political ideology is * •
;the: foilov.ring -statement made ••■•byin 1965,--’’The Viet ';- 
-Cong is a party of peaqe, and if I was in Vietnam’, I would . 
•be oh the side of the Viet Cong.” ■ ■ ■ •

2, ' Black Extremist Movement

■. .The'obvious objective of communist incursions into- ’ ’ 
the black extremist' movement is to bring about a Negro 
revolution in the United States. .Ths-presence of trained .

■ intelligence agents in Cuban. Embassies and.. Missions' tog’s ther’ ' ■'
with the interest expressed by Cuban officers 

!| . extremist movement in this country accentuate 
* of involvement of Cubans, in this'movement. •

' • ’ • ■ Travel by B.u-3erGV.s black extremists

in the black ■ • 
the possibility -

to Cuba h^s '

v/as svT:csssful in extracting a promise from ■ 
■ Fidel Cnstro to support the black extremist movement. •

v. cere •

“ countries in 'search of support for his militant movement in •;
the United States. His itinerary included North Vietnam, 
/i-lgoria'and Egypt.- As a SHOC representative,"he- attended ’ ’ 

of the second session of the Vietnam Var Crimes "’ portions 
■ Tribunal held in Copenhagen, De.iima.rk, in late November, 1967..

ws/peoret ‘

v-

•i r •
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.. During 1967,^3^^^^^^ traveled to-Hanoi, 
North Vietnam, as a member of-the International Affairs j ’ 
Department of" SMCC. His trip was sponsored and paid ..for- - 

•by. the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, London, - England. ---■-

- ■ ’ ' ’ who-resides in Denmark, was-- : "=
designated as the-Northern European Field Secretary ibr SHCp 
as of January 1, 1968. Ilis functions include .fund raising,..

’.public relations and coox’dination with other groups :in .
'"northern Europe. ’ ...

' - A group known’as‘the Friends of the Student . ■/
Nonviolent Coordinating Cci’x-vittee is active in Par.is/.France;

. The ,loader of .-this group is --who tie
'aided by a female.group of American SNCC-adherents’. ' They are'
•attached to the International Office of SHCC in Ne?/ York .City; . 
This group has been engaged in raising funds for SNCC. ' ...

SSSSSST, an employee of the French Press
■Agency in Paris’, France, residod-unfil 1951 in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, where he was actively associated with the

In/’plnhlB hv>rs»5r<lA rvF -!-i->o CJ r^r^4 T ■< r--t- n'-Vv-tV

of- Slice, ’ ’ 
has had many contacts with representatives of foreign countries 
On December 27, 1967, was advised the Cuban United. .. .
Nations Mission was h61ding moneys or his organisation and -ari’a: 
meats were mads on that date fox* him to* visit a Cuban .intoHigo: 
agent, On January |8, 1968, and an
unidentified- Negro were observed entering the Mission empty- 
handed, A few minutes later each departed the Miss ion’, carrying 
a-.package wrapped in plain- brown paper; - ■’

'■ - ’ While he was in Sweden during 1968, whs part’
of a group which net with individuals representing the’ 
North Vietnamese and the' Rat ionnl’ Liberation Front of ■’ -. • • 
South Vietnam.

In June, 19G8, Republic of Mew Africa (RHA)

visited Afi’ica to determine what, kind of assistance RNA .could 
obtain from Tanzania and what type of assistance they could ■

’ . ’ TeD^iscnssT ‘ .
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render Tanzania in return". Prior to their visit-it. was .’L - _
believed that hundreds of acres had been set aside in-. '
Tanzania for the RUA to set up a cp-maune and that Red China. .--. 
had.land-clearing equipment and farm inachinery to be utilized ■

/on this’property. ’ ■■ . . • ; \

S

I £

„ ■.:./.:;- J -/Af.ter their ’visit they indicated that the president 
.of jtho .country ..would’ make, some agx-eeiAehts with.- •

.concerning commit.-ients and foreign aid- to the 11NA 
however, these commitrxents would not be rsa.de public.’ The 

stated that as a contribution and to shoe; goo 
RNA;would obtain medicine’and. books.and .send...them..to

1

x

$ ■

Jnaaddi.tion,. the RUA would- assist in. organizing -the United -■ 
liberation .IVont; in-Africa which would attempt. to’ unite’ all ' 
;blad::African.. nations. z .6i

' '. • . • . • —•. • • • *• * • . • .. . • ' T* _ * * •

3
3

I 
i 
«

I
J

j

2

-1

I

2

2

fled the«United'State
indictment .o’: Kiannping charge in 

until 1966 at which

SSL in-exile ,~is a black 
in-T961-following his

North Carolina; ’ Ke.....-V-. 
tiTu-o he went to Peking,

Chin; whex-e he has since resided

has indicated that he wan
*/Negro militants" to Tanzania to establish a cadre .for. the’ ” 
^proposed. Ri-IA. commune. .The .purpose of this, cadre will be. to 
begin training- blacks of the African continent in* guerrilla

’ wax-fare. ;• •. ■ :-. -. -. ..r..

In October, 1968, a group of American Negroes were

my to eventually fight against the United States . 
A’s rightful title to portions of the

■with Chi}.
;. -Tnese. troop 
weapons.

are reportedly nov, in the affair-s

In .September

_spoaki 
-in.Detroit, 11 
na t i on os?' DU A

ished, states,- RITA
e couipment through’ the

ly, lied China and Cub

.,. in. April, 1969, ; 
developing relatib:

discussed the 
mlate in Quebec.’ 
will-'be able to 
Consulate.- - • -•
?-k Economic Conference, 
sated that’the black 
;■ with friendly, powers

■‘ NW85380 DocM:32889618 Page® 25
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of the RNA & )
returned to Hew Orleans, Louisiana

from Hew.York City. advised a- source ••-
•of this .Bureau that she-had .traveled to.Cuba through Mexico . 
City this Spring with the flight to Cuba being paid for. by the 
Cuban Government. ’ ' ;. -

,by .Fide 1.. Castro 
the . conversation

rally in Cuba which was addressed
...the rally-., met with- Castro. ■ ■ In ' :

with lira, he said that he was

Los Angol
among black.e.

unhappy with . 
ions, in

people, in the United States noy 
._;they_w5.1i receive assistance. fr

Castro added that when the black
forward in.their" revolution 

. Cuba and .other, countries;:

Castro presented literature-.which.-he ■'
stated concerned the revolution and which would be applicable
t.p. the .black r truggl.o -in the” United States. He.-'

• i ito-’ send J^? revolutionary'' literature in' the 
- J-would-be-of- assistance. -• ..................-.- -- —

r future which :

. ’ In December, 1968, two leaders of SNCC departed 
I from the United States for Cuba, via Mexico', allegedly to 
.^attend a Cultural Congress,. ...i"hen they returned to- the. . .

United States,' they were intercepted at the Canadian border
.by Customs and Im 
■possession a larg 
Cuban.propaganda

They had in the is? ' '
>rean, Soviet and •

’Included in
effects xieve a five-band portable radio of Soviet manufacture 

..adaptable for .receiving intelligence Communications and’ a 
jrevealing notebook and diary. ’ . ' ' •. ■ '.

Analy

and that this k

of the.notes and .diary indicates the. two 
were on' a "mission" on behalf, of SNCC 
on had'.been well planned in advance.. 'Th

effects also indicated they were placed in. contact. with the
North Koreans in Havana by the'Central Co; of the
Coimunist Party of Cuba; on February 24, 1969, they f.lewfrom ' ” 

• Moscow-for Korea’under the cover-of pseudonyms; in March-; -1969, - - 
in--North Korea they received detailed training in revolutionary 

j.theory and political and military intelligence;.and.they spent .. ’ 
•-.considerable time in the Soviet Union and Cuba prior to- their• *
^return,... Among their notes, were instructions fori organizing. 
..a .committee which would "propagandize for the -.withdrawal' of

I allied forces
and domes

fro;?. Korea and seek the
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-ir-: \ 7 •" ? Z' '/Z-
Koreans, to discredit the United States position in . - 
-Korea*.- • It .was indicated this'proposed committee. would be 
Vuppdrt'ed by the North Koreans through contacts in-Cuba’.’■•

.Additionally,' it was indicated, the subjects had ■
' .received'training in a-likely assignment to accumulate j

■ ■intelligence in behalf of the North Koreans relating'to
■ '-V-latest .-plans.-,-1-newest weaponsi -blueprints-,--actual-weapons, 
u.if possible.” • According to the notes, these should be . ■ .
’ secretly .transmitted to’the North Koreans through the-= •

Soviet Union, the Tanzanian-Embassy, Cuban consulates in f 
.- Mexico .’or- France,.. or_ the Korean. Embassy fin Prague:. r.aOne -. of.1.| 
’{,the..-indi.v.iduals describedhthe .assignment as -’•Vze-wil-l-.-be^thcirl- 
'./(l{orthjKore^ eyes’ and ears as we wage' armed, struggle;.^

arrived in-Havana, Cuba.- Assistsnee>for- their
.trip was rendered by an* official'of the.-Cuban Mission-to the- 
■United nations.-' /• '. .; -. • --- v? ■•

J n‘ Following his return to the United States, ’
talked., of his trip during- a J5PP rally in Oakland/..California. 
on -'September '5, 1968. . He indicated that on their arrival in

- -Havana- they were met by representatives -of the-'-Con^umist Party 
of Cuba and revolutionary guerrilla organisations from Asia. •- 

' .and .Africa/ .In a subsequent-speech on Decemhex* 23, 1968, . -.>• •• 
stated that during his tx*ip -to Cuba-he had been . .

personally assured by Fidel-Castro that‘the Cuban Government*■.. 
■ would' give' all-out support to Negroes'in the United States; '•

■■ ■ ■ '. -. -•-l?hlie in Cuba-on. £ugust -24, -1988, voiced-■— -•
his appreciation to the "Revolutionary"Government of Cuba” :..

’. ;ih a radio broadcast-made from Havana. - ~ ‘ 77

J..On..September. 11, 1968, a Havana, Cuba, x-adio station

and 3. stated that Oakland; California
-was' under military occupation following the voluntary’nan«‘ 
■-Slaughter conviction of BPP leader stated
that-"they” will answer • counterrevolutionary violence with ■ •'.• 
'O.-ovc-lutionary violence.' .—... 4..

t TOP SECRET
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••.- ’i -In September, 1968, '«CSJSWSS?^a,. h .SNCC loader . . ; 
.in New York City,:traveled, to Cuba via France On October 2, . 
:-1968, an interview vzith^i^ was broadcast , on Raf, ‘”-' ,r"ivana,' . 
In. answering-a xiues;tion regarding urban guerrilla w..xx«ire, 

T11 said. it is going to bocome more and more a method that 
will have to be employed by people not only in America but .* 
also-throughout the world as they, struggle for liberation; ' • .

1

~NW«3M^BMjMa298»mPags^

In answering a question about the full independence of
rOrAnerienh people,’ stated that 'the '.Afro-American- • ■•*•

/people cannot achieve their libei’ation without the -liquidation 
jof. United States, imperialism. ■ \a;/

1968
- Vfhen was’ in.Atlanta; Georgia,* during December 

he’rAentionqd. that he .had received .limited training- • • '
'while "in-Cuba in- firing, automatic and semiautomatic weapons

the Cuban’ Government allegedly--
■ told.,that Cuba was. ready* to assist. SNCC with financial -• 
'an^ 'ether means- of support .In its-struggle in the.United."States. 
Before aid was to be gi»ven=, however, SNCC was to give - concrete •• 
evidence of revolutionary activity in the .next six months. ' 

claimed Cuban officials- told him Cuba would grant asylum -
-to any black political refugee from the United States..’ 

j also claimed his trip to Cuba was’financed by money -provided 
^;K^^.by»<tbe: Cuban Government-, through its United .Kat ions’ ''Miss iofl *

in New York City, * •• . •

During November,’ 1968,- two BPP members traveled to 
Hova.Scotia, Canada, to attempt to organise a BPP*Halifax

group ;in fthat. During.a news conference, one. of the DPP
.lumbers stated that the .only thing whites could give to the
BPP was money or guns.'

-y.During the period from March 9
... ..BPP-leader$
•’ Sweden, Denmark & 

the' BPP. ■- The vis

1959,

Libera t ion, vhich
Beiwark

nd Norway to obtain financial ‘backing for 
it was sponsored by the Socialist Y/orkers 
and the Solidarity- Committee .for-.Black.,.~ 
repoi’tedly has offices in Copenhagen,

and Stockholm,* Sweden. Prior to departing on the
st?.ted that the Socialist Voi'kors* Party of Denmark 

had sent .two X’ou»d~trip tickets for the ti'ip in addition, to- ' . 
a,:totaX of four .thousand-dollars-, for bail--and defense -funds-1*' 
of the BP)?, : • ■ . :r' •..,8.--•* .

c
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. While traveling through the Scandinavian countries 
made a number of speeches and held several press

conferences in which he claimed that the BPP was the “political
■ proletariat” and that it was engaged in 

not. in a racial struggle. ; J.; :
truggle and

’■ -II -’-RESOURCES KOW TARGETED TOWARD MONITORING FOREIGN COMMUNIST
■- - SUPPORT OP REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST MOVEMENTS IN.THE UNITED- STATES

ADomestic Communist 'Groups

1Z. Communist Party, USA (CPUSA)

y,.s u ..Coverage of foreign support of-the CPUSA is very 
effectively achieved at present through live informant • 
coverage at -a hig)i level, supplemented by selective- electronic'- ■ 
and physical surveillances. •- ■_ ■ -.- T;:/’-/- •.-?.

2« . Pro-Chinese Communist Group;

a*: Progressive Laho:

? . ’ -. — plp investigations utilize live informantsthe . '
■ L monitoring of bank*accounts, selective electronic surveillances 

and. vhere necessary, physical surveillances.

b, Revolutionary Union (Ru)‘

RU is covered with high-level’inf oriv 
utilise selective- electronic surveillances on and

surveillances are also'conducted on RU 
individual leaders, • ■ .

Physical 
las and'on

■' '$* Trotskyite Groups ’. ' • jy

• .■* ; ' -• a- • Socialist Workers .Party (SWP) ; . " .. ' Y •' " ’ :/

y . ; ' The- SWP and its youth group, the-Young Socialist • - 
Alliance (YSA), have been actively penetrated by informants/ 
We also utilise physical surveillances ■
0^0 to supplement this coverage. ' - -; ■ V

fo°YsECRET
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1. • ■ - B * • Diploisatic Establishmsntg and Intelligence Operations • ’ ■

■•’ : • ■■ 1. .'Soviet and Satellite - ..’• :-7 ' . "'"Iv7. ,• • » '- • . -’. -- **■'*'. * ' ** - 1 •*?***.•' .t. •?•*“.•* .-••
■ ' .■ -• ■ • :' ' >- • ’ ’ ■ ■ ■■.-•— . . , - • ■ ............. .■ . . “ ..

.-■ ” •• -.-■•■;• - Our .coverage aimed at penetration of Soviet and ■ • . .
Satellite intelligence activities in.the United States ■ 

.•■■■‘includes a wide variety of techniques. ’ We use fixed lookouts 
■ on .certain. cor^iunist-bloc. .establishments which lookouts...in..

• iibst cases"are ’equipped’ wi'tir'photographic surveillance "" ‘7
•... - equipment. x We also conduct physical'surveillances on selected 

’••• .•_ ■ individual intelligence officers and maintain electronic •• 
surveillances on communist-bloc official establishments.

fj.d/.k/-7.J i- . ” ’ '. We operate a program to identiTfy individuals in i -' 
■ .■ -■••-"ncontact, with-communist-bloc officials and establishments to' 

determine' the pul-pose of the'contact and--io assess’"the- '■ ■■■'■
.c‘potential•• risk to internal security posed by. the .contact.-- 

the- same time/ we ’explore the informant’ potential- of the '. • . 
individual concerned.,...........■■- ’'-. ’. •.. > - - ...

>■ ' ■- i;- “Sources and informants regularly in contact with 
’ communist-bloc intelligence perisonne 1 perform an important 

7 • role -in our coverage as do the double-agents we oxyevate

■ .’ We have conducted selected'.operations in■ the “past •'
. aimed at the direct defection of communist-bloc intelligence 

agents. - -‘-. •' : . - ■ ;. *' . .- ' •

: 2. Chinese ‘ J • ."■*-- - - w :. -.'■ ...

• Current rescurceC directed against Chines© intelligev
: activities include the use' of' informants' and’- electronic-'1 '■ ■
. • . surveillances on selected subjects. Vfe-'also have devised and

operated programs aimed at specific problem areas’such as
•-■ Chines© scientists in the United States, Chinese aliens 

entering the Unx.ted States and Chinese seamen who may have a 
port of call in .this country. . ..1~; • ., . - - =■■ .
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•• .,3. Cuban Intelligence Service'1 S <?.

We also use physical surveillances on a 
periodically review pertinent bank i-ecords'..

selected basis and ■ ..
.Through. .the -us© ■ •

of - inf oxnnants and double agents ye have ^been'successful irf 
S""penetrating Cuban ’intelligence"Service• operations in' tKe.L-r: 
f-./United States....... ....... - A. ' .•.■>- r\

C. ■. International' Conferences
4

’.■■ i-"Z*cz:S.cx / ■- . ■'. -. '* * '• - ■ -- ■ -- -* •• a.—“■ s s ~ ■ - .'■?-- .:. x. • -■.
we-attempt to have informants' ‘ 

'under. ou:e- c’ontrdl- -participate :ih- iirternational?
as -representatives of the • particular groiipS'.^.^ 

they are affiliatedf. - We have.,been successful '• 
• 2* .-several of these confei-ences .in this'fashion 

benefited from ca-the-scene coverage..- ■*. . • _ - . Jt •- * *.-• -•

Contacts Between Revolutionary Leaders and Leaders of 
> ^.:;.'..-..^oreiffir^o--^ Gcweri^nt^ ’ .Z- , ■.-.. .

Yhis is a' difficult area to cover as .we.'do not " :' 
always have informnts in a position to accompany individual 
'revolutionary•loaders,on their official and private trips to ' 
foreign’.’countries. We xxoly on other estat-1.isrxed'i:ufcrma.nts 
whom we have targeted against those revolutionary leaders

i-

.-.--■and who have access to them upon their return. In some
-we are able to determine t^e result of foreign contacts

W i;'our---domestic surveillances. : /.--r-v-1;-
J: • . - ■ s -- - . ‘ / •. ' . .

esses, 
through

B.- Travel of Povei^Yi Leaders to the United • States ■ ’ -

'■- Coverage of foreign leaders to the United States'. .-.-
"••■ ■ is effected through the coordination of oux* informant coverage . 

■ : of the. organization sponsox-ing the .tx’ip and physical and .- 
t-vj selective ..electronic surveillances, where applicable. . •. ;J . ..

31
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I11». OBSERVATIONS MD CONCLUSIONS ', " ; ?''< - :?J '• ; '

... \ . J .Historically, the‘United States has-been',the4. . .
-retarget for subversive activities emanating from.andydirected -

■ ‘ . .by the international communist movement in regard to efforts
‘:-- -'-to.-foment disorder .and disruption in a'revolutionary"veiny ■ ■ ■

'- -: The change from-the monolithic nature of the movement to
.- polycentrism only served to magnify the problem in that it . ■ - ■

: .. _diyors.ifie^ ... . ........
b ' r ' ‘ ' _-* . . - ' ' J - ■ \;= : . ’ ? :

of the diversification, the basic-nature. '■ 
■ of the attack remained the same. It. emanated from communist j 
\ ..forces abroad and was channeled, into this country-through.. _j .j_ 

. - •xi-.--";communist-bloc diplomatic establishments and old-line communist 
.a ’rAgrou^ • and organizations ^working to advance international .'.k-5'*.' f 

.-.communist obj ectives.. s ■__ - - - • - - , p, ;■.. -,• --,■ >.

From tli^ the FBtls’.‘respons
to countering these^subversive thrusts/-"there were •' • -c. 

___ factors, .which., .enabled us_ to' mount_effective. -'_*____________________________ -*.
’. '.counterintelligence operations'.' ' '.’ - ■

*•'..*. ■ ....... ■ .. • ** ' •

■ ’ The first factor was that the activities themselves, 
■ took place for the most part within our borders. It was a 

situation which lent itself ■ to-'effective- utilization of ■ ■ -:e ;n-
. -.lunanpower for coverage .and counter intelligence purposes.

-The second factor .was. that the. activities- were
’. engaged in by organizations, such as the CPUSA, which were '' 

: tightly structured organizationally in* the traditional pattern 
‘ .of communist parties'throughout the world. As such, -they 
_presented clear-cut targets for informant penetration. ...

’ .'Because these old-'-lfrie organization's als’o'followed -■ ‘ :
:• the:traditional pattern of operatingjinder the concept of ‘ *

. democratic centralism with an insistence on rigid discipline
. .throughout party ranks, high-level informant penetration . ■ ‘

provided an insight into strategy and tactics being considered ‘
. • • af all-*levels. Here',‘too,'it was possible to effectively- 

negate their thrusts . . - . ■ . .

--The emergence of-the Mew Left-and blaclc-.-extremist 
■ ■-movements in our society drastically, altered .the. situation ......... .

They evolved mostly out of social reform movements which ■
- . increasingly have been transformed into hard-core revolutionary

moyeinents dedicated to the total destruction of oui’ democratic 
traditions and our society» . ‘ "■ . *
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.They produced anew breed of revolutionaries'whose ■ 
• main preoccupation with communism is that it -has produced • 
jnen like L-ao Tse-tung, Ho Chi Minh, and Che Guevarr.a, whom

■ they hope to emulate in the overthrow of a system they deem .
-.oppressive?' ‘ • .. ... ; .< s • -'i

. * . : • - • . 1 . * I I

x ’ -• : From the inception-of these movements, the-FBI j 1
; ; • has been aware of the fact that their increasingly revolution?

/. ’ communist imprint posed new and unique problems for the .- 
■ ■ .-‘internal security of this nation. . • ... • - ■ ■

’ As these forces of revolutionary protest hardened
• ■ in their resolve to accomplish their purpose, mox'e and more 

' • they reached out to join hands with and seek support from 
-old-line communists not only inside our country but also 

. communists and anarchists abroad.

- .. ■ In effect, the picture has changed from one in 
which international communist forces sought out supporters 
within our country to carry out their objectives to one
in which domestic revolutionaries are reaching our seeking the 

‘support of anyone,, including communists, throughout the world, 
who will help and support them in their own destructive aims.

(
Since the objectives of both so clearly coincide, it 
• ’ is inevitable that they will join forces in common cause. The 
willingness of the Soviets * Chinese communists, and Cubans 
to support the efforts of domestic revolutionaries here alread

il ■ has- been demonstrated. In addition, the movement of the
| Nev/ left and black extremist x‘evolutionary protestors toward
j . increasingly centralised, more tightly disciplined oxganisatio 
? . will facilitate the inevitable linkings.

It is essential that we bring together and intensify 
1 . the intelligence capabilities of our country’to meet this
| ’ growing threat. It is imperative that we penetrate all the
| channels of communication between foreign. co--miunist forces

f . ■ . ..

i / \ '
i * 33 *•*I »-
i ’
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. . -and domestic revolutionaries;. that we take all possible
■ additional investigative steps to safeguard the security 

.. /of this Nation in a time of multiplying and expanding ’ 
. crises'. This has become mandatory because of increasing 
; problems which may be anticipated in the future' by •• 

reason of the growing alliances with foreign communist /
/.• elements.-•• . ./ f.- •. ... . - ’ -- ■ ■ • / "

*

top WcnBT-'
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h.’ ■’ /■ ORGANIZATION APPENDIX • /■ X? ’ /-•

-• *- -■ . ' e- ? ■ 5 •* ” ' . /> ■ -'i' ■■ ’ ;
" ’■ Black’Panther’-Party . (BPP) '. •’ .

• ■ ’ ‘ < '. - The’Black Panther Party was formed in 1966 at
.Oakland, California'. -Its stated purpose is to organize black

- . •-people so they can.’’take control of the life, politics, and the - 
destiny of'black communities. ” The.BPP advocates the use of guns 

’ • ' .-h;. and guerrilla tactics in its. revolutionary program and encoq'r^ges
• _• Negroes to arm themselves against the police. Its publications

.... ■ ./■•...}./contain quotations from the writings of the leader of Communist-
< ; ?. ” China and feature his statement that "political power grows out
.--Ji/.-of the barrel of* a gun.” It is .headquartered at Berkeley, . . ■*
.' California. .. : -, ’. ’ W./ib;.' . . .'• .. .’■• •

Committee of Returned Volunteers ' (CRV) ’:

■ ‘h -The Committee, of Returned Volunteers v/as established
' \ - in 1966 at New York City and is composed of individuals who

., ’ have worked abroad in such programs as the American-Friends
: -Service Committee’and Peace Corps. It has a membership of

” approximately 3,000 individuals and 12.chapters throughout
■: the United States. .It has been active in demonstrations

. protesting United States policy, particularly the draft and
’.'the war in Vietnam. Its leaders have discussed establishing 
.contact with revolutionary groups, aiding guerrillas, destruction 
of existing government's and the transmission disinformation

... .’ .to Soviet-bloc -countries. ,The CRV has declared that it 
seeks radical changes in Uitited States policy towards Asia,

■ Afx'ica, Latin America 'and emerging communities in the . ;' 
United States.. ■ ... - ■?. ....

National’MobiTization Committee ’ ' -.’ . . ■ ••• ' ”
• - -y° ^nd ~^he i7ar"'j?n. Vietnam (N)uC)~' . '.. ' •=./-

■' . ■ , The NMC was founded in Cleveland, Ohio, in’ 1966.
It is -a coalition of over 100 antiwar, antidraft, black

- extremist and pacifist groups. Among.the organizations which
- participated in NKC activities are the CPUSA, SUP, SNCC . ■ 

and the American Friends Service Committee. The NMC has ' 
organized major protest demonstrations including the march oh 
the Pentagon in October, 1967; the disruptive demonstrations
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duringt: < Democratic' National Convention at Chicago in • ' ;
..August, ? £ 68; and the demonstrations during the'Presidential 
- In augur a' p on ceremonies in January, 1969. Its officers include'1 

who has travelled to the Soviet Union, . ■ -no 
.North Vif'inam, Czechoslovakia, Cuba and Sweden in furtherance ’ 
.of'oppos: ’i ion to the war in Vietnam. ■

* '* *•* “ /' 4. .X-*-' ’• \ v,-‘ •- •' -7; ■ .

■.•Republic cf New Africa (RNA) ’ •. 1^

The Republic of New Africa is headquartered at ’ 
i^etroitT,-jzichigan. ■. It”is ~a black’extremist separatist" < “ H?!?
.organiza-i ion whose stated'.purpose'is the'formation ^of .'a black '..‘.I 
nation.to thin tlie"United States. "It advocates-the formation ’ ~ ' 
of a blac e. army to; defend this black nation and to 'attack ' - •'' 
its enemas, . .... . /. y ’ r <• 7-I?/'.''.’’l ’

• •* - -• - - " " '."“**-***_ 1 ** * j, '/ v

?.Students er a Democratic Society (SDS) ’ . -
.  »   |,.lllW _ - » w 1 W M

-- SDS, which is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois,’ • - 
wag forme- • in 1962 and is an outgrowth of the Student League 

iior- Indus rial .Democracy;, the youth affiliate of .the’ .League.. ...t:.;.’ 
for; Indur rial Democracy, an old-line labor-oriented Fabian 

“ISocial’iSi. organization.' " ‘'7 ■' ■'- . ’ .7*-"

'.■"•■y";’The’fotmding convention ’of SDS Held at Port “Huron;......  
Michigan, in 1962, produced the "Port Huron Statement” which 
iheffecl provided the ideological framework for SDS,.established 
the line ."participatory deinocracy,” and set the direction for 
mucli‘df. 1 subsequent activity of the organization; ' . ' • '........ .

. .’ :. • in’the ensuing years SDS has increasingly entered,
into the • ninstream of revolutionary -politics particularly with 
regard tc its .opposition to the American form of government. 
At. its Nr'- tonal Council meeting held in Austin, Texas, in March, 
3.969, SD£ stated, "Our primary
task is i > build a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary movement.” 

• The centx il appeal of SDS has been to the student. It curcrcntly 
‘has"apprc cbnately ’250 chapters located .'mainly' on college campuses

tody^dcrdt
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Student Mobilization Committee (SMC)

'The SMC'is headquartered at. New York City.’ It. is •. /••.■// 
’dominated by members-of the SY/P and/or members of the YSA. .' ■• 
The SMC h^is been active'in demonstrations against United States 
policy/. .Its aims are'to bring about: the withdrawal of American 
troops from Vietnam, to end university .’'complicity" with the 
war, and-to-'establish self-determination for Vietnam and . :
“blackAmerica.” It currently.publishes the "Student Mobilizer."

Student' Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)

<////<//' /SNCC was formed in I960 at Atlanta, Georgia, as a 
'nonmembership civil .rights' organization. ’ It took part in voter 
registration work in the South and was one of. the moving forces 
behind the Freedom Riders of the early- 1960s. In. 1966

was elected of SNCC." He moved this
group from the civil rights field to a full-blown revolutionary
group.

devolution. ”.
urged Negroes to prepare for a ’’bloody . •

was.succeeded as
19.67. who continued policy of

•.denouncing United States’ intervention in Vietnam, calling 
/ rebellion by any means, and massive civil disobedience.

’• SNCC is a nonmembership organization which is '
/headquartered in.Atlanta, Georgia. It is composed of 50 staff 

members and a 15-member. Central Committee. • / :

• Women’s' International League
■ '£o:c Peace and Freedom 0»?ILPF)

•■•• . -■ AVILPF; an' international pacifist group,' has "its 
. • United States headquarters in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
/and has a current membership of 11,000 in 154 branches in 

. the United States. .- .. .. - .

■ -.• :/ The VILPF advocates-the right to self-determination, 
~support of the United Nations, enforcement of civil rights laws 

and new api^roaches to the entire social welfare system. The 
organization is currently urging abolition of the. Anti-Ballistic 
Missile System, withdrawal of United States troops from Vietnam, 

.and the elimination of racial .discrimination. ■ ■

5
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। Women Strike for Peace (WSP) ■ '• v -. ' • ' ■
I ... ...... . ■’ ■ .. . ■ ”■ - J

' . ■ . . WSP is a,national nonmembership women*s pacifist •
; ‘ ’ " group which maintains a national office at Washington, C.
i • .. It has’engaged in numerous protests against the draft, the w
■ . . -' ■in Vietna’m, nuclear tests, and the Anti-Ballistic Missile
i ’ . < System. Representatives of- WSP have been in contact with
; . 'the National Liberation Fi'ont and’ have travelled to various-
t ■ ’ ’..countries including Cuba. ’ ’ ■

- 38 -
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INTRODUCTION

77 7 77/’-i 7^ ’'revolutionary protest” . 7/- 
'■'■movement" 'cannot be precisely defined because of the ; :- 
-amorphous, nature of such movements, it’can be’said ■ .f 
•'that'revolutionary protest movementsi'existing withinvthe 

;.United States fall, into two broad categories, .i.e; the .1. 
•/New Left movement and‘the black extremist movement y. .- A-

-.7:• -< :/> The New Left movement, which 
civil ..rights’struggle of the 1950s,--is

grew out of " the 
a-loose-knit, f-

^undisciplined' group of' individuals "who view our' system .of.. • 
> government.’as irredeemably corrupt and oppressive. Their . 
.' stated aims and-objectives -are simple;'they-are dedicated

7 to the,total destruction of our traditional values and 
.'-/democratic'system of government. . * •- f

7. <77 7//. The" New Left, movement in this couritry’is.clearly- 
an’integral part of a world-wide revolutionary movement’of

■students and young intellectuals. There is a definite"'»•>-.• < 
^.'similarity of.' goals, a-uniformity of action from country to. 
country, and a rapport among leftist organizations and.; ' 
.individuals, in this and foreign countries'. ’ / . ...7' .-.

■ .'i ... 7’-' .'Like the. New Left. movement / the black extremist’
’. movement in the United States can be traced, to the civil rights 

movement of the early 1960s and the violent response to civil.
. rights agitation. .This is best seen, in the history of the . ■' 

V. 'Student. Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), formed in '
I860 in Atlanta,'Georgia.

.■behind the Freedom Riders 
’ 7 of Ku Klux Klan violence.

. -.elected chairman of SNCC.

SNCC was one of the moving forces
•of the early 1960s and was the target

■In May,. 1966, Stokely Carmichael was
________ ..... ____ The lack_of progress toward integrali 
since the 1954 school desegregation decision helped Carmichael

■•-'to. change-SNCC from a nonviolent group to a’full-blown.-black.
"revolutionary organization. Othex- black nationalists took up : 

.••Carmichael’s- cry for a "bloody revolution" and-a.proliferation: 
\ of black extremist groups seized the'initiative for change.from 

■’.established civil rights .organizations and now.advocate outrigh 
/revolution and destruction of our-form of government. .’•. -. ■

. TOXlSIiCREr-.’
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Foreign cosmiunist- support of i^evolutionary . ’
, protest movements in.the United States can he E^nifested 
in a.number of ways*. Since the .Communist Party,.USA; is ■ 
under.the domination.ana control.of the Soviet Union, it

\ can be used move and sieve as a vehicle to support these 
movements,’ Similarly, the Progressive Labor Party and other 
pro-Chiaese Communist groups can be utilised by Coimnunist

•China as a channel for rendering support to protest movements 
. in the United States, Other traditional channels which can 
■be used mc-ixe are the coininanist-blqc diplomatic establishments 

-’and the clandestine intelligence services opex-ated by the 
communists within the United States, .■ •■ • .

*■ ' In addition"to" the channels of communication open
to.foreign communists within the confines of the United State 
.leaders ox United States-based protest movements have.in’

■ - recent- years begun .to’reach out beyond the continental limits 
of the United States to solicit support of foreign communists 

. revolutionary. pretest movements abroad* New .Leftists and bla 
' extremists .travel- abroad extensively and participate freely i 

various international conferences which are invariably attend 
by and sometimes even sponsored by communists* New X^ft and 
black extremist leaders frequently confer with represehtative 
of foreign camKunist gwei’nsients* At the same time, 
revolutionaries frequently travel to.the United States and 
confer with leaders of ps^otest movements in this country* .

j‘ All of these ’’channels of coxmiunication” are ■;’ 
treated'in this study which is designed to show-ths extent . 
to which revolutionary protest, movements in the Unitcod States 
are receivt-ng foreign communist support* :

TOPKSCTO



I-J-'-FOREIGN COMMUNIST SUPPORT OF REVOLUTIONARY'PROTEST ’ ' . ’
\ .... HoWIEnTS n<~THEr"UNTr^ ~~~ : •

■ ’". '■ ;:-L Ab -.V/-/’A;,/..influence, of Domestic Communist Left '■ • 7’. ...j - y- ——  ——— —  . . ■ ■ -7 '' " '

1’. .' Communist Party, USA "} ■<./ 7" 7

it was founded in’ September, .1919,-’tlie- '■■'y-'-"■
■ :’ •■;?Communist Party, USA (CPUSA) has been unswerving in .its.- / \ :
:allegiance7to'the" Soviet .'Union. Over the years the Soviets .

■': V’ the CPUSA as:~a" trusted: vehicle, to. influence ; -” "7“
-’7" activityJwithin the.United States.. ’-Accordingly,
■ FBI., investigat-ipns of CPUSA activities have included .the -• •■.
<7i/ tv.7. ;•• objective of determining-the'extent to’which the Soviets may ■ : 
txni;f-7'“’X?’/hiav.e7he.en using the .CPUS^^as; a -.possible -channel. for.. Soviet’../.Lz:/.; 
.. .of the cur rent ‘ revolutionary pratest ..movements in... this \

. ’’Ail! \avaii4bieG;i&  ̂ from these '..’/..' • A vii'-.
i-'f'iivestiga to date'indicates that'while'the CPUSA 'has 'made";.; 

\7.:‘overtures to the revolutionary protest groups there has been
■’. ■ limited acceptance of the CPUSA by such groups. .

.*• ' .A*’’'.. ' - - - .. ‘ • *' * 7 ,

' In recognition of .its’ lack of support among '
.. J; ...J’.on. college campuses, _ the CPUSA is. currently, 
/^i./ to estabiish''5A''new youth ’group directed" toward '

: -.--youth in industry. Party-leaders, on the other hand, have :’-
; ■ criticized' New Left groups such as the Students for a Democratic

'• 1Society as petty bourgeois radicals. Party youth who have ■ .- 
I '-'attempted' to have the CPUSA relate more clearly with such 
... •■.’"..‘■groups have" been isolated and silenced. The CPUSA theoretical

■■ ■ -./“organ/ "Political Affairs," in’its March and April, 1969,' issues 
’contained a two-part article entitled ."The Student Rebellion," •

< .5' 771.-..which, clearly .set' out CPUSA opposition to the anti-Soviet ,• ..anti-
■ ' 7.'CPUSA .line’of'student protest’'groups A'’’ ' r ' } ■;<'’<

’ ■ ■’ 7 Within the past year leaders of the CPUSA in the '
• _■ ■ Midwest met with leaders of-the Students for a Democratic .. . • 

Society (SDS) to.discuss closer’cooperation or possible
'- recruitment of these individuals into the CPUSA. These over^ 

. • tures were completely’ rebuffed'by the SDS people who stated
:'■. '... ’that while there were no .disagreements with CPUSA .philosophy -
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if is most doubtful .the CPUSA is relevant today’. When it was 
•' proposed’that there be’some form" of collectivity between the

SDStand- the CPUSA, .the SDS leaders replied that the CPUSA is 
.not "involved, in SDS collectives'because the CPUSA has nothing 

; to contribute.; ' I .’7br f ■‘7 ‘ " 7 AaJk ’

a

il

1 <•. -7/7 y? Subsequently, a leader of ‘ the-SDS in conversation 
with.leaders of- the CP of Illinois stated that the-”Establish- 

f" 3neht"--'-'-as-7it 'exist-srtoda'^ chahge'd, even if fthis--'change
Lfdntist1-b’e'thi'’ough:^ that the "Establishment’" : ’
'• uhust be replaced by.a communist government. He further stated 
ftliat?there' h^^ c^Miu-nfst partyTand- there has to be-a ?;

communist, revolution and -that SDS is the only.group to organ—, 
^tize the. youth /• thus; reg ec-bing'-the -CPUSA-’as a possible- vehicle .- 

.‘Vf’of ::b'r'ihginV’3-b’ouf -’ :>’7 - *e ’ -’”7

Available’-information- discloses- Soviet.-.■theoreticians
;nWi :recognfee their: <LgcIc?d:^ in- the revolutions

Ui

tuaent..-
hiov.emehf itf the United 'States' and’ the heed to becom^ 'infludiltial 
in’the current'ideological struggle in order -to. orient- it • to- 
Soviet style communism 7- , ■ ' ’’7 -b ’ ■ - •

3;

; With 'regard to the . activists'in black extremist 
-groups’,- the- C-PUSA is under-a severe strain, in attempting .to- .. 
'develop'a' program’ to attr’act 'these ’’individuals WiT'e “afthe-' ’ 
s-ame time -adhering to it-s^’prd-Soviet and Marxist-Leninist--ide

.•• handle 
7 'policy 
: within

The fight within the CPUSA on the 'way in which to 
the'black question is a bitter one and no clear-cut 
has been established-. ’ An-attempt by black national!

$

the -CPUSA to pass- a’ resolution recommending- that .Negroe:
• ' arm’themselves for self-defense was overwhelmingly defeated 
. 'at the recent -19th National Convention. In. addition; the pi’o-

• *;

-• Maoist-..-stanee -of -the extremist Black -Panther - Party ?(BPP). ■-is 
'’anathema to’ the pro-Soviet CPUSA.” ’ ■ -

•- a : f!
3

’ 5

.-. ...... • - ' < CPUSA leaders have stated that the Black-Panther• ■ .
■ Party may- be a vehicle to stimulate., revolutionary ferment among 
'-Negro youth if’the Panthers can be taught a true Marxist-Leninis 
’■ .’approach.' Leaders of the CPUSA in California have been in •’ . -
-. contact with the Black Panther Party and have assisted in the 

-’’■■■setting up of a ’defense committee ’for Panthers who have been ' •
•' arrested. However, CPUSA leaders admit that it is not'-possible

• -'to’talk' to Black Panthers-as -communists <■ One CPUSA-member
- was'instructed to penetrate the Black Panther Party and to try 

.to put over the CPUSA program. He did join the Black Panther 
Party but when he was exposed as a CPUSA member as a result of

TOP pEC)D3f
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. . - ’ •attempting'to advance CPUSA policies he. ^as expelled from the
.. - . . Black Panther Party. ‘ ‘ •

is' hot striving ...
. U ■ to play a more effective role in its relationship with; activ- '

' -’-I ists.o-f' both New Left 'and black' extremist groups.- Individual
■'.'i -.’■.i-Party members do play a role in demonstrations, activities, ‘\

■ and workings of these groups.. Party publications trumpet in "
demonstrations‘.which stir. up. discord;.in the.L. l-v

-bnitedi.States whether it.’ be. .economict - social ,. ..or-tagainst^the-.
. / £.war' in Vietnam. ' • : 1 : '

- . • * W ■* . ' <*.»»*.* -w ’• 2 “ * * < • * “ *' — - * • . * ,.. . - *•. i • ’*: ?-« r j-i - n - ' A- . » /, ' ' ’ ” t , i, . • - » _ ■ • . ,

" ' ' Pro-Chinese'Communist Groups""" ~ .”7'• 7S”(uf?■ rlo. ’T

■ "'■' • • .1•-;""c-.rl a• Progressive?Labor* Party*?-V'-

years^haye witnessed.the iorm3tion; ot^

. \ v'-..'■<$£■' CommunistlChina and- Mao Tse-tung. .The majority- have’-been ' • •• 
ineffectual paper organizations, and not viable .operations-. - - - A 

7 .""'HoweverK one group, the Progressive Labor Party (PLP), is . ; •
' . -J ’ making- significant'organizational strides’in major American;’ 

: ■-• ■ cities and on a number of college campuses. ..-. ... , . .. ■.

fyu' . - The PLP was founded -in -1962, by 'extremist^- od. ••• ■_ A:
of .the CPUSA who were, dissatisfied.with CPUSA’s •<<..

■ . ■■ ’.'revisionism’' and who advocated the following of the Chinese .
’ . ■ - communist line in all. areas of policy.' - It .is headed by such . .
\ : ” .devoted revolutionaries as Milton Roaen,' one-time Labor Secretary

. •..^-.^df -the.New; York .State Communist Party,- who’, was expelled.-from - .
■ - •■'.the CPUSA- for extremist views; and William Epton, who-, following
. . ....-.-His participation in the Harlem race riot of 1964, was. found .

. ...^ ^guilty of-, conspiracy to. riot, . conspiracy/.to^advocate,.;criminal^.
........... - ~ anarchy, and .advocating criminal anarchy". " " J"'": t ■ ' :-

...... _■ - . Headquartered in New York City',, the-PLP-has . . ■
. established, active branches in a number of major metropolitan ■ .

. - . J- areas iiicluding. Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Newark, Los Angeles
" ■ 7--.-7'5.7'Philadelphia, and Can Francisco. Luring recent months',' it’has"

■ ■■■ made a concerted effort to establish PLP branches throughout the
. United States. Spearheading this drive has .been Walter Linder,
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Nation’s! Director of the Trade Union Commission of the PLP . 
and an expert on organization. The PLP is particularly •' • , • ' ■ 
interested .in expanding its membership on the V/est ‘Coast as. ’
■evidenced by-the-.recent assignment of'Levi Laub,,a members . f 
of the PLP^s National. Committee, - to- Los. Angeles, for- that ■'
purpose/ ' • ; /, o . .. r/L \■ ■

• * * .w- . * * * ■ * * . •• , *• *.' »■ V * “ • "*««'», * * • . * - • ** . ’ - ~'t . ’ ~ ' ,x • ‘ * , - - '
<1 :■ ■ - \ ■.. ' .. The .PLP maintains close contact with pro-rChinese ' 

Comduhi'st'groups abroad and its publications consistently •"•LIo 
follow the-Ch-inese Communist Tine. '-Bor example, during’ early" ••-■• 
1968 -the-PLP issued a pamphlet in which -it proclaimed that ’ ’■ ■ - 
the PLP_-is' among groups which “proudly make -common cause with' • ;/-=■- ■ 
oaoh^dther and y/i-t-h the-Chinese-for-world revolution" and “-7 . ~ 
boasted--- of-^ts; Support .of\:the-.Viet-Cong in’ defeat. of- our- “coanmo.h in. 
enemy,,, the United States ruling-class," -- ■

| "rvyAp^opos .-of Sthe -strong rapport .existing, between ranp?
7 7-j-the v-PBp-and"-the Communist-Party of China/’the latter informe’d-.-.-’-.^g ■’
•< .. ; .top-level .PLP members in 1967 .that -.it considered-the PLP to •• .

.■ " •7 ; be the only-revolutionary Marxist-Leninist party in the ;
I . .. ; . -United States. ‘ '■ ' ' . ' ’ • • -- . ... ..

■ r. ' ' ' , - ,■ - . _ " 1 _ ’ , .
g ' - . As evidence of Chinese. Communist support’ df-the - -
./;■ uL .<-,--/?TPLP^^^ has .been; developed ..which revealed that during A/.
J ’ ’ ’■ . 1967 ‘and"1968 the PLP received a total, of more than’ $13,000 ’
.? • . S from a.Buropean' bank where an. organ .of the Chinese’Communist ” -
/ . ' \ ’■ Government;-maintains an account. 'During 1968, the PLP received -

; - more than-$2,000- from Hong Kong, believed to-have emanated from -
.‘I ■ ’• Chinese Communist sources. . . - ■ ’ - / ■ ’

u ■■ \PLP. leaders have been in periodic contact with
) - ‘ - 'Chinese Communist agencies and'have on occasion visited the . • -
i-TT d/r .u Chinese mainla^ Jacob- .Rosen and Frederick Jerome, members .=••.■ • :-ric 
J of .ULP-Jlational Committee., ..travelled to. the Red Chinese main-.- _______

; ■ ■■ land in March, 1969. . , . ' . • ’■ • . •

/ .--7--.: .--Of equal .significance, is thePLP’s stepped-up ■ . ■ 
' .7 ■ efforts to extend its influence on college campuses. The

-. ....... PLP’s- ability to seize upon situations ripe .for violence was -.. .
i - -revealed by its-role within Students for-a Democratic Society... :....

- 4 -
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-\aa .-topYjEcnET ' r" . -i.;-. ■ • . ■;■ ■■

• .(SDS) during: the Columbia University riots, the’turmoil at ' • / 
San Fi’-ancisco State College ,- and participation in the student’ \

■ unrest; at the, University of California at Berkeley California;”-. ■ , - ; . . , - * ’*• - • -*’• "• ’ *• -w Z i*. - -- . p ‘
: • * The PLP ■ has---been, particularly successful in ■ ■ r -

‘its attempts to play a'major role in the activities of SDS. ... 
.'- During’; the SDS National Convention, which'ended on June 22, 

1969, at Chicago, the PLP element succeeded in splitting the
>• organization' 'into two’separate 'groups, each electing national 
-offleers-and’claiming-their-respective groups to’be'in control 
of SDSt ’ x.--j/;- 'AA - : A '

-Revolutionary Union ■ -AA-^ A^Ay„AAAA^ *
AA i L't: Ay ZAZI/ -

A ‘‘The Revolutionary'Union’ (RU) was formed' in the ' .
San Francisco area in early 1968 as the nucleus of a proposed '•■ ■ "-7- 

L-'new-ini-lftant-. national rMarxist^Ee’nini'St organization ?with': 'AAf. A"-
1 -allegiance -to -the thought’-''of -gab Tse-tung arid the Communist’ u:-S .

Party of China. After, operating for over a’year in an' - ■
■ underground-fashion, the RU partially surfaced in April, 1969. -’-

- ■' . ' A - - .Since its formation,-the RU has-organized into •
.a'number of "collectives" in the San Francisco area. Its-membex's 
/are.-cld^ Diilitant renegades --from-rthe .’CPUSA,- 'f ormer jleaders’- o’ C 
;df .the PEP3 and young high-scliool and college ■militants who - < 
have gained sbsa'e notoriety  "as activist's'in local campus and 

"related disorders. RU members reportedly are accumulating 
- weapons and'engaging in firearms and guerrilla warfare’training. ■

.They have- played a prominent role in disorders ■ at Stanford; at 
the University of California at. Berkeley; at Sail Francisco State - 

.College-; and in connection with the strike of the-Oil, Chemical, 
and Atomic Workers .Union, which has resulted in violence in the 

rRichmond^ California/are £1 z j

- ‘ . /J . ’. . At the present tine, RU leaders are seeking '
to establish mpport with other militant "collectives" and 

--increase their influence in-the SDS.’ The RU is in competition ■" 
with the PLP and-.is seeking to discredit-PLP in the eyes of ■ 
the Chinese’Communists and neutralize PLP influence in SDS. ’.

~ . One of the two founders of the RU is Leibel”
Bergman, a long-time communist who turned first against

' the CPUSA and then dropped out’ of his leadership role ’in .' “ I
' the PLP. In 1965, Bergman clandestinely'travelled to Communist

China where he resided, for- approximately two years utilizing ■ 
a pseud'onym.' ’ * . ’ - ■ ■
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.. . ... ..’ . ..

■ . Michael’Lasky, a former member of the Provisional Organizing
■ : ■. ..Committee for a'Marxist-Leninist:’Comuhist Party. . -The ”"..... '

in its initial stage ' proposed' to conduct 'guerrilla ? '-
.. •-'warfare’-.training, ‘ including the use.of firearms; to organize- .

, ■ >’ < "cells ;in the South to exploit the racial "situation;, to agitate 
• " .A the population and .to create situations''which would require ■■- . 
'.■•'-A?..^ of Pederal troops. ’ A.-" b

j A--: time the ^CPUSA-ML operated in Calif or nia .
• •••’.A-A the .Workers 'International Bookstore, an outlet for.propaganda’;

•A Ik .material originating in Communist China;'. The organization .. ..
been ’.plagued,’by. .'factionalism based 'upon; the egotism’of 7 its., 

a key aide, Arnold Hoffman,-.split.into .
groups ? r in■•^oveiaber’ 1967,, .Lasky and another. ■•, 

the 'CTdjSA-KL.’tra^^ -to Engla'hd -where th^yf m^de.
AjAA ;contact and nought liaison with a.numbex* of British pro-; •' ; • ’ - 

".China ...groups, ■.Thereafter,.;. they" traveled to Par is i,.^
‘ ‘ A/X -yUj^re" "in.."6oiita^ Albanian .Legation"and"" :A

•.Chinese’ Embassy -seeking-funds;- literature -for his - —-
- ' organisation and extension of his travel'to Comraunist China.-’.

- - .Available information indicates. Lasky was. rebuffed by both ’ .
A- ...the Chinese and Albanians. ' • ’. -: . .A v

- ■ -Ai'^'A’.-’Committee of Correspondence .; ' ’ ’■ - -.-■. - • •’

./ '■- - . - •* ' The.Committee of Correspondence was organised in’
' 196? by- Clayton Van Lydegxaf of Seattle, a former leader of

. the PLP< This Committee, which lias ties 4 in California,-' - ' 
”'. : - - -• "publishes "The Voice," an anti-Soviet and iJ/Jo-Chixxes® ’ ' . . f 

. -.’ - periodical. Van LydegrafLs gT-oup is in contact 'with other
" " -. pro-Chinese groups and. is seeking to establish influence and .

" contacts within the domestic Negro nationalist and New Left
. ■• .- ■ ■■ movements< Van Xyclegraf was in attendance at-the recent BBS

■ '• • ' National" Convent ion as an" observer and he has’engaged in ........ '
• .’. ' teaching informal, classes in Marxisn-Loninism. Ho is a . ;

- •■/. - ' 'frequent-author of articles in "Now’Left Notes’,"-a publication 
j. of the National Office of the BBS,. '_.. _ "... • ...: -.

■ ■ ■’ 3. Trotskyite Groups ’ ” ■ - . ’ •

-’■. ■ Th® Socialist Varkers' Party (SVP) ,"founded in 1938,._
;- ’■ > is .'a militant revolutionary group based on the"' theories of '

'- •'.... ’- Engels-and -Lebin-as interpreted by Leon-Trotsky -rather--
■- : than Joseph- Stalin. .. . . • . _.\. ... .

■ -. / ’ ’ " ’■ - • 'TO^ECRET- J ' . ^ ’.' V
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-r ia. addition to its-avowed aim to eventually ' ■ '
• *- / h overthrow our form bf Government, "the SWP’s most immediate 
. - J.’ . aim and objective is to hold together the,.coalition of- „ . ...

'antiwar: groups prevalent in the country today. It also '; -J'-
<? V-1:-seeks public acceptability by. running candidates for' ’ - '■ - 
■up' political- office .on local, state, and national levels . ‘SVP ' 
'.'candidates for President and Vice President of the .; ;

- successful in having their names .placed on ■
" v ’stateXaHots during the" 1968-elections’ 7.' ’.They ‘hlsd 

?; .? f; traveled to. South Vietnam where they engaged' in.discussions •
J? . . Uaitedf.Stats^ servicemen. r p 77-.- J.

/Ac/rii- Trotskyite 'Fourth International (FI) / self■.
‘••'styled as- tlie’.T/orld -Party’, o'f; the ^Socialist jRevolution", Vis" '

\P • headquartered in Paris, France, and claims‘to be fighting ' . ‘ 
* .'jrealization 'of Xeon "Trotsky’s 'ideas'. u"The’ Xl/P "was " ?;~'7 

S-fprced-by .the. limitations iof-the Voorhis’-rAdt-^ef 1940-.to-.
ip?": jp"-v^Kdraw -its off ictal “affiliation with "the* ”FX “Nevertheless’,. ~ 

" the SWP miXtain^ ties” with continually
-r. R.-.'. has-’’observers” in-attendance at its international meetings■’“

-- ’ - - - -‘ The young Socialist Alliance (ISA), SWP youth- -
affiliate' also headquartered in New York City, was origix'ially 

.-ri.c formed in- 1957 by former members of socialist and communist f r 
• ■ -p - youth, organization One of its- primary purposes is to • •-.i:

■'p "recruit youth into the socialist camp who ultimately will . • ’
’ ‘ become, jsembers of the SWPe The entire-National Executive

” . ’’ ■ Committee of ths YSA it? composed of .individuals who are also ’
. .. ‘ ‘members of the SWP. Most .-.of the YSZi chaptex’s. are .located .on ■

‘ ' ox’ near college campuses. ’ \ . '7 - . - , . • ..

■ _• . . - • ■.. .Tn addition to acting as a recruiting mechanism ’ ’
ultih&te St7P membership-,’ the YSA’s current-main objective ‘

. ’■-‘ v; ,’c . is- to- organize, sdominate, control and perpetuate the antiwar ■’- 
.... ..-movement in the.country. The YSA, together.-with the .SWF, ■ 

credit themselves with organizing a number of massive antiwar 
- • demonstrations. .-... ’ • - : • - :

; The- ¥SA National Convention, held in Chicago, ■ ■ ’
■ • . Illinois,, from November 28 to December 1, 1988, was. attended

- ■- by 791 -registere;d individualsincluding 405 current active ’
-. members repx-esenting 29-states and 128 cities. ‘Guests came ' .

’from* Canada, Mexico, Fra rice ’ Wnd Germany/ During'tlie'f our” ” ”:- 
• . days of the'Convention, the YSA recruited approximately GO ‘

■ new members. ’
- ■ p .

i .-
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.yr : •• - * " -’•’ ’**'/’’V. j.\\\
. _ __j,/,.;,’.,,^ „ , ,j' • - ■ ^ -■ .'A; ’ .. • .*‘*.'*.___’—■„.* ...

•-. r/.-//;/....^.^ d...• Because the.'YSA .is a..youth. groupie onsisti'ng. in the 
main of college 'students,.. most of. itsl activities' take, place 

near college campuses.Its members have participated 
3~7rin- many of the campus disorders■ which have recently ’ swept -

’ v the country'. .For the past several years,' Peter Came jo-, SWP- 
. - : t National Committee membei- and former national "officer of the

. been the dominant leader of .the campus disorders - ■
... h;and':pqlice • cohfrbntations”oh the: campus; of the .University -6f-
- . Berkeley ; f 7;-‘.rv'.Tb-'r-. ~

'f-'-'-y - -The foreign "affiliations" of the -YSA.-are the .same.- .- ' '
of. the' SUP<

'a'* 3 * *Z ' C ** •' ** •' * 7 ’ ‘ •{' ’' -’Y '* ; *'7 V V *; 4 ' \' *•;: • 1 ~ ' * * ’ ’’ - •*’ *'• 1

French' student uprising”in the' Spring of.
if .f 19.6$leader^ofithe„syZP.^iaied that--for '.years .th@_SVtP_.-Mfe 1.

. vf m.-.afforded .‘financ-ial^and thaore-iica 1. assis-tance ..andmateria 1. -...:•
Ur?i-t'oxmadntain'"-the--.Trotskyis-^^ -in France and that-this-•

.’. . .." assistance was paying off. t -...' - \

<• ' In’ 1968, a leader of the SWP .noted that the role of
■• *• ■' -the student youth-in France was."a new element injected into ‘ 

■ ’ ’ the ’spring uprising in that country and that the young" ■
■ .5...-militants .of r the.Trotskyite^. Jeunesse. Communists ..Re.vol.utionnaire 
'\ -played a key role in spite "of. its small force. Ke related ■■ • -"y 

that the x’ole" that Amsi,,ican youth will play in-the building  
.<." of. the American revolution must-be similar." -- ’■ • , ■' '■•

■ f ’ . ■ ’ . . . -In December, 1968, fourteen YSA and/or Sv/P members ••
' • - • traveled to Cuba as guests of the Cuban Government to join in

■ . .the celebration of the tenth anniversary of the--Cuban Revolution 
Since rsiui'ning from .their one-month stay in Cuba; these ". -

!■ r ’'individuals have- participated :in numerous lectures; and-• - ;■
- ^discussions on college ■ campuses throughout the. United..States1 ■ ~

• ’.' • -"supporting Fidel C&srtro's revolutionary views. -.-. ’ .'. .-. : ' ' •

■ : ’ "Bi Role -of ’ Conmmnist~Bloo Intelligence ■ " — .. -- -"' ■ ■

- . . .:■■■ ■' ■ ■.'■'Undoubtedly, as the number one target of communist. '
. . -. ^intelligence agencies tlrroughout the world, the United States

" . ■ . •' is. faced with the reality of skilled communist agents acting ”
; -. against the interests of our. Nation. For years, the. communist

"‘''■' bloc"- of "nations, 'including the Soviet-Union, Albania', ’-BuTgaria ,v” 
’ . . Cuba, Czechoslovakia,' Hungai;y, Outer.Mongolia, Poland, Rumania' .

■ -and Yugoslavia, Have had-diplomatic, official and quasi-’ ..-
' - official representatives stationed in their establishments in 

this country. ' ■ . . - / : , • - •

' ' ./ TOF^^ORBT- ’ ’ . ■.’ .

■ ; ■._ 0 „ ■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■
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• 1 "'...J'.’; -.Currently, -these’'establishments exist in ' ■
/<■■■ New York City; -Washington, -D, C.; Pittsburgh; and Chicago ” 

.with, a total complement of over 1,000 communist nationals ,‘
’ - and about 1,400 dependents „ Our investigations have disclosed

? -there’are over 350. known or highly suspected intelligence 
■■■■..officers or . agents’,among them, of whom about 220 are Soviet

1?: nationals.-' J.

>: ’’47. .'Tn addition to-this-open or ’’legal'1 channel .of
‘ l ■. intelligence operations, the communist-bloc nations utilize j

- highly clandestine ’’illegal” network^ which have no observable
- . "/ contact; with the communist. official establishments„ .The J /

- J members of "these networks who are sent here from abroad with 
...fraudulent"documents and fictitious, cover stories perform

'■- . intelligence .collection tasks as do. .the. communist intelligence
1- ‘agbnts operating under diplomatic or official cover. In’ 
"-./time of emergency, or war involving the United States and 
■ "communist countries, the ’’illegal" networks®would assume the

-primary collection role for communist countries whose diplomats
'-'.-’ and officials would be iiiterned or. expelled. ", . •

•' ; 11. In-spite of the extensive nature of communist-bloc .
-' intelligence operations to penetrate and subvert-the ‘ 

’...-United States, there is little evidence that these intelligence- 
'/ /gathering" services are acting as channels for communist

■ '.’.support of the revolutionary protest movements here. A- • • .’ 
significant exception to this statement is the known activity

. . of certain-Cuban intelligence agents acting under the covei’
' ---of official assignment to the Cuban Mission to the United Nation

' ..-(CMUN) in New York City. . • . . ■ . •..■

• ■' /. =' C* Cuban. Intelligence Service • . ’; ‘ \ ’ "■ ’

'Export of the Cuban revolution is the fundamental
. principle of Cuba's foreign policy. We have determined that
.in the United States such policy is manifested by clandestine

. support of Puerto Rican independence groups and the fomenting 
of racial strife and student disorders throughout the

. •.- ;United States. ' " '- - - ’ ■■"•"■.■ -..7 “ 1 :

■ .•■ . .< In September, 1967, two officers of the’Cuban
.■ Intelligence Service (CIS) assigned to the CMUN told a. 

representative of the Nationalist Party .of Puerto Rico (NPPR)
’. in Nev/ York. City that Cuba was prepared to offer Puerto. Rican
\ independentists'weapons and material. In April, 1968, a CIS 

officer at the CMUN delivered to a representative of the
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Puerto Rican Independence Movement (Movimiento’ Pro.-
• Independencia de Puerto Rico ~ MPIPR)’a message from the 

■ Central Committee .of the Communist Party of Cuba .(CPC),’, .The'
. message.'expressed CPC solidarity with and support of the ’ ' 

.. ’ MPIPR in the. latter’s struggle for ’independence. Cuban 
’■ /.•support’has included guerrilla training for some leaders of■.

current .violence in Puerto Rico

r
’I

; ' ' -fiyith reference to the fomenting of racial'strife 
and- s-tudent disorders in the United States by Cuba,'bur--? 
'investigation of Jesus Jimenez Bscobar is a. case, in point.-,
He’arrived in the-United States in August-

’.t

-He-arrived in the-United States in August-, 1967, to assume [ 
.'duties ..as a: Jlirs.t 'Secretary ’at- ;the CMUN. He. left the .'.’M 
.United ...States/oh February ’20..,'.1969, at 'the2State Departmerit’s 
.request, based upon the_ results of our .investigation of him.,,/ 
'AT’.WeStfme of -his "departure’,' -he-’held -the--rank-of -Counselor, -■
second'.':in order: of

j
diplomatic precedence‘at th . CMUN

li* .Our investigation of Jimenez-determined that he was
- - a/principal. link between the Cuban Government and leaders of

..black extremist .and New Left student groups in the •
- United States-. He gave advice arid counsel, to such leaders, -
/ including IL Rap Brown and S’tokely Carmichael,’ then affiliated 

Nonviolent .Coordinating -.Committee ..(SNCC).7k.
“-’ furnished'bu^ propaganda materials to.them; and ai 

visits to ’Cuba'for unknown purposes by many of them.
angeo

.•1
J '

3 . J
T

■'• During, early May, 1968, while, in Washington, D. C.,' 
ostensibly as.a. representative of the Cuban Government to the

■ Pan American Health Organization, Jimenez’ instructed
- ■ Stokely Carmichael to "continue to follow Plan A-5."

-."Carmichael was-then agitating in Washington, D. C./’following
-...- the serious racial disorders here of the preceding month.- ■' =

....The ..significance’ of- Jimenez’ .instructions to Carmichael .is . . 
■ unknown; however., an SDS plan of similar terminology resultedhowever,
■■■in an undisciplined mass protest and violence, at Columbia- . 

.-■University, also during April, 1.968. . , - . ■
■ t The•intelligence functions of Jimenez at the CMUN 

to have been taken over by Alberto Boza Hidalgo-Gato
lower in .diplomatic rank (Hirst Secretary)/but. superior ’to 

CIS hierarchy (deputy head of CIS activitiesJimenez, in th
at • the 'CHUN)

11
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Boza arrived in. the'United States on September 6, 196;
.. :p Our. investigation of him has determined that he acts as a
• - . clearing ..agent.-..for A.merican. citizens of_various backgrounds

/. . who travel to. Cuba, associates with, individuals who are- ‘
' . affiliated with black'extremist and Hew Left 'groups, ’and, has
’ . - '.been operationally'associated in New York City with Soviet

■ .intelligence personnel". He acted as- interpreter for '. ;
Stoke.ly Carmichael during a visit of the latter -in Cuba. :

\ D; - Chinese Support . p’.. ?' 
» ’ ■ - *7* • * ** * **”**' *•" • ’• * •“ - '*v *, * •

-• -v > i”' ■ -. p Communist Chinawhile having’-no diplomatic or- •
. _■ -i-'lofficial -establishments' in the United States, is posing'an 

constantly through individuals. .residing-.iC: 
in or visiting /this country. Various residents . or_ citizens

-.. of our Nation who-have Chinese origins -o-r-background .have --- •• 
/come--,to cccupy-prominent or significant- positions ’ in f ields ih-n- • 
• : \ i .7 science, education, industry, defense, and government ; - —-•• •■•

■■ •; -Some of. these’individuals in the past have acted in a manner-
■ ’ ' ■’hostile : to-our national'interests, apparently motivated by- • — 

fear or sympathy with the communist regime in mainland China.

[ .‘ . .The-Chinese Communists'have in the'past mounted a
j ^kl.uxypropaganda“attack against, -the.- United States; Government -with. ■ L-L 
[ the intention of aggravating the racial situation in this • • ;
’ 'T~ country'. On April 161968for instance, the"Hew China News'

• ■•- A.gency (NCNA} broadcasted a statement by Chairman. Mao Tse-tung
-. ■ ■ -’ -in support-of the Afro-American struggle "against", .violence.

- .‘' Mad described this struggle as "waged by the'exploited and .'
■ < oppressed black:people fox* freedom and emancipation. ;■

. and stated it represented a call for the. "oppressed people of
• : the United States to fight against the barbarous rule of the ' 

/x-.f; monopoly capitalist class.-"; .This was Mao’s first major ; •• ■ 
... . . .■ . statement on this subject subsequent to.. 1963. .. ••• ....................... .

/' -'.-.Hong Kong, newspapers, on April 18r 1968, reported
I . that Peking was transformed on-the previous day into a camp-
I .. • of militant support for American Negroes, whose "certain victory
I over imperialism was proclaimed by hundreds of thousands of
] ' . 'marching Chinese. A parade supporting Mao’s...message was
1 ’. reported to have lasted from seven in the morning-until eight-■

,. -.thirty in the .evening. ' . • ■ .J;-.
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’ '• -For several .years, the NCNA’has been forwarding
• -"large quantities of anti-United States - propaganda material'•’

-to Negro publications and pro-Chinese'communist groups in the'
/ .‘/'.'United states... Information was'received in May,- 1968/-which.

/ ' ; disclosed the NCNA had commenced circulating-photographs in
- / —:this” country depicting racial riots, arsonist activity/ and'

• other civil disorders participated'in by the American Negro.

.. -.'.-V\..y received on May 3, 1968, revealing a news/.

. • . /release" had been sent from .China Features, Peking, China/ to .
/ the Black Organization of Students,’ Rutgers .University; Newark,

‘ New-Jersey. ' The nows release contained a statement by' - /■• 
‘‘/I-- -;./>:Mao’.jrsg^ iif ’.which .mention .was. made of'support of the

. .’Afro-Amorlean struggle against..violent repression.' /./y'.^ J

.../. '■/.///”-,///</The BPP. makes widespread use of the "Red Book" in . ; / 
' ■ ' instructing' its~ members . Bpokt/is' a collection’ of / .

•qubta:tiohs..;by'' Mate; Tse’/bung’^ Sections. bl"’it "have ’been/ -//‘: / V ’
" ■■■■:'.l:\-y:T?incbfpofate'd 'into'/the’B^ Kit." ’One ■ -’ =

’ . -.. 'such section advocates the abolition of war through war'and 
states that '.in order to get rid' of the' gun it "is necessary

■ . to pick up the gun." ’ . ■ \

’. . ?. \’ fl ..during January, 1969, a BPP leader in Los,Angeles
, ..•-/?./ poster ' iif his "possession" Which had been published ‘•by”-': ’;

the Peoples. Fine Airts PressShanghai, China. It was
‘ - captioned ^Support the Peoples of the World in Their Anti-

' ' -Imperialist Struggle." ’ _ •. - . ■ .. j ■ . '

. . .E. * International Conferences ■ ’ - •

'.. ' ’ Numerous conferences throughout the world during
’• -thb past few years have, evidenced both, the international

■ / character of tire •f’evbluti’onAry protest Movement: knd the desire
. ’ of foreign elements’to influence the conduct of- that movement ’ .

within the. United States, The majority of these meetings ■ 
have focused on-opposition to the United States position in

■ ’. Vietnam.’ As active’participants iri those gatherings, / ' ’’
’'representatives’of militant groups within'the United States • 

have ’joined with their foreign counterparts in efforts to 
undermine the United States. • A representative sampling of

. such conferences will illustrate this point, and, in addition,. . •
.s' give some indication as to the disruptive, anti-United States. ■ ■ z-; 

proposals’made at them. - . ■

— 13 —
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.’■ . ^l .. '.International' Conference' on Vietnam " 2 \_

-• . "Stockholm'was 'thejscene-.of^theyi^^ 1
*-r Conference on Vietnam 'held from July 6 through July 9,' 1967/' "

-■> -’TheWorld Peace Council, ah international communist front z - 
■’ •_organization, was one of the principal organizers of-this . ' 
•.. conference. Among the 452 persons who attended the confex-ence • 
-.. were .delegates from communist countries. Among those’ present’ .. 
•■'■fi^dm-the-'United StatesBen Jamin "Spock; CPUSA’ National ’ ’■ 

? ;;; Committee/ member. Herbert Aptheker; the . Reverend James Bevel ;j *; • ’
•• Amy' Swerdlow, of Womenfs International League fox’ Peace and ■

. Freedom;- and Simon Casady,. then .ah' off ictal of the National""’.':'- 
/'-Conference of New .politics, ; ‘ • ' • . ; ' p "/

”-y. ■■. .’The"conference'made plans for ■a-world ‘'Peace in • ~ •:
■ y Vietnam:Bay” -to; coincide . with” the antiws/c demonstra t'i'oxr'ih I ”’r ‘ 
-.Washington, D. .C;., oh Octobex- 21-22, 1967.-.- -Our'. investigation.- - 

~ fpi0. this matter, "dis'ciosed /that a massive "demonstration of • '■ . '-/■/ ■ 
approximately.35^000 people demonstrated? in Washington; D. C./ 
which .demonstration, culminated with an assault on’ the Pentagon.

■■ Demonstrations were- also held in various other cities;, both . ■ - 
•inside and outside of the United States. . ’ ’ ' .' ■■ ... . ...■„

,i:L -2., .-.La tin American Solidar.ity .Organization (LASO) Conference

early August, 1967, 'Stokely Carmichael’,'' " 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, was a guest 
of..the Cuban. Government and an "hono-rary delegate" to the •

■' conference of the LASO.held in Cuba. Me sought to tie in the
’.’ Negro extremist activities in -the United States with the anti- ’ 

■ imperialist .revolutionary struggle which was the basic them® . ’ 
•of the confei’eiice. With headquarters in Havana} Cuba, LASO - 
./was ■ formed by communist, revolutionary and terrorist gx’oups ..
-from, various Latin-American countries dedicated to the........ -. ■ ;

. - violent overthrow of imperialism, particularly United States 
imperialism.-- - ...... .. .. •. . ' - . - ’. . ; . ■.. .

= ; 3, Bratislava ■ Conference ’ ’• - ’

- - . Zinother so-called peace conference-was held at ' ' .
. Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, from September 6 through .. ’.....■. ’:. 

September' 13 , 1967 ,’ 'Among the 41. persoils.'from' the United States 
v who” attended 'the confex;ence’ were : ’ Davicf'Dellinger,’ who led 'the 

■ -TOI^ECmilT •' '• ' ' . . . -

. . ' ' . ’’ - i.4 - ' • ' ’ •
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3
delegation from the United States; SDS leaders Nicholas
Eglesonq, Thomas Hayden,' and Steven Halliwell who’headed
an SDS delegation of "nine; John-Wilson- and John Tillman,
both of SKCC; Linda Morse, ;of-'the Student Mobilization Committee 
Christopher ’Jencks, a writer for the'-’’New Republic’! magazine; ■

and Russell?Johnson both t>f the American Friends-Bronson Clark . , .
Service' Committee; Robert Cook , a professor at Yale University 
and-Sol Stern, an editor of ’’Ramparts” *' 'magazine

$

3 >1

J "Both-^orth Vietnam and the NLF. sent delegations 
to the'conference?: ./• ? :/-- •; I

O*

i

.. / ’i /The; delegates from the United States . to the. .- 
. Bratislava conference, were, furnished free.lodging and-meals 
.-•while-‘at the ’confei'ence but were required’ tb-pay their own 

- ^•tr'anf5pprt®tibn.^i:i>en^es-. / -They were.- thoroughly - briefed-byx' 
., Del linger., .well in advance, _of.. .thein departure, and-wei'e-.

> ,.insteucted..t^ be .prepared.-i.o':give reports snd-participate-. 
, in discussions1 oh.various -'topics, 'including the; antiwar ,"

current

i
._ delegates that the- purpo;
' solidarity-and mutual unders

se of the confer

4

j

.5

.xrom .in ..the United

■ - - -in x’adlcal activity
tneir experience

’4. International Cultural Co:

. . In/January, 1968 an international -Cu

over the world,, was held in Cuba

: SDS loader
• Five isomb©: 
• this Coufc

■ ox

from all
xrcm

States were/present',-’ including- David Dellinge 
Thomas Hayden/ Carl" Davidson and Todd'Gitlih

travel was handled tl
ion to the United Nations • (CHUN). The announced purpose 
his conference was to obtain unity of action in Cuban

5.. Japanese’Conference on Vietnam
- •<!! r~ ■ r m n n~ j" ~ J-;—u-.- ~ i “ ‘ j**.*r ~ r--- — r *'**—•**/*w»kxv***'r*«^«*^***i'*'v*»*»»**^-w«r«4v9»A*'*

internetio ■•.ren
a .Japanese p 
11-14, 1968.

in Kyoto
Appx'oximately <.50 antiwar including
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‘ . ‘ . - — *, •- *• * * * '. " ' “ ,*“T • • ' ' ,
. . ... . from the Un-ited States'were in attendance .at. this, conference’ 

■ ; - ’Discussion.' centered on such subjects as how to wage a campaign -. 
. -against war'and for social change throughout'the world, how. '- ” ''

--S’77. ’.to deal.-.with'the'Okinawa issue'and .the United States - "Japan.’ '
.-./.Security Pact, how to assist United States'deserters and .draft

' . ’ ’ evaders and h'ow.to coordinate antiwar movements around the ■ • .
. ■ . world. /. ’ ■’

' ■ - . * * * * _ j ’ '!• 1 ‘ .

. ’ ..1 .6.' International Assembly '. : .' -..... .■•

' . ” ’///■ Columbia University was'the" site “of an International
' ■ ■ -.Assembly. held in September, 1963.' This Assembly was sponsored ;

-..A • t. by the'Columbia-University- chapter-of SDS and representatives- .--- 
• foreign countries were-in attendance. Much of the - /-■•
-’/CA:"" .‘ activity 'of. ’the "Assembly ^ntered._.around'b’e.volutidna^ - tactics 

q "employed ’by''students5."''?••' --^* " ;-;>5 •= ;■

■ - s .=;-.-.x. Confer© rice-• -- r

< ■ -A group-of 20 American-antiwar activists’including’ ■-'■■■’■
/ SDS members traveled to 'Budapest,. Hungary, in September, 1968, _

•• — -fo meet -with representatives of North ‘Vietnam and the National
’ ' ’ Liberation Prout. Nine of the group’ from' the United States

y ’-A’dv..A..7.4i.^ in the' demonstrations-at"the Democratic national.- ■;
. -Convention in Chicago a few weeks before-this trip; The -. • ’

• .- meetings were arranged by David Dellinger and centered ‘ ’. -’ ‘
. - : on. the Paris Peace Talks, on prospects for further -student

■’• .-.- ‘ unrest -in th© United States and on furthering unrest among - ’ •
. ’ . American servicemen. ’■ -

•’ ' . 8 * Hemispheric Ccnfer’ence’ to End the War in Vietnam' .- '

: 7. , prom November.. 28. to, December 1/1968, the .Homisphes-ic r
., . .... . . . Conference to End the War in Vietnam was.held in Montreal, - „ 
" ' ■ ’ Canada',, "hosted by "the ’Communist Party of Canada ; It was /. ’ ’ '

7';. attended by approximately ?.,700 delegates a nd observers, •
; ■■ including a 5~man delegation from North Vietnam, headed by ’ .

■’ -. Hoang Xlinh Glam, Minister of Culture, and a. 2~man delegation . .
. from the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam, Others .

’ ’ ’ - in attendance included extremists, communi.sts, pacifists and .
' ’. student .radicals from North and South America, . ’ .... • -

— V-;The approximately BPP members in attendance, with.....
' the- aid of white radicals’, ;to"ok over control of -the conference-

■- > following a series of fights' and scuffles. Together ’ with ’ "
■ ./. other extrcgiist« they attacked the “solidarity with the .. ■ ? . . .in"  ̂ * " “ • • * •

: 'iff •

। i • • ' ■ ~ 16 —. . ... ■i .,. ■ .
' \ •' ’ -
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—top Worst

Vietnamese”-theme, wanted to 'assist'North Vietnam and ■
. the Viet Cong and-wanted to denounce American imperialism", '

■’ "A participant at the. conference described‘the-BPP members i 
as "black storm troopers" and said that no decision-.was ' c-r

;■ '-made • at .the /conference without 'consideration . of the .Panthers’’
■ reactions./, ' : . .r ■" • . b-^'. -

. - : ’BPP-.leader Bobby Seale addressed the conference on
December* I,- 1968,. and. called for: the overthrow "of • coIbnial’.' 
powersSeale/alsd-jhad -a'series’of conf erences with the"' oi eo 
North- ’ Vi etn amese -and • Na t i ona 1 "Liberat i on" Jr ont ’ d el ega 11 ons,; -■ •

9. .Stockholm Conference on Vietnam

■ The Stockholm Conference on Vietnam was held Nay 16 
' ' through 18,-:1969\ ■ -Approximately 3 50 to 400 individuals "from ” 
• '-52 countries representing a myriad of peace»and antiwar groups

<were present, .About 25 individuals from the United■ States - ' 
■ -"attended,

' [.-z. ■' . This .conferenc.e ..was requested jointly by the ‘
Rational Liberation Pront of South Vietnam (NLP) .and the

.- , Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) delegations to the
■ ■ 'Paris Peace Conference, The basic theme was to promote"- '. 

.-acceptance among the world’s intellectuals of the 10-Point ..
. ’ Program advanced by the NLP and DRV at the Paris' Peace ‘
■ -Conference. The5r felt that if they could convince the conference 
.. participants that this program was the only legitimate answer

■ f-toi the jVietnamvsit'uation,- --the -influence 'these -individuals ■ ”■' <>■ 
. •’ had in their respective countries would -be sufficient to • • • > » 

'build world opinion in■ support of the 10-Point Program. . . .
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• J ■ ' , “ ' • • *. ‘. * • *, '• ■ -- -------- . I±/’ \ . * - . .

'. J • A report of .the .Working Group on'Action of this .
. ..." \ conference-set forth'seven proposals' to be used to’undermine.’ ' :

. ■ support of the'United States position in Vietnam. These were: ' .

• •.<’/./•/?'*•? ' '' 1 a.' ; Collection 'of. signatures of prominent • people . .
‘ ” • to be publicized in newspapers.- ' -i. -fv ■■ ■ •■. . 1 •. ' ’

• ' ' V’...National and international demonstrations on’...
.-. J July 4 In-.the- form- best suited to the’ ofganizations/and the ._ .; 

movement-in.’each country. Specific suggestions called for .•
.-‘vigils .outside United States Embassies on July 4 and the'' . j ’ '

. .' ; ..‘-reading aloud pi name's of Americans killed in Vietnam. ;

of: 'United' States/'fir ms providing goods' "".a
"in-"Vietnam or engaged' -in-theJ transporting "of Such : f

-• . ■■ Jgoods•’ ’

' dr- Increased international support for draft .
■’ resistance in the United States and by'.Americans, abroad; _

: ’ T- i.’ encouragement of ’ def ection 'froin' the 'United States armed '. ,
- • ’ • .'forces p and, opposition within the Army. ■ ■

■ . . ■ .. y' _e. Increased support of the 10-Point Program of
• the’ NLE’-ahd- exposure of "the weaknesses” of-President Nixon's :

-Eight-Point Program. • . - - - . . . ;... •

. "?-f. ’A campaign for recognition of the National ’ ’
' ■ '.liberation '.front of South Vietnam and the Democratic Republic -. - 

-of Vietnam by more world governments; ' • .

■ ‘......”” ■■■; ' . . ,g. The issues'of the war in Vietnam, ’ particularly
■' "the unconditional withdrawal of United States troops and the :' '. • 

:3.o-Pb^.ht- Program of the. NEE, should be stressed as widely as'i 
■ ’ possible at all-na’tional and international conferences.' • •

’. '. ' .- •'■ . •/ With regard to proposal number one enumerated above,
the June’ 25,- 1969, edition of "The Washington Post” carried a 
three-quarter page advertisement calling for the. President to ■ ’ 

■ ' ’ end' the war in Vietnam now. ’ Specifically, the signers of this ' 
. ■ ■.■advertisement, many of whom have had communist affiliation, called 

. . • "".for a halt to offensive military operations and the withdrawal of 
.."’all United ..States'troops within one year to begin immediately „

TOY SECRET
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■ '• World Congress off Women" and. World Peace.'’..... ‘ *7...
. .. ■ - 7 ’ Council Coni'erences . ■- ■ • . ’ . . , :

;.-'rfIn .‘June, -1969, delegations from the United States , 
■ ■ J. '.attended conferences of the World. Congress of Women in .' .

■/ ; Helsinki, Finland, and the World Peace Council in East Berlin,
•"z ■ .S-/’Ger many.-. Both of these are international front groups’ ;

' - controlled by the Soviet Union. These conferences served as .
. ' . . "forums for propaganda against■the United States’- position.in

:-; - h Vietnam’. _ . ■ : 7 ■ --

. '■ ?-: u We have determined, that the-World Peace Council
• .7 'Conference..in East Berlin, June 21-23, .1969, was concerned ’ ■ ’ ■ 

-with the- following, points: „ ’ 'j . .. ~ ’ '• -
7 a r; ’■7:-.’/... --J-- .-^ ^^1-...^ „■< 

V-;a. 'Unceasing denouncement of" United States " .
. 'imperialism.. ' ' -7’. ; ■ ■ 'j.;

'-'b.' "Recognition of the government of the German ' .
’• 7.'Democratic-Republic by the United’States and'other countries 

■ ..within its-sphere of influence. . ■ . , ■ ’ ; . ■ '

■' ■ . ' ■ ’ c. ..’Encouragement to the Vietnamese' to continue. .
: ,v.y.. .-7fighting...inasmuch as they, are-fighting -the. battle, of.' all .. 

emerging nations and this will give the latter the. courage ’ 
.■ • -.- to-fight their own wars of liberation. . . ■

! . • - d.’ Support Of: provisional revolutionary governments
7 ” wherever they, occur. ' . :. ’ '. -. ' ?. 7„..7. ’

.. : ■ ’ ‘ The American delegation to this’ conference included
. . J. .communists, members of SNCC, and the-various peace groups• . -.

. . .- « .Visits to' the United States by-jtoreigh Revolutionaries

•/'. - ".The -virtual lack of travel restrictions, .by the . •„ .
.. .United States., coupled with the comparative ease" in obtaining, a 

■ -‘ • United States visa, practically eliminates any problems■foreign 
. ■ ‘•■'leftists have in travelling to the United States. There have 

' . -been numerous such individuals who. have travelled here in the
. ■ past for varying reasons. Notable among these are Ernest and

.Gisela Handel from Belgium and Karl Deitrich. Wolff -from Germany.

TG^gEQRET 
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-Ernest’Mandel .is a leading member of the Trotskyite ■
• . Secretariat'of the Fourth- International. He is also an . . ■

. ; activist-in the New Left movement throughout Western Europe. ‘
' • His wife, Gisela, was active in founding the anarchistic ’

. . Socialist German Students Federation (German SDS) in Berlin, . \
. Germany, and is friendly with leaders of various radical youth : 

groups, in Western Europe. Ernest Mandel’s trip was'arranged . -
. - by-the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) ' while the Young ' . .

' Socialist Alliance (YSA) organized the tour of Gisela Mandel. -
..'•'These two', individuals, during September and'October, 1968,

•’ made separate tours which "took them to some 50 college." and
... . university campuses from coast to coast and border to border.,...

.Each appearance made .by these two individuals was marked by . ' 
. '•••'■their espousing the revolutionary .doctrine‘of the New Left.'. "' 

■ - '- before-United States college students. --V /.‘q

\ f' Karl Deitrich Wolff,-’a former national chairman. of . ■ .
• . ".-f Lthe German- SDS5 -.enter ed the .United States:-oh February'25, -19'69,- 

reportedly to engage .in :a.•speaking and fund; raising', tour.' 1
■ - ■'-arranged for him by SDS. -He appeared atsome 16 .colleges ■. - 

' ’ . throughout the country, and did not miss any.' opportunity to
- . spread seeds of discontent and anarchy.' He .cited examples of 

harrassment and.disruption.and.announced the need to build an 
' international revolutionary alliance adding that a victory for

• .^the-. mioVernet country..-is-.a - victory for the-movement inrto--'
■■ another. . t -. ■’■ ..

. : Wolff was subpoeaned to appear before the Senate .
• • .Internal Security'Subcommittee and during his testimony -. ’

.. . .expressed .support for the regimes in Cuba and North Vietnam, -
. . ..the Viet _Cong, and. the National Liberation Front of South . ■

' .. Vietnam. ‘ ‘ _ . ’ _ . . ”. •.■.'•■ '

: ... : A BPP rally in Los Angeles, California, on-November 6,,t
- - - 1968, -was addressed by a Mexican student who was reportedly - .

. associated with the Student -Strike Committee of Mexico City,.
■ ■ Mexico, which organization, had been involved in violent clashes 

. -with Mexican police, and military units.' During a subsequent . .■
■ - . meeting, it was agreed that Mexican student leaders would • ■ •

come to Los'Angeles to instruct.the BPP in disruptive'tactics •
■• . and that BPP members would go‘ to Mexico for.■ training.. . .

-TCP SECNET
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Go Contact Between Leaders of United States Protest Group: 
. -.arid~Representativ.es oTToreign Communist Groups

1 Nev/ Left Movement

’ Cuba .and North Vietnam have been particularly strong 
■y magnets-for :Hew.-.Left'.protest groups. Much, of the strength ..of 
. these organizations derives from their ability to maintain 
: > close relationships and dialogues with foreign■establishments^ 
A- For-instance, -the National-Mobilization. Committee to End the*, i 

;War .in Vietnam (NMC) .maintains a. foreign contact list of-ovdr 
’-■■•-SOO ’individuals" .arid organizations^throughout the world; '.Its.

•chairman,-'David' Dellinger y has-: travelled 'to' the Soviet-Union-,' ’ 
North Vietnam, Czechoslovakia-, Cuba and Sw.eden in furtherance....- 

/■of.opposition to the war in Vietnam, The NMC and Dellinger 
;l:rmaintain. “almost constant contactbwith. the.- Governments,, of. Cuba- L.

and North- Vietnam and■ representatives ’of National •
’■Liberation -Front -of South Vietnam. - Dellinger feels such
contacts give the NMC and himself notoriety and build their 
image in’the movement.’ . . " • . ' ’ '

One of most highly publicized visits to North
Vietnam -’was' -a ten-day"trip!;made in December, 1965-, ’by ' ■ 

- ..Staughton Lynd, a former member of the American Youth‘for. 
democracy, a defunct communist youth.group; Herbert AptheT 

• a member of the National Committee of the CPU SA and Thomas
Hayden. one of the founders of ■ SDS. 
authorized by’ the State -Department
three as a - ’’fact-finding-

Theii’ trip was not
It was.described by the 

'■mission. " •_ - •

Following the Bratislava Conference, held- in-
September, ’1967, Hayden and two other SDS members travelled to -;
North Vietnam., ■ .’ -

A . - ’. ■■ -In February; 1968’, 2O...SDS„.members visited Cuba and
m while there, held'conf erences with representatives of the 
n National Liberation Front, the political arm of .the Viet Cong,' 
H and with individuals from North Korea. •” . '

. -' ' -'• ' -.In?March, -1968, Carl Davidson, an SDS national office 
■visited_.Cuba. where-he met with representatives of Communist. China 
North Korea and North -Vietnam, Steve Halliwell,’ another SDS 
activist, visited North Vietnam in April,. 1968, • • ’ .

TOPYUECREf
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y i- ;”;'7- A. group of 347SDS-jnembers travelled to Cuba by ' 
■way-of Mexico’in late August, ..1968. ’ Part of "this group- 
met with a representative of the National Liberation Front 
who .stated that the New Left in the United States should 
conduct more*and more demonstrations against the .war in
Vietnam, ?. 7. .. yy ?; . . •7-- . -7 ''7-7-- 7,iwyv -7.7777

In November1968, four women representing the.'.. . — -   , I — — J .. .

Women. Strike..for. Peace travelled, to the ..Soviet Union .at the. 7... 77 .
7 . ' ..invitation of the.Soviet.Women’s Committee,- En route, they

Y .. .met with Madame Phan Thi Binh,’.head of the National Liberation ■
..... of South-Vietnam delegation "to the-Paris Peace ConferenOe- v

*" ■ yin" Paris, France.,;In the Soviet..Union,‘ the ‘delegation .was ’ L.| 
ghosted-by various-women in.influential -positions throughout? .‘ 7 
j the • Sbvfet Union; .-.-A-representative of the group-planned to' -e. y 
■return via Prague, Czechoslovakia,' and made contacts there;.7 7' -Y<7- 
yS/ ’ • - ■ • •'' ‘ ' 7"' . ■ - - 7 * v . “ \ * ' . ■ . ' \ V

-.June;20,. 196.9;,.la..'delegation--of 2.0 -individualsr^.--.77 
'Under-.the-.. sponsorship-of -..-the -Committee of- Returned Volunteers •: or ,}-‘
' (CRV) —travelled to Cuba by Way of Mexico City. This trip. was ‘ 
'organized with the full- knowledge that it’, is contrary to . .
State Department.regulations; however, a statement adopted ‘ . 

■by the group indicates that the‘travel would be-made without- • 
such approval’ as a further demonstration of the CRV opposition 
'to--'Unit fed’ States - policies^-- 'Av'aiiable' -information indicated-'!' 
that .all ‘expenses over and above transportation was to be — •
borne by the Cuban Governments] In addition, the CRV is ‘ 
currently planning a- similar trip to Cuba in July, 1969, ■

7^. .r 7 77 ..Also-, in July, 1969,- a group :of women ,affiliated, 
with .the W.SP plans ■ to. travel to Cuba at the invitation of the ' - 
Federation of Cuban Women. ' ; ■ . ■ 7 ‘-. ■ ;■; ■ ■

7-- example’of the ability of the subversive New \ : •
Left'movement to reach’a wide audience is probably best ” 7 7-. 
illustrated, by .’’Ramparts.” magazine and its Managing Editor .7 ■■ 
Robert’ Scheer, ' - . ■ • ■ ‘ . . ’ - 7 • . ■ • ■ ■ •
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to United States domestic and .foreign policy.from a left- .
iriented position, utilizing sensationalist‘muckraking to draw 

, -7- the reader ’s' attention to its attacks on various Government -
■. agencies. • '! ■ •. . \ ■



. -The political orientation of “Ramparts” -magazine : ■
- ' - { is -a reflection of the activities and ideology of its , , j-

■ ' H Managing Editor. Scheer has been extremely active in this .
• • - ■ -I country-in a leadership-capacity in a broad range of New " - •
■ ' • X«oft protest activities and..openly espouses support of ■ ■ r;

- ” Fidel Castro and the Vietnam National Liberation Front. His ’
. . foreign travels include a trip to Cambodia, Thailand and . -
” South Vietnam in February, 1966. In January, 1968, he .. • 

' .’hi'. attended’the Cultural-Congress-held in Havana, -Cuba,' traveling 
' ..’to Cuba via''Mexico City as an accredited correspondent He. ' /

’ ‘ stated he traveled with the .approval of: the State-Department,k 
. /.He was. again in Cuba, from-April.. .23, 1965, - to-May-10r-1968r-J-P

.. . and from December.- 31, 1968,- to-January- -13, -1969 ,.-during -whicht.
; Kl,tim£'.he. attendee’-the' celebration.-on January .2,; 1969/ of -the J • 
’\/.{/./16t  ̂ of the- Cuban .feviolation. ... . .. > .; .;v 1

v -..'. Demonstrative of Scheer's political ideology is 
the;- fallowing -statement ■ made--by-Scheer in- 1965"The • Viet - 

. . • -i-’ Cong is. a. party of peace',‘and if I was in Vietnam', I would .
. . . .be bn the’side of the Viet Cong;” • • . • ■ ■- • ■ -

- . ' 2,_ Black Extremist Movement • ' . . '•

. ' . . The 'obvious. objective of communist incursions into
the black extremist' movement is to bring about a Negro ' ' '
revolution in the United States.’ The presence of trained. .

. ' ’ • intell-igence agents in Cuban. Embassies and liissicns' together ? 
with the interest expressed by Cuban officers in the black • 

• • extremist movement in this'country accentuate the possibility 
> of involvement of Cubans in this movement. ' ■

H ' .-’. Travel Irv numerous black extremists to Cuba -has ' • •' •
... been extensive... As previously indicated, .Stokoly Carmichae-1 -. 

■ and-such-SNCC members as George War®, Julius Barnard Lester
a nd-.Elizabeth Sutherland traveled, to Cuba in July, 1967, w’nere 

’ ■ Carmichael was successful in extracting a promise from ■ .
■' Fidol Castro to suppart the black extx’emist movement.

. . ■ ' ■. ■ -From Cuba Carmichael traveled extensively to ether .
; countries in'search of support-for'.his militant move'ment in .- • 

’ the United States. His itinerary included North Vietnam., ' * 
' - *• Mger ia~ and Egypt; As a SN'CC representative /he" attended- ’ ’ " ■' 
’ ‘portions of the second session of the Vietnam War Crimes " '

• -Tribunal held in Copenhagen, Denmark, in late November, 1967,

. 23 -
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■•-TOP jpGRET

■ -baring 1967, Julius Lester traveled to-Hanoi,
•- North Vietnam, as a member of the International Affairs 

Department of SNCC. His trip was sponsored and paid ..for
.'•. • ••by. the Bertrand Russell'Peace Foundstion,/London, .England.

Dale A. Smith,, who-resides in Denmark, was
designated as the-No?.’them European Field Secretary for SHCC 

.'-."as of January 1, 1968. His. functions include fund -raising,.. - 
..... public relations and coordination with other groups htn.; . :

■ ; mortHexul Europe/'   .‘.t

■ ■ '• \ -A group known'as'the' Friends "of the Student '. '/
' '.- Committee is’active in- Paris/.France;

.i J/jT^ of/.-.this group :is William Gardner .Smith-is ‘.--G
'--I'w. female group’ di American SNCC^adhercentsl '•They-are
a: : lw'F- at^tgched/.to'Inter  national Office of SNCC:in New: York ?City 

'bas been, engaged in raising funds for. SNCC-.. .. '.

Smith,. an eniployoe of the- French Press’’ 
. .. Agency..in Paris', Fran.ee/residod until 1951 in Philadelphia, 

' Pennsylvania, where he was-actively associated with the ..." 
.. ^ Philadelphia branch of th® Socialist Workers Party:- v

- Jarses Rufus Forman. International Director- of-’SNCC, 
has had many contacts,with representatives of foreign countri
On December 27, 1967, ]

While he was in Sweden during .1968, Forman, was part
1 ■• ’ -of a-group -which met with individuals representing the- 

• North Vietnamese and the* National' Liberation Front of •.
South Vietnam. ;

’• - In Jun®, 1968,- three' Republic of New' Africa (RHA) ■
• / lead®??®, including .Milton Henry and his brother / Richard, . -- 

-/-, visited..Africa to determine, what., kind of assistance RNA could 
■ ...obtain from Tanzania and what type of assistance they could

i
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_ render Tapzani^-in return. Prior-to their visit-it. was . _
.. • , believed that hundreds of acres had been set aside in-. L- • ..' ■

Tanzania fox' the RNA to-set up. a commune and that Red China
. .• 1 had land~ctearing equipment and farm machinery to be utilized 

on this’property. ’ • / • _ ’iy' , a- . , ■/ - •

- their visit they indicated that the president - ■
make.- some agreements with- Robert.. F. - - -

’ - Williams .concerning commitments and foreign aid-to the RHA;‘
/.a however, these commitments would not be rciS.de public." The. /, ;

• ; 'Eenrys ’stated that as a contribution and to show good’faith-f l '■ 
'•< RNA "would obtafh .medicine'and books and send them to Tahzanial, ------- — * • ... - . - .... ............ ............ - j • 7 • •

a.--.aV'^ the.’ RNA would-.- assist in organizing -the United y
-<>Dibera.tion in--Africa-which would attempt.to unite all’ f--
> -y^laekyAfr-ica- .̂ . A i //-Avaa v h- r/_

v 1- h i 1 liams. tile :.Ri&V s pres ide nt -. ih • ex i le -, ids a bla ck -/, > -
-f --extremist-who fled- the-United'States in -T961 ■ following' his s— 

..—indictment .bn a kidnaping charge in North Carolina; .. Ke
- .. resided in Cuba until 1966 at which time he went to Peking,

’ China, where he has since resided. ‘ : ' -...

.. . • Richard Henry has indicated that he.wants to send
■■'.'"ITegro militants ’ to..Tanzania to establish a cadre for the ’ ”

: . . .1 i^propos^d^ R-NA. commune,. .....The .purpose of this. cadx-e will. be . to. , 
begin training- blacks of the African continent in* guerrilla

. . ’ wax;fare. ■ ,. .. . ’ . : / ’ -

• . • x,. « . . -fin October, 1968, a grouj) of /American Negroes wer^- • -.
■ ” - in. Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, .where they were 'allegedly ’ - ’.

; " recruiting an army t,o eventually fight against the United States 
■ and take-; over RNA's rightful title to portions of the

r ■= -.rUnitad States. ^These. troops allegedly would be equipped':
-- -with Chinese weapons. Richard Henry -and Williams-are •' 

; .’ -actively recruiting for. this army , and 17 American’Negroes " 
i - ■/•are reportedly now active in the affairs of RNA in Tanzania.’

"i In .September, 1968, Richard Henry discussed the . • . "
. negotiations to establish a Chinese Consulate in Quebec.’. ' ■

If it is established, Heiwy states, RNA will ’be able to ... ” 
legally purchase equipment through’the consulate-Milton

...Henry, „sp,oaking,before the Rational Black Economic- Conference-.-
invDetrp.it, Michigan,. in April, 1969, stated that’the black ■,- 
nation of'RNA means developing relations' with friendly, powers, ■ 
namely> Red China and Cuba. ■ .. ■
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. -in’December, 1968, two leaders of SNCC departed •• -----
. I from the United States for Cubavia Mexico, allegedly to ; •

■ =;#tt©.nd a Cultural Congress,y/hen .they returned t.Q:\the;...*.
' ] :Uhited States/ they were intercepted at the Canadian'border ’ ’ • 

-••y • .by Customs and Immigration officials. They had" in their
• . ./ -possession a large quantity of'North Korean, Soviet and •

\ Cuban, propaganda and souvenirs. Included in their personal
‘ ;■ effects were a five-band portable radio of Soviet manufacture, •

• : 1:^adaptable for .receiving intelligence communications and' a ■
. Il revealing notebook and diary. ' . , ' ' '

, .-..vj .w.. - Analysis. o.f ’ the ; notes and .diary .indicates .the.- two - .:... .
' " "Negrdi.na'biona lists were oh'a "mission” oh behalf, of SNCC ■'
.J”'-. ....and; that, this mission had .been well planned in advance. ’■'Their/;;

” effects also indicated they were, placed’in. contact. with the ’ •
; -.7 North Koreans in Havana by the’Central Committee of the’ ‘ - - -

/- Communist Party of Cuba; on February ’24, 1969, they flew from. ’’
■ . - -• -Moscow-fc-r-Korea' under the cover-of pseudonyms; in March-; -1969, “ 

. ■' ■■ .- in--North Korea they received detailed training in revolutionary 
.. ... _|, theory .'and political and military intelligence; .and. they. spent

,- ./’considerable ■ time in -the Soviet Union and Cuba■ prior■ to- thsir.- <
’i.< .Lret-u^^ notes...were instructions forhorganiKing-’.-A..... -

•:- which .would,'propagandise for .the-.withdrawal, of. -
' ’ i allied forces fror-v Korea and seek the support of the New .left ’ ' 

■ - • .- /and domestic-’Negro’nationalist movements, as well as domestic

- 26
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/.I TO^ECnP-T '? .. \ V/C : / ' ' •'

Koreans, to discredit ’.the United 'States'position in . .<
.-/Korea’.- -It .was indicated this’proposed committee would be-p 
-••supportjed by the North Koreans’-through contacts'’in'-Cuba?

• -? • Additionally / it was indicated the subjects had'- .
.received training in a ■ likely-assignment to accumulate 
'intelligence in behalf of the North Koreans relating’to
^’’-latest .-pl-ansrp-'newest weapons ^--blueprints-,--actual-'weapons,-
.if possible.” ■ According to the-notes, these should be / • -
secretly .transmitted to" the North Koreans through the- • 
Soviet Union, the Tanzanian’ Embassy, Cuban consulates in ’ 
Mexico.'or - France ,.. pr_ the JCorean..Embassyrin Prague.:. xrJOne •-of.^-.J,. 

rtheA-.indi.viduais described‘.the .assignment as -Re Avill ?b^ 
.(Nor thrKpreans.)-; eyes’ and ears as we wage", ar med. struggle.;”.. *./;;

■ On;.August;_19, 1968, George Mason.Murray, BPP -. ’
ns^ioxial.,official.and Jpuda.^ thsn- the EPP-leader-.-in

-vs <Hew arrived imHava-na, Cuba. --Assistance 'for -their
/..trip was' rendered by an official* of the* Cuban. Mission-to the — . 

United Nations ’ * ’ \ ' . * * * - *. * , - ' ? ; 7
■ - r. ... , • y * . -. ... I . r - — - * . . .. * ...

■•- -. ■ Following his return to the United States, Murray
; talked., of . his trip during^a.EPP rally' in Oakland,* .Calif ornia ,. 
/- *on -'September '5, 1968. . He. indicated that on their arrival in"

Havana-, they wer-e met -by representatives -of the- Communist- Party 
of Cuba and revolutionary guerrilla organisations from Asia. ■

' ..and-African ,In a subsequent- speech bn December 23, -1968, 
Murray stated that during his trip -to Cuba he had been . '

-.personally assured by Fidel Castro that "the Cuban Government’■ 
would * give'all-out support to Negroes in the United’States 1

- -‘ 'G-- Whild in Cuba on -August -24,-1968, Murray- voiced- -- - 
his appreciation to the Revolutionary’ Governmeri’t of Cuba” - 
/in a radio’broadcast made’from Havana..-'7" ’ .-

. “ \ . .' /.’’ . -. On..September 11, 1968, a Havana, Cuba, radio station .
' .-. ■■ broadcasted /telephone- interviews, w’ith’ BPD’ loaders'Dobby' Seale. T-' 
• ; and Eldridge Cleaver, Seale 'stated that Oakland; California,- • 
’ ' - -was'under military occupation following the voluntary’j?an« ’ 

slaughter conviction of BPP leadex’ Huoy Newton. . Cleaver stated 
-\ that-”th^ will answer ■ counterrevolutionary -violence with* ’’ . ■’ *. 

?r-ev-6-lu-ti-ona-rv violence," . iT.... . r a.. ..-I . : - *• ; . ’ . • . • .
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• . ■ • -. ’ • ?. In September, ,1968, Irving Davis,. a SNCC'leader* . ,
■ -.in New York City, .’traveled to Cuba via Prance/: Oh October 2, • 
/ ;- \Z -1968, an interview with Davis was broadcast, on Radio Havana.' • •

* .. ;In answering-a question'regarding urban guerrilla warfare,"
. ‘ ' ■" • .• Davis saxd.it is going to become more and more a method that? " 

. will, have to be employed by-people'not only in America but \
\ •; also-throughout the world as they .struggle for liberation; 'i';
■; A In answering a question about the full independence of : ...

-Afrgr-Americah. people',' Davis >stated that *;the'Afro-American ■■ -■■-'•■ 
/ . ? 1 - people cannot achieve their liberation without the-liquidation ■-.

x of United States imperialism. . .-;•??

.■ ' iWen ‘Davis ’was/in.Atlanta, .Georgia, during December 
that he had .received .limited training- ' -/'<■< 

-Cuba in'.firing. automatic and semiautomatic weapons. .’

\if 'Cuban Government allegedly——
was.-ready* to assist. SNCC with financial ■-•

.other'means- of support in its- struggle -.in the-United ''States,
■' ’ fBefore aid was to be given, however, SNCC was to give - concrete • 

A--/-| evidence of revolutionary activity’in the..next six months. ''
/ -1'Davis claimed Cuban officials-told him Cuba would grant asylum - 

- • Hto any black political refugee from the United States.'. Davis. ■'
■ 5 also claimed his trip to Cuba was'financed by money -provided 

Cuban Government:.through' its United .'Nations 
in New York City, j ’ . . •• ; ... —

■ . . • ‘■-'■'During November,' 1968,- two DPP members traveled to
’ ' '-...Halifax, Hova. Scotia, Canada, to attempt to organise a BPP” -

.. v . . group ,i‘j^ During, a news-conference, one. of the DPP'- --
" .members stated that the only thing whites could give to the

:3P]? was money or guns. _• ’ .- ■ . • . .

...... - -c During the period from March 9 to March 24, 1969, ' '
■ c -.BpP-lea^^ Seale. and-Raymond Hewitt-traveled to.......... ■

z._.' ■ Sweden, Denmark and 'Norway to obtain financial -backing .for • •
. the' BPPiThe visit was sponsored by the Socialist Workers

...'. : .. Party of Denmark and the Solidarity-Committee .for '.Black . -' -.....
. • '.. Liberation^ which reportedly has offices in Copenhagen, ' ’

*. ' Denmark, and. Stockholm,' Sweden. Prior to departing on the
■' .. .- trip, Seale stated that the Socialist Workers Parts’- of Denmark

— - • - .had; sent .two -round~trip tickets for the trip in addition to
.. ;Q. a 4;t.ota,I. of -four .thousand-dollars--for bail-:and defense funds

. - of the DPP. ' ■ '

' ■ ■•' - . - •. ' ’ ■■ . • ...
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.. While traveling through the Scandinavian countries, .•
Seale made a:number of speeches and held several press - v 

..-.conferences in which he claimed that the BPP was the ’’political
■■ proletariat” and that it-was engaged in a class struggle and

’ not. in a. racial struggle. < ■ ■/ 7 1..

■ -II RESOURCES' NOW TARGETED TOWARD MONITORING FOREIGN COMMUNIST ' ' ’ 
.- -/SUPPORT- OF REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST MOVEMENTS IN.THE UNITED- STATES

- A. '' Domestic Coumiunist Group;

1. CoHncunist Party, USA (CPUSA)

. 7-..Coverage of foreign support of -the CPUSA is very,
effectively achieved at present through live informant •' 
doverage at’ a high level, supplemented by selective-electro 
and physical surveillances c - ■ ■ . ■ ’ . ’• . -.r-. - ' ’ .

2. . Pro-Chinese Communist Group;

a Progressive Labo:

, -- PLP investigations utilize live informants," the ■’.•-'
monitoring of bank' accounts,-selective electronic surveillances
and ’e necessary, physical surveillances

; b. Revolutionary Union (EU) ’ .

SU is covered with high-level’ infosrir •We ‘
utilize selective-electronic surveillances on RU leaders 
physical surveillances to identify contacts. Physical 
surveillances are also-conducted on RU activities and on

kyite Groups

Socialist Workers Party (SWP) ■

’ ' • ; • The- SWP and its youth group,, the -Young Socialist
Alliance (YSA),have been actively penetrated by informants.’ ■ 
We also utilize physical surveillances and monitor bank ■ ■ -• ■ 
records to supplement this coverage« ’ • ' ; - : • •. ’

• 29 •
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* ■ - ' B. . • Dipl-^^ Establishments and Intelligence Operations .'•
« w u • ^-=>***- . --* «« . * « K > i".* . / » >.1 ‘ ■*,*«!

’ ;■■ . •' /’/■ 1,/Soviet and. Satellite ”. ... ’ < . . ■ '; 7/
? - * u * < ' • •** “** •• k ».« > ■ ' . • .. * it •* " «. '»•.’•» •*•< ' '*5 -V ,• . " “ •^"»

’“ " , ' . / ‘ , ’. , ’ . _ . . ■". , ; . • . . , • , 1 , ' . *

■ " ’■' ' ’•/■•■■ '''■.-;■ Our .cover age' aimed at peneti’afion of Soviet and ■ • . .-': 
•:'. Satellite intelligence activities'in.the United States ■ ■_ . .--

• - ’includes a wide variety of techniques. ’ We' use fixed lookouts .
— .-•,.. on' .certain, communist-bloc. .establishments. which, lookouts...ip......

’ ” most cases” ate equipped v/Ttli‘photographic surveillance C ’
■ — equipment. x-Wcalso conduct physical/ surveillances on selected

' •••• .. individua'l intelligence officers and maintain electronic •■’• .-
■ •.-. surveillances on communist-bloc official establishments. ’ ’

. . * ., . -»»• - _« ■• — r— . *- - ■ • - •• “ *• *
, _ •> v • . - - _ ,u . - . % * ' *'■

■ fn-i .••</'../■;.. ■■■ • . We operate a program to identify individuals in 1 ....■ 
.’ ■■ ■' "■■ contact, with -communist-bloc off icials and establishments to" ■ : 

purpose'of the’’contact and-'-to assess'’the’ '• '• -■ •■■ 
:cpotentia.i -rdsk to .internal/security posed by. -the .contact /.-•.

; the; same time / we explore the infomianf potential'of the ’
‘ individual concerned... ’ - - ’. ■.. - . : • .

’ ’’■ ' , x'' ’'■ 'Sources and informants regularly in contact with -
’/. communist-bloc intelligence personnel perform an important 
/ j?ole in cur coverage as do the double-agents we ox?erste’ ■

-’ ' y.. jp' them. --- ■ ’ .>. - - / ?rX'v - ■ • .. ' -.--. ■ ■ .- T

’ ‘ ' ' . ■ ' We have conducted selected’operations in-the "past •'
aimed at the direct defection of communist-bloc intelligence 

' agents. ' ■ .. .... • . ■ ■ . . ’ .. .. .•/ ‘

‘ ■. : • 2. Chinese ’ ‘ ’ ; -. / • ’ “ ' z. ■- ■ /. ' ■

• - ’ • • . Current resources directed against Chinese intellige^c
.? - activities include the use' of informants’ and- electronic-'■

surveillances on selected subjects. We-also have devised and.-.
. operated programs aimed at specif? c problem areas.’such as- ■’ 

•• .. Chinese scientists in the United States / Chinese aliens ■ 
entering the'United States'and-Chinese seamen who may have a ’ 

■ port of call in .this coup-cry. ..17?’ • ___’ ." !? .’

We also operate a netional prOrChine.se Communist ’ .
< . /:■ organisation in the United States staffed and controlled • -. .. .. 

through informant's under our direction/.. This organisation’is .
. ’ projected to penetrate Chinese Communist intelligence and ■ . ' 

political activities directed toward the United States. ■ ■ ’
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3. Cuban Intelligence Service’ ’

-.... ,.J:_We also'use physical surveillances on a selected basis and ...
: -periodically review pertinent bank records’., . .Through, .the -use •

. .V;_; .-,-7- of - informants and double agents we have ^been successful in’ • -x -7 
■ 1 vkr-Cuban 'intelligence'Service; operations in' fKe.-:::-.‘“r 71.
r .. .1 ../United .States; ........ •:.. . - -i, ■

- • ■ s \ * - ' . * ' \ / • ' - ‘ ‘ ’ " . • • ’ ‘ •

_■ jil.L.'C, . Iritex’national Conferences . • . . ; \’
. ’ . , . * ‘ - - . ' . • • . - . = . % . ■ ’ - • . . ' . ...

' v . «' : . . ^/r:* ..< • ' ■ :. -. - / ,~\v:>
■ -~i we-attempt to have .informants’’ y-

^.sor/.souf^ control- -participate 'nth- intoicnutionar'
as •representatives of the ;pax’ticular groups.,^. ....

e^veup^ith-which- they are affiliated;. :Ue have .-.been successful ’ ;;■:■• 
’ ■■' "'i'in'penetrating several ’ of ’ these 'conferences in' this'fashion '

v tv-p ■ -.'and.-.have, materially benefited from on-the-scen© coverage.,'• "

■ ” D.’ Contacts Botween Revolutionary Leaders and Loaders of “ ■
.- -- > ... ^. .r.Poreign Cc;rr-UHist Governments . . . ...>:.. ;. . .

■ ” ’- ‘ ■ r-.- -: This is a difficult area' to cover as .we do hot '' ” -" ' :
• . always have informants in a position to accompany individual .

■ •■■•.■■-■•.■revolutionary loaders on their official and private trips to ■
. foreign, countries, We .rely on other established' infermants

• whom wo have targeted against those revolutionary loaders .-. - 
. -.--and who have- access to them upon their return. In some cases,

■■. ;we are able to detersnine the-result of foreign contacts through
■:■ ’our- domestic electronic surveillances, ■-■•■h’ - = ■ ?

... / ’ y >w.- * • jt . . • * • *

. ■ - '. E,- Travel of Foreign. Leaders to the United States'- ’ -'’ • ’

:’ : •. ’//’.'-• Coverage of foreign leaders to the United States' .-.■ '. 
. : • is effected through the-.coordination of oux* informant coverage- ■ 

’ •- of the., organisation sponsoring the .ti-ip and physical and / • 
.. ..--^7.’selective .electronic surveillances, where applicable, • ’ . -.-.. .7 ■
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■. III.' OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS \ - •

... .-• Historically, the’United States has .Deen-the 1../,_
\ tar get for subversive activities emanating from-;-and:-directed • ; • 

■ ’ .: by the international communist movement in regard to efforts
-- "to.-foment disorder and disruption in a 'revolutionaryveinv i
• • The change from the monolithic nature of the movement to ■■ -

•• polycentrism only served to magnify the problem in that it . ■ -
_ ^diversified’ thesubversive.-^ . -

. \ •-r-’ Regardless of the diversification, the basic nature
of the attack remained the same. It emanated from communist J

.. . . ..forces abroad and was channeled, into this country through.f
. - - communist—bloc diplomatic establishments and'old-line-commun-ist
.a -xygroups and organizations ^working to advance International

■■...-■..communist obj ec.tives..
— •* . . * * • . .r **. . .

r From".thef stiandpp 'of the FEDs"respond
.■ t^in-'regar'd to’.countering.'t'hese-’subvefsix^e "thrusts^-'there were ■' - 
___ .„;^^-two_ sig’nif leant. factors, .which, enabled us_to mount-effective.

. counter intelligence operations’. ’ ' / ”. - '

’ - . ■ The first factor was that the activities themselves,
■ ■ took place for the most part within our borders. It was a

situation which lent itself to- effective '■utilization 'of f r'o-y
. :... . .^..manpower for coverage .and counterintelligence, purposes« s -. '

’ -The second factor was that the activities, were
engaged’in by organizations, such as the CPUSA, which were " 

..;tightly structured organizationally in' the traditional pattern 
of communist parties’ throughout the world. As-such, -they . 
presented clear-cut targets for informant penetration. .... . ..

' I’" 5! 1 ‘K ’ ’ 'Because these old-line organizations al.^o’followed 
the:traditional pattern of operating jinder the concept off ' 

. democratic centralism with an insistence on rigid discipline • 
.throughout party ranks, high-level informant penetration ’ ,
provided an insight into strategy and tactics being considered 
at all’levels. Here’,”too, 'it was possible to effectively- -■• 
negate their-thrusts. . - . ■ ■ . . ■■ ■

The emergence of the New Left-and black-.-extremist
„movements in our society drastically, altered .the. situation. ... 
“ They evolved mostly out of social reform movements which ■ • •

increasingly have been transformed into hard-core revolutionary 
movements dedicated to the total destruction of oui’ democratic 
'traditions and our society. . ' ’ - -
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. They produced a new breed of revolutionaries whose - - 
' ■ main preoccupation with cominunis.m is that it -has produced •' . .

■ men. like Mao Tse-tung, Ho Chi Minh, and Che Guevarra, whom ' 
they hope to emulate in the overthrow of a system they deem .

. oppressive ‘ ■ . •. • ; ' ' ■ . । ■
: \ . ■ . — ’ . ; : < I ■

-• .. • From the inception-of these movements, the-FBI J V
. \ ’• has been aware of the fact that their increasingly revolutionary 

■ communist imprint posed new and unique problems for the .
‘ ; -internal security of this nation. ' . . • ' • ;<■■■ ..

.• ‘ As these forces of revolutionary protest hardened
in their resolve to accomplish their purpose, more and more

•• • they reached out to join hands with and seek support from . . 
' old-line communists not only inside our country but also 

communists and anarchists abroad. . ■ •

.. .. In effect, the picture has changed from one in
• which international communist .forces sought out supporters . 

within our country to carry out their objectives to ore
' in. which domestic revolutionaries are reaching our seeking the ’ 

support of anyone,, including communists, throughout the world .
• ‘ .who will help and support them in their own destructive aims.

, . Since the objectives of both so clearly coincide, it
■ is inevitable that.they will join forces in common cause. The 

■ willingness of the SovietsChinese communists, and Cubans ’ 
" to support the efforts of domestic revolutionaries here already 

has been demonstrated. In addition, the movement of the '
' New Left and black extremist revolutionary protestors toward 

. increasingly centralised, more tightly disciplined organisations 
will facilitate the inevitable linkings. . ..

’ It is essential that we bring together and intensify
. the intelligence capabilities of on?." country'to meet this 

’ growing threat. It is imperative that we penetrate all the
' channels of communication between foreign, communist forces
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and domestic revolutionaries ?.ll possible
additional investigative, steps to safeguard the secur 
.of this Nation in a time of multiplying and expanding

This has become mandatory because of increasing

reason of the growing 
elements. ■ ' '

anticipated in the future by ■ 
alliances with foreign communist

O-
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■ : -• -"ORGANIZATION APPENDIX ■ -'S"'.- J.-' ; 'h-

- Black Panther Party (BPP) ' ' ' .A . / \> ' . /'• ‘ .

■’•_/ < J. The" Black Panther Party was formed in 1966 at " /
•’- .'.Oakland; California, . Its stated purpose is to organize black 

. . •••■people so they can. "take control of the life, politics, and the -
■.y. destiny of''"black communities." The BPP advocates the use of guns 
.' y and guerrilla tactics in its. revolutionary program and encovfr^ges

. r ' Negroes to arm themselves against the police/ Its publications
..- ■../contain quotations'from the writings of the leader of Communist ■■

. •-■.China and feature his statement that "political power grows out
of the barrel of a gun." It is headquartered at Berkeley, . •’

•••■ California. . . . "
- • • - - *. . - ‘ '■ -7 '•*" ‘ ~ ■

• Service Committee'and Peace Corps. It has a membership of •
- approximately 3,000 individuals and 12.chapters throughout

- •_. the United States. .It has been active in demonstrations
. protesting United States policy, particularly the.draft and

. " ‘.the war in Vietnam. Its leaders have discussed establishing . . 
.contact with revolutionary groups, aiding guerrillas, destruction 

‘ ■ of existing governments and the transmission of ..information
, ’ .to Soviet-bloc -countries. The CRV has declared that it 

.'-'.seeks radical changes in United States policy towards Asia, 
Africa, Latin America 'and emerging communities in the - 
United States. •

/ . National' Mobilization Committee ' . .- •■ . “ '
to~~Tind.

. ■ . The NMC was founded in Cleveland, Ohio, .in 1966.
It -is -a coalition of over 100 antiwar, antidfaft, black

■ extremist.and pacifist groups. Among.the organizations which
■ participated in NMC activities are the CPUSA, Sh'P, SNCC , ■ •'

" and the American Friends Service Committee, The NMC has 
organized majo?c protest demonstrations including the march on 
the Pentagon in October, 1967; the disruptive demonstrations

” * 5 . - • ' * . - « -. * ■ . ‘

■" Committee of Returned Volunteers'(CRV) . : ■ • • •?:

• . " / ' . . -The Committee, of Returned Volunteers was established . 
'in 1966 at New York City and is composed of individuals who

• " have worked abroad.,in' such programs as the American Friends
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•' Student Mobilization Committee (SMC)
\ , , - - * • • , * • ■<-' " y / - * ’ ./* < / < . -

* ’ , 3 » •_ . • ►7’ . * ’ * - ■ , ’ • r». •*. «*• •». • , ■ ' <a .1 • •:

’I/;:: ' / /The'^SMC' is -.headquartered atNew’-York City. - It is -. /
j. dominated by members -of the'SWP and/or members of the -YSA. .

The SMC: has been 'active' in demonstrations against United States 
. policy.; .Its 'aims ’are" to bring About, the withdrawal of American 
/troops from Vietnam, ..to end.university "complicity” with the 
-.war, and to'.establish self-determination for Vietnam and ...
i "black America.” It currently.publishes the "Student" Mobilizer.

'".v/- '../r. rs?/
-V A'" t: • '

' Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) /. ■' ;

- .- ;■ < SNCC was formed in’’i960 at Atlanta,' Georgia, as a ■’ -.
/ nonmembership "civil rights'organization . " It took part in voter 

registration work in. the South and was one of the moving forces 
"/behind the. Freedom Riders of the early 1960s. Tn .1966 Stokely

' . .Carmichael was elected National Chairman of SNCC." He moved this 
- group from the civil rights field to a full-blown revolutionary 

■ •’ group. Carmichael urged Negroes to prepare, for a "bloody.-. . • 
■ revolution• .. -I ■ . - r /.I.

. . """ Carmichael was.succeeded-as National Chairman in
.. T9.67. by BL Rap Brown, who continued Carmichael’s policy of 
.denouncing United States’ intervention in Vietnam, calling for 
' rebellion by any means, and massive civil disobedience.

‘ -SNCC is a nonmembership organization which is '• ■
/headquartered in.Atlanta, Georgia. It is composed of 50 staff 

jnembers and a 15-member Central Committee. • 7 ; ■;

■ Women’s International League ' . . ' .
for" Peace ancTFreedom G?lTPF) . ■ ■

. . t WILPF; an" international pacifist group, has its
.-•United States headquarters in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

and has a cux-rent membership of 11,000 in 154 branches in
. the United States. .- ■ ; .. / , - • ..

/ The WILPF advocates-the right to self-determination, 
support of the United Nations, enforcement of civil rights laws 

'and new ai^rbaches to the entire social welfare system. The 
organization is currently urging abolition of the. Anti-Ballistic 
Missile System, withdrawal of United States troops from Vietnam, 

.and the elimination of racial .discrimination. ■ •

- 37 -
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Women Strike fox* Peace (WSP)

WSP’is a,national nonmembership women’s pacifi
, IL C.
, the war

group which maintains a national office at Washington 
It has‘.engaged in numerous protests ’ against the draft

'in Vietnam,' nuclear tests, and the Anti-Ballistic Missile
. 'System. Representatives of WSP have been in contact with
■ 'the National Liberation Front and have travelled to various 
'•.countries including Cuba, ..... ' ’ V /,' :' ':v . ’ ;

4
ii

i - '
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5010-106

Memorandum
to :Mr. I. Co Sullivan date:,June 30, 1969

from :CO De Brennan^

subjec^qreigN SUPPORT FOR/lEVpLUTIONARY^PRpTESJ^ 

; MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED "'STATES7 ~

■ The Director approved my memorandum of 6/23/69
which advised we were preparing a report for Mr, Tom Charles 
Huston, Staff Assistant to the President,’ at his request 
regarding our coverage of foreign communist support of ‘ 
revolutionary youth activities'in the United States to reach 
him by 6/30/69; We advised Mr, Huston such a report would 
be forthcoming, .

Our report sets forth the traditional channel 
for communist support of revolutionary activity in this 
country by the established basic revolutionary groups under 
foreign domination such as the Communist Party, USA, and the 
Socialist Workers Party, We also cover the capabilities of 
hostile intelligence operations directed at the United States 
by the Soviet Union, Cuba and Communist China,

Next we show the newer, boldei’ avenues of support 
and direction being utilised by revolutionaries, often 
without any attempt to. conceal their purpose» These include 
international conferences which in this period of history 
are ostensibly for peace in Vietnam but which also have the 
usual underlying'goal of destroying United States prestige 
in world affairs. The ease of international travel and 
communication with revolutionary intent by New Left and black 
extremist adherents from the United States and abroad is then 
set forth.

The section dealing with our coverage of the above
threats to.our internal security clearly shows our strong 
reliance upon the use of live informants and physical surveillance
techniques contrasted by the highly selective and limited use
of electronic coverage, M&A lie m 
— «>,

PRC?pah 
(11) CONTINUED - QV-gR.'

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings ba 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed tounautho^edml 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . -a
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: FOREIGN SUPPORT FOR REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST 

MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES . .

Our report shows that the EBI has been aware from 
the inception of the New Left and black extremist movements ' 
that they pose new and unique threats to our internal security. 
It shows we have'readjusted our investigative intelligence 
efforts to cope with the new problems created. It stresses 
the fact that these movements are developing increasingly 
into hard-core revolutionary elements which will demand 
still greater attention in the' form of increased coverage 
as it appears there will be increasingly closer links between 
these movements and foreign communists in the future. ■

We have prepared a transmittal letter to Mr. Huston 
submitting, our report. Inasmuch as this document is not going 
directly to the President, ho copy is being forwarded to the 
Attorney General at this time. . .

ACTIONS '

With your approval, the attached report and letter 
will be forwarded to Mr. Huston. '
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL fOtM NO. 10
MAY 1942 CDIT’ON 
G$A GCN. KEG. KO. 33

MHO-106

UNITED STATEI O IMENT

Memorandum
Mr. C. D. DeLoach DATE: Jtnfcr^O, 1969

W. c; Sullivan :/ C

t / ■
MR. TOM CHARLESAHUSTON
STAFF ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT

\ /

Reference is made to the enclosed memorandum from W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach dated June 18, 1969.

Mr. Huston did come in yesterday. The first thing he said was 
(that he had made a mistake in going to Mr. J. Walter Yeagley as 
(Yeagley did not seem to know anything about the New Left. Mr. Huston 
then went on to say that■President Nixon called him in and discussed 
with him in some detail the need for the President to know in greater 
depth the details concerning the revolutionax'y activities stemming 
from the New Left. In particular, said Mr. Huston, President Nixon 
|is interested in all information possible relating to foreign 
{influences and rhe financing of the New Left. He suiu he 
(requested by the President to also go to other members of the 
{intelligence community to develop whatever materials they may have 
within their jurisdiction.

Mr. Huston said that on completing his work, ‘it will be 
presented to the President for his use.

■ I told Kir. Huston t‘hat I was not in any position to make 
commitments in this matter, that if he had such a request to make 
it would be necessary for him to put it in writing and address his 
letter to the Director who made the decisions in such areas. 
Mr._Huston said that- he wouId - do this.

RECOMMENDATION: J?cC- '

— _r^Toi"^f-he~ information oftrfeSli^eetor. u
W IV 

Enclosure ’ AU.INFORMATIONCONTAINlgp
. i- HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

WCS: 1ml/' ” (5) _ ( SY #4^

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorised person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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OPTIONAL »O«M NO. TO 50I0-W4
MAY 1^42 tOittON

* CSA GtN. no. NO 27 * t

/ ' UNITED STATES M?ERNMENT • 

7 Memorandum
TO : Mr. DeLoach date: June 18, 1969

FROM : Mr. W. C. gjAl-iv^

SUBJECT: STUDENTS FOK A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
IS - SDS

Mr, J, Walter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General, 
Internal Security Division of the Department, called me 
late this afternoon and said he had received an inquiry 
from Mr, Thpmas Hyston, a White House Staff Assistant.
In that gg-pagity Huston is interested in developing 
information for the president concerning the New -Left 

^movement. Huston gai.d he wanted to talk to Yeagley about 
| the- New Left,

Y^agl^y told me he told Huston he felt he would
-• be better off and would set more accurate information if
■pis talked to FBI representatives in the Domestic Intelligence 
[Division, Ygaglgy said Huston was coming over tomorrow, 
[June 19th, at p,m. to this Division to discuss the matter.

We -will talk to him, of course, and see what he
wants without making any commitments to him and advise 
you promptly as to th® nature of his interest.

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI ..
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June 24, 1969

BY LIAISON

Mr. Tom Charles Huston —.
Staff Assistant to the President
The White House ’I
Washington, D. C. ’________  

Dear Hr* Huston:

I have received your memorandum of June 20, 1969, 
requesting a report on foreign communist support of 
revolutionary protest movements in the United States.

In compliance with your request, a comprehensive, 
in-depth review of our coverage in this field is presently 
being conducted and you will be furnished the results on 
June 30, 1969. This analysis will cover foreign support of 
revolutionary youth activities in the United States emanating 
from all strata of international communism, whether they be 
pro-Russian, pro-Chinese or pro-Cuban oriented.

When you have had sufficient opportunity to 
evaluate this material, I will be happy to make a member 
of my staff available to you for further discussion at 
your convenience. “

Sincerely yours,

MM lb L ’
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN! S UNCLASSIFIED A /
DATE BY
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TO DATE: 6/23/69

FROM

Mr. W. C. Sullivan'

ojnoHM rout no. 10 wio-im
MAf 1*49 toirtow . 
OVA JfJH. »IG. NO. 97 1

UNITED STATES ^/ERNMENT 

Memorandum

SUBJECT: ^?OREIGN_SUPPORT _FQR REVOLUTIONARY_______ 
‘ 'PROTEST MOVEMENTS-.!*?-XSOnITED STATES

:___ , /-
Mr. Tom Charles Huston/ Staff Assistant~’io~"the

| President, the Y/hite House, has submitted the attached 
‘memorandum requesting us to set forth our coverage of 
{foreign communist support of revolutionary youth activities 
jin the United States, its effectiveness and what steps 
|can be taken to provide maximum possible coverage of these 
’activities. He has also made the same request of the
•Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency 
’and the Defense Intelligence Agency.

j The unxrea stares is me ultimate tai'cet ox ail
revolutionary movements and support of revolutionary activities 
in this country comes from all strata of international 
communism whether they be pro-Russian, pro-Chinese or pro-Cuban 
oriented. This request by Mr. Huston requires a comprehensive, 
in-depth review of our coverage of all subversive groups in 
Which we have an interest. We have started a division-wide 
research and analysis project and a detailed report to the 
White House will be prepared as requested to be submitted to 
the White House on June 30, 1969.

Mr. Huston has als:o indicated a desire to discuss this 
matter- with s^ter evaluating our report. This will be 
ccsrdiuaLecr by the Domestic Intelligence Divisicui and, of course,- 

tno commitments will be made without securing the specific 
approval of the Director.

. Attached for your approval is a letter to Mri Huston 
acknowledging his memorandum and advising him our report will 
be forthcoming as requested... „ _ — .

* — . s -

Sneivsurec - 2--.- ; _

*. ■•••100-446997-84
> \ -•

F2G:djb j.C

'^his document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Corimi^ce, Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized, person
nel without the express approval of the £.BJ. «
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» THE WHITE HOUSE ■
B

WASHINGTON B

June 20, 1969 I
PERSONAE AND CONFIDENTIAL I

MEMORANDUM FOR-THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEI I
FROM: Tom Charles Huston I I

Staff Assistant to the President I I
I J

The President has directed that a report on foreign 
Communist support of revolutionary protest movements in this 
country be prepared for his study. He has specifically requested 
that the report draw upon all the resources available to the

• intelligence community and that it be as detailed as possible.

i "Support” should be liberally construed to include 
all activities by foreign Communists designed to encourage- or 
assist revolutionary protest movements in the United States,

: On the basis of earlier reports submitted to.the President
|on a more limited aspect of this problem, it appears that our 
>present intelligence coilectioxt capabilities in /u£i.y
tbe inadequate. The President would like to know what resources 
we presently have targeted toward monitoring foreign Communist 
support of revolutionary youth activities in this country, how 
effective they are, what gaps in our intelligence exist because 
of either inadequate resources or a low priority of attention, 
and what steps could be taken, if he directed, to provide 
the maximum possible coverage of these activities.

' • I
I have asked CIA, NSA, and DIA to submit their contributions ’■ 

to me by Monday, June 30 th. I would appreciate it if'the Bureau 
would provide their response to. the President’s' request by that • ;

_.|date.. _____ - __ . ''i

— ~~" -- Since ■the Bureau has primary responsibility in this " •
jarea, I would like to discuss the matter further with your staff 
(after I have had an opportunity to evaluate the initial

11- -----^contributions. The president has assigned a high priority to 
/this project, and I want to insure that he receives the' most

■(complete report that-it is possible to assemble.
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8. Bureau letter to Boston, 5/31/61, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

9. Detroit letter to Bureau, 6/15/61, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

10. Bureau letter to Boston, 8/14/61, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

11. Detroit letter to Bureau, 4/4/62, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

12. New York letter to Bureau, 8/29/61, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

13. Bureau letter to Detroit, 4/13/62, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

14. Detroit letter to Bureau, 5/31/62, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"

15. Detroit letter to Bureau, 9/27/62, captioned 
"SAM SURVEY, ESPIONAGE - R"
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URGENT

DIRE

4X20 PM CJC

TO: FBI

SAN FRANCISCO < 62-^^j^t^e.o bY:.^£^a^ 
‘ * * ** *

,{« 009 SF CODED

6/24

FROM:

Tr

C,

3 EC R E'T

I
 Assoc. Dir. .------- - 

Dep.-A.D.-Adnu_
Dep.-A.D.-Inv—

. Asst. Dir.:
I Admin.---------»
1 Comp. Syst. —.

Ext. Affairs __ 
Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv.
Ident. ---- 
Inspection

-Intell. .......
ruLaboratory —J—
' Plan. & Eval. —

Spec. Inv.-----  
z Training---------
Legal Conn.-------

ATTENTION: SA W. 0. ^EGAR DECLASSIFY 0
nlis/io

SENSTUDY 1975T\BUDED JUNE 24, 19 75.

1 — ''» ’ W/a.

’ 1 Telephone Rm. ___ 
Director Sec’y/_

RE BUREAU TELETYPE CAPTIONED AS ABOVE DATED JUNE IS, 1975

FOR THE INFORMATION OF FBI HEADQUARTERS IT HAS NOT BEEN THE 

PRACTICE TO UTILIZE A CONTROL FILE FOR MAIL COVERS. RATHER* THEY 

ARE WORKED FROM THE SUBSTANTI VE FILE. THEREFORE, THERE IS NO 

PRACTICAL METHOD TO DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF MAIL COVERS THAT MAY 

Have been placed in years past, however,, because they were not ____ J? 

AVAILABLE as an INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUE BETWEEN 1964 and 1973, THE 

TOTAL NUMBER SINCE 19 60 WOULD NOT BE LARGE. THERE FOLLOWS SPECIFIC ?' 
*____________________________________________________________________t

RESPONSE FROM SAN FRANCISCO FILES TO REQUESTS IN REFERENCED

TELETYPE.

GUS SURVEY (BUFILE 65-67003, SF 105- H58i> , , - -
SEC-102 . - // -

THE GUS SURVEY WAS INSTITUTED BY THE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE OF

FBI ON OCTOBER 30, 1961, AND WAS DISCONTINUED ON FEBRUARY 1962.

THE SURVEY TOOR PLACE AT THE RINCON ANNEX POST OFFICE In

FRANCISCO. ' jul 25 1975

IN ENVELOPE



page two sf s2-gs87

THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE GUS SURVEY WAS TO ATTEMPT TO 

locate and uncover soviet illegal agents, the survey involved 

THE EXAMINATION OF ALL FIRST CLASS MAIL ENVELOPES ARRIVING AT THE 

RINCON ANNEX POST OFFICE WHICH ORIGINATED FROM WASHINGTON, D.C., 

OR NEW YORK CITY. THE ENVELOPES ONLY WERE SCANNED FOR CHARACTER

ISTICS WHICH WOULD INDICATE THAT THEY COULD HAVE ORIGINATED FROM A 

SOVIET ILLEGAL SUPPORT AGENT AND POSSIBLY BE DIRECTED TO AN ILLEGAL 

SOVIET AGENT IN THE SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

THE SURVEY WAS BASED ON INFORMATION DEVELOPED CONCERNING 

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTED FROM KNOWN ILLEGAL SUPPORT AGENTS ATTACHED 

JO SOVIET ESTABLISHMENTS IN NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON, D.C., TO 

SOVIET ILLEGAL AGENTS RESIDING IN THE UNITED STATES. PREVIOUS 

ANALYSIS OF MAIL COMMUNICATIONS FROM SOVIET ILLEGAL SUPPORT AGENTS 

TO SOVIET ILLEGALS OPERATIONG IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE 1D60*S 

REVEALED THAT PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS ON SUSPECT ENVELOPES WERE:

1. LACK OF RETURN ADDRESS.

2. TYPEWRITTEN ADDRESS IN BLOCK FORM.

3. USE OF LINCOLN $.04 STAMPS.

4. USE OF “BUSINESS SIZE" WHITE OR BROWN ENVELOPES.

5. address occasionally TYPEWRITTEN ON A "sticker” GLUED
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Page three sf 62-688?

TO ENVELOPE.

’ WHEN AN ENVELOPE WITH MANY OR ALL OF THE ABOVE CHARACTERISTICS 

WAS OBSERVED, AN INVESTIGATION WAS INSTITUTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

DETERMINING IF THE ADDRESSEE COULD POSSIBLY BE A SOVIET ILLEGAL 

^GENT. .

THIS SURVEY WAS AUTHORIZED FOR A 60 DAY PERIOD AND WAS 

TERMINATED AT ONE POINT DURING 1961 CHRISTMAS RUSH ONLY TO BE 

RE-INSTITUTED IN ORDER TO COMPLETE THE 60 DAY AUTHORIZATION PERIOD.

SINCE ALL FIRST CLASS MAIL ENVELOPES WERE SCANNED, IT WAS 

ESTIMATED THAT APPROXIMATELY 130,000 ENVELOPES A DAY WOULD BE 

SCANNED FOR THE ABOVE CHARACTERISTIC.

DURING THE SURVEY PERIOD, MORE THAN 1,101,880 ENVELOPES WERE 

SCANNED AND 83 INVESTIGATIONS WERE INITIATED. ALL 83 INVESTIGATIONS 

WERE EVENTUALLY CLOSED INASMUCH AS NO INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS OR 

ILLEGAL AGENTS APPEARED TO BE INVOLVED IN ANY OF THE SUSPECT MAIL.

PERTINENT COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING THE GUS SURVEY AND

INCLUDED IN BOTH SAN FRANCISCO AND BUREAU FILES ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

SAN FRANCISCO LETTER TO THE BUREAU DATED SEPTEMBER 26, 1961, 

CAPTIONED "SAM SURVEY," BUREAU FILE 65-65884.
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PAGE FOUR SF <48-6887

additional pertinent communications concerning the gus 

SURVEY AND LOCATED IN BUREAU FILE -65-67003 AND SAN FRANCISCO 

FILE 105-11581, ARE AS FOLLOWS:

BUREAU LETTER TO SaN FRANCISCO DATED OCTOBER 4, 1361.

SAN FRANCISCO AlRTEL TO THE BUREAU DATED OCTOBER 13, 1361.

BUREAU LETTER TO SaN FRANCISCO DATED OCTOBER 18, 1361.

SAN FRANCISCO LETTER TO BUREAU DATED NOVEMBER L, 1361, 

CONFIRMING THAT THE GUS SURVEY WAS INSTITUTED AT 12t01 AM, 

OCTOBER 30, 13 61 , AND THAT SYMBOL NUMBER CSSF 2536-S WAS ASSIGNED.

SAN FRANCISCO LETTER TO BUREAU DATED NOVEMBER 21, 1361.

san Francisco letter to bureau dated January u, 13 62.

san FRANCISCO LETTER TO BUREAU DATED MARCH 21, 1362, 

CONFIRMING THAT THE gus SURVEY WAS DISCONTINUED ON FEBRUARY 3, 1362 

IN VIEW OF THE AMOUNT OF ENVELOPES WHICH HAD TO BE SCANNED 

NUMEROUS AGENTS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE OF THE FBI WERE 

yilLIZED INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING:

RICHARD E. STEPHENS

JOHN T. KERLER

DOUGLAS G. ALLEN

STANLEY J. EAGER
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Page five sf 62-6887 7^1"
WILLIAM F. MC LAUGHLIN 

FRED ELLEDGE 

WILLIAM A. COHENDET 

DONALD L. COFFIN 

JOSEPH M. WUSLICH 

HARRY L. MC NEILL 

KEITH G. TEETER 

WAYNE K* WELCH 

DAVID C. SPENCER 

STANLEY F. FEWSTER 

DANIEL A. GROVE 

JOHN P. MC HUGH 

JAMES E. SHERRI FF 

CLIFFORD J. CARMODY 

JAMES WEIL 

CHIPROP (BUFILE 105-121706, SF 105-2563) 

CHIPRQPJ^aS OPENED AT SAN FRANCISCO BY SAN FRANCISCO LETTER

TO BUREAU DATED SEPTEMBER 17, 1954, AND WAS OPERATED AS A MAIL 

COVER UNTIL JULY* 1956, WHEN CONTENTS OF A LETTER RECEIVED FROM 

CHINA BY COMMUNIST PARTY FUNCTIONARY, ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, WERE
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SET OUT IN SAN FRANCISCO LETTER TO BUREAU DATED JULY 25, 1956. 

THEREAFTER CONTENTS OF LETTERS FROM CHINA WERE REGULARLY EXAMINED, 

JTEMS IN CHINESE WERE REGULARLY FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU FOR TRANS

LATION ON A SELECTIVE BASIS. APPROXIMATELY 40,000 ITEMS OF 

CORRESPONDENCE APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN EXAMINED UNDER THE CHIPROP 

PROGRAM. THE CASE WAS ORIGINALLY OPENED IN CONNECTION WITH THE 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT POLICY OF INTERCEPTING COMMUNIST 

PROPAGANDA FROM ABROAD, AND EXAMINATION OF MAIL WAS HANDLED THROUGH 

THE RESTRICTED MERCHANDISE SECTION OF THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS 

OFFICE AT SAN FRANCISCO. SAN FRANCISCO AiRTEL. DATED APRIL 6, 1961, 

DIRECTED TO BUREAU FILE 134-5108, INDICATED COVERAGE DISCONTINUED 

SINCE INTERCEPTION OF COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA DISCONTINUED BY 

PRESIDENTIAL ORDER ON MARCH 17, 1961. BUREAU RADIOGRAM DATED 

APRIL 11, 1961, REQUESTED COMMENTS REGARDING RESUMPTION OF COVERAGE 

AND SAME WAS REINSTITUTED JULY 14, 19 61, WITH SAN FRANCISCO AIRTEL 

THAT DATE. BY SAN FRANCISCO AIRTEL DATED APRIL 23, 1962, CHIPROP 

COVERAGE was DISCONTINUED SINCE RESTRICTED MERCHANDISE UNIT MOVED 

FROM CUSTOMS HOUSE TO RINCON ANNEX OF UNITED STATES POST OFFICE. 

BUREAU LETTER DATED SEPTEMBER 14, 1963, REQUESTED SAN FRANCISCO 

DETERMINE IF CHIPROP COVERAGE COULD BE RESUMED. SAN FRANCISCO
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LETTER DATED SEPTEMBER 21, 19 62, ADVISED CSSF 2 279-S COULD NOT 

BE RE-ACTIVATED BUI POSSIBILITY OF RESUMPTION OF CHIPROP COVERAGE 

THROUGH THAI SOURCE WOULD BE FOLLOWED. SAN FRANCISCO AIRTEL DATED 

JUNE 12, 1963, ADVISED THAT CHIPROP COVERAGE WAS BEING RE-INSTITUTED 

THROUGH THE FOREIGN PROPAGANDA UNIT AT THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS 

HOUSE, THAT SOURCE BEING DESIGNATED AS CSSF 2641-S. WHEN THE 

FOREIGN PROPAGANDA UNIT MOVED TO RINCON ANNEX, MAIL COVERAGE 

CONTINUED TO BE SECURED THROUGH IT AND STILL LATER, COVERAGE WAS 

SECURED THROUGH THE HEAD OF THE AIR MAIL FACILITY OF THE UNITED 

STATES POST OFFICE. IN ALL CASES, MAIL SELECTED FOR EXAMINATION 

WAS OPENED ONLY IN THE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE OF THE FBI DURING 

EARLY MORNING HOURS JUST AFTER MIDNIGHT AND WAS RETURNED TO THE 

postal facility same date. .

CHICLET (BUFILE 105-121706, SF 105-14767) 

CHICLET WAS INITIATED IN COMPLIANCE WITH BUREAU LETTER DATED 

SEPTEMBER 9, 1963. SAN FRANCISCO LETTER DATED OCTOBER 28, 1963, 

INDICATED CHICLET COVERAGE WOULD BE COVERED THROUGH THE SUPER

INTENDANT OF THE AIR MAIL FACILITY OF THE UNITED STATES POST OFFICE 

and initial examination would be made in his office. HOWEVER, aS 

IN THE CASE OF CHIPROP, ALL ITEMS SELECTED FOR INTERNAL EXAMINATION
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were taken to the fbi office to be opened .and xeroxed. 

CHIPROP COVERAGE was DESIGNATED as FURNISHED BY CSSF 2670-S. 

MORE THAN 4,000 ITEMS WERE EXAMINED UNDER THE CHICLET PROGRAM.

CHICLET AND CHIPROP COVERAGE BOTH WERE DISCONTINUED IN 19SC 

AFTER LIM P. LEE WAS APPOINTED AS POSTMASTER OF SAN FRANCISCO, 

JANUARY 24, 19 66, IT BEING POINTED OUT TO THE BUREAU THAT LEE 

Had been administrative assistant of congressman PHILLIP burton 

and that it was felt no chance should be .taken that burton might 
BECOME AWARE OF THE COVERAGE- BY THE FBI.;

CHIPROP AND CHICLET COVERAGE WERE CARRIED OUT UNDER THE 

SUPERVISION OF FORMER SUPERVISOR RICHARD G. FLETCHER, WHO IS NOW 

RETIRED AND RESIDING IN SaN MATEO, CALIFORNIA. THE CHIPROP CASE 

WAS FIRST ASSIGNED TO SA PATRICK J. HAGGERTY AND WAS HANDLED 

DURING 1964 BY FORMER SA PAUL J. TSCHIDA. THE CHIPROP CASE AWAS 

REASSIGNED ON JANUARY 15, 1965, TO SA BERTRAM WORTHINGTON, WHO 

CONTINUED TO HANDLE THE CASE UNTIL IT WAS CLOSED IN 1966. THE 

CHICLET CASE WAS ASSIGNED TO SA PATRICK J. HAGGERTY AT ITS 

INCEPTION AND WAS REASSIGNED ON JANUARY 27, 1964, TO SA BERTRAM 

WORTHINGTON, WHO CONTINUED TO HANDLE IT UNTIL IT WAS CLOSED IN 

1966. NO EXACT RECORD IS AVAILABLE OF THE IDENTITIES OF THE '
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special agents who actually opened the mail under the chiprop and 

CHICLET PROGRAMS. HOWEVER, SAN FRANCISCO FILE 105-2563, SERIAL- 

SIS IS A MEMORANDUM DATED DECEMBER 20, 1963, WHICH LISTS SPECIAL 

AGENTS WHO SHOULD RECEIVE SMALLPOX VACCINATIONS BECAUSE OF THE ■ 

VOLUME OF MAIL FROM CHINA AND HONG KONG WHICH THEY WERE HANDLING. 

THE SPECIAL AGENTS LISTED WERE THE FOLLOWING:

DOUGLAS G. ALLEN

THOMAS D. MC GOLDRICK

WILLIAM A. COHENDET (SINCE RETIRED)

DAVID N. NUNN

DANIEL A. GROVE

WILLIAM F. MC LAUGHLIN

Paul j. tschida csince resigned)

JOSEPH M. WUSHLICH 

ALBERT G. HIGGINS 

BERTRAM WORTHINGTON 

RICHARD E. STEPHENS (SINCE RETIRED) 

STANLEY F. FEWSTER (SINCE RETIRED) 

VAJA KOLOMBATOVIC 

G. STEWART THATFORD (SINCE RETIRED)
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Patrick j. haggerty, jr. ' ♦

HARRY L. MG NEILL (SINCE RETIRED)
£sF 5592-S^-^)-

SINCE AUGUST 15, 1972, SAN FRANCISCO HAS MAINTAINED A MAIL

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

GALIFOBNJAm KPR the PURPOSE OF ASSISTING THE BUREAU IN FULFILLING 

JTS INVESTIGATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES PERTAINING TO THE INTERNAL 

SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES. THE MATTER IS ENTITLED |

JFK Act 5 (g) (2) (D)

THIS MAIL COVER WHICH OCCURS AT THE MARINA STATION, UNITED

STATES POST OFFICE, LOCATED AT 3225 FILLMORE STREET, SAN FRANCISCO,

CALIFORNIA, IS PRESENTLY HANDLED STRICTLY BY UNITED STATES POST

OFFICE EMPLOYEES THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF POSTAL INSPECTOR J. W. 

WINEGAR FOR FIRST CLASS MAIL-IN EFFORTS TO DETERMINE THE IDENTITY 

OF PERSONS IN CORRESPONDENCE WITH JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D) BUREAU. EMPLOYEES 

DO NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN THE PHYSICAL REVIEW OF MAIL. MAIL

IS NOT OPENED OR INTERCEPTED AND FBI IS ONLY PROVIDED WITH RETURN

ADDRESS ON ENVELOPES ADDRESSED TO jfk Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

THE MAIL COVER OF THE JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D) WAS INITIATED BY A LEITErT_£^A
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fROM AGUNG DIRECTOR L. PATRICK GRAY, III, TO THE ASSISTANT POST 

MASTER GENERAL, INSPECTION SERVICE, UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C., DATED JULY 13, 1972, FOR A PERIOD OF 120 DAYS. 

JHE JUSTIFICATION FOR SAME COVER HAS BEEN RENEWED AT 120 DAY 

INTERVALS SINCE THAT DATE AND IS CURRENTLY JUSTIFIED UNTIL 

JULY 13 , 19 75.
CLASSIFIED BY 547at XGDS 2 AND 3, INDEFINITE.

END.

HOLD PLS
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\ Date: 6/23/75 I

Transmit the following in_________ :__________ CODE-----------------------------------,,
(Type in plaintext or code) IS [’’j-J

Via TELETYPE_________________________________________________
(Priority) ——

_______________________________________________________________________________________ J______ --.

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

?ROM: SAC, WFO (62-10744)

SEN STUDY, 1975 XBUDED JUNE

RE BUREAU TELETYPE JUNE 18

CLASSIFIED CYrgSEajWf

RPA30/: । J ( d ) '
DFtt tisIFY ON: --------- -

24, 1975)

1975.

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED THROUGH A

THOROUGH REVIEW OF WFO INDICES.

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

THIS PROJECT CONCERNED THE OPENING OF MAIL ADDRESSED

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

BASED ON THE RECOLLECTION OF SA JAMES T. FEILD, WFO, 

EMPLOYEES OF THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT SEPARATED THE 

MAIL WHICH WAS THEN PICKED UP AT THE *IAIN POST OFFICE, TOC, 

BY FBI SPECIAL AGENTS BETWEEN CTO AND, FOUR AM ON A DAILY 
BASIS. THE MAIL WAS TAKEN A$^TNlDTOlS^ 'SHaW

FBI HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, LABORATORY DIVIST^ JUL 25 1975



FD-36 "(Ae.v. 5-22-64) 
• * /

•

fbi ;
।

Date: I

Transmit the following in________________________________  ______________________________ I
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via_________________________      1
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________________________________________ J____

WFO 62-10744

PAGE TWO
~T^ SECRET

IN THE LABORATORY DIVISION THE MAIL CONSIDERED 

PERTINENT WAS OPENED, PHOTOGRAPHED, RESEALED, AND THE 

MAIL RETURNED TO THE POST OFFICE.

THE FILM OF THIS MAIL WAS DEVELOPED IN THE FBI 

PHOTOGRAPHY LABORATORY, AND TAKEN TO WFO WHERE IT WAS 

REVIEWED, AND TRANSLATED IF NECESSARY, BY EMPLOYEES OF 

THE WFO. PERTINENT INFORMATION FROM THESE LETTERS WAS 

DISSEMINATED TO THE APPROPRIATE CASE AGENT FOR WHATEVER 

ACTION DEEMED NECESSARY. THE SOURCE OF THE INFORMATION 

WAS ALWAYS GIVEN AS AN "ANONYMOUS SOURCE."

INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN PICKING UP THE MAIL, OPENING 

IT, PHOTOGRAPHING IT AND TRANSFERRING IT TO WFO IN THE 

EARLY 1960*S INCLUDED SAS JAMES DUKES (RETIRED), JOHN DE 

BETTENCOURT (DECEASED) AND DENSIL E. MOORE (RETIRED). 

NO RECORD EXISTS AS TO IDENTITY OF SAS WHO HANDLED THIS 

PROJECT.

Approved:  Sent M Per-----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574
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FD-36 (Hev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in __________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority) .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J________  

WFO 32-10744 

PAGE THREE 

0EGRET 

PURPOSE OF THIS PROJECT WAS TO DETERMINE THOSE 

PERSONS WHO ’JERE COOPERATING WITH THE FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE 

SERVICES, AS WELL AS IDENTIFYING jfk Act s (g)(2)(D)

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

COVERAGE WAS INAUGURATED IN WDC IN 1940 (WFO LETTER 

TO BUREAU DATED JANUARY 31, 1948) AND CONTINUED UNTIL EARLY 

1964. (ALL, SERIALS NOT LOCATED IN WERE DESTROYED

PER MPR ON JUNE 24, 1934) . NO OTHER MATERIAL. HAS BEEN 

PLACED IN THIS FILE SINCE THAT PERIOD AND NO 

RECENT REFERENCE TO THE OPERATION COULD BE LOCATED 

WFO FILMS. COPIES OF ALL DOCUMENTS IN THIS FILE A 

ATTACHED FOR FBIHQ.

SAM SURVEY (WFO FILE 65-8300)

SAM SURVEY WAS A PROGRAM INITIATED BY WFO ON 

AUGUST 20, 1961 FOR FBI PERSONNEL TO EXAMINE U. S.

IN

N

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D)

MAIL.

SENT PER AIR MAIL, TO SPECIFIC FOREIGN LOCATIONS KNOW 

TO HAVE BEEN USED BY FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES AND

Approved: ------------------------------ ----------------- Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge u.s.Governuient printing office: 1972 — 455-574
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. fbi ;
Date: I

I 
Transmit the following in______________________________  I

(Type in plaintext or code) '

I
Via_________________________  _____________________ .------------------------------------------------------ 1

(Priority) ।
_______________________________________________________________________________________ J________

WFO 62-10744

PAGE FOUR

SECRET

AND LETTERS WITH UNIQUE MARKINGS, ALSO KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN 

USED BY FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES.

ORIGINALLY THE PROCESSING AND RESEALING OF THE MAIL 

WAS ACCOMPLISHED IN A STORAGE ROOM FURNISHED BY THE 

U. S. POST OFFICE AT THEIR WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT 

BRANCH. ON APPROXIMATELY JUNE 14, 1962, THE OPERATION WAS 

MOVED TO ROOM 74-C AT NATIONAL AIRPORT. SUBSEQUENT TO 

THE OPENING OF DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, THE OPERATION 

WAS MOVED THERE ON MARCH 18, 1963 AFTER ARRANGEMENTS FOR 

CONTINUATION OF THE PROGRAM WERE MADE THROUGH MR. L. J. 

CARRICO, ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF MAILS AT DULLES 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.

THE BELOW LISTED SPECIAL AGENTS SUBMITTED SHIFT 

REPORTS OR INITIATED PERTINENT INFORMATIVE TYPE MEMORANDA:

Approved: _______________________________
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per-----------------------------
U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574
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. FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in ___________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  ____________________________________
(Priority)

WFO 62-10744

PAGE FIVE

^P SECRET

ORVIS J. AUERSWALD 

ORVILLE G. AUSEN 

ROBERT H. BATES

■ CLAUDE W. BOGLEY 

CHARLES T. COUNTS 

WILLIAM DESONIA 

PETER R. DURLAND 

JAMES T. FEILD 

HARVEY FENSTERMACHER 

CHARLES A. FERGUSON 

ROBERT W. FEUER 

CARL E. GRAHAM 

DARWIN M. GREGORY 

ROBERT S. KENNEMUR 

ROBERT KLEINSCHMIDT 

WILLIAM 0. LANDER 

ERNEST J. LANDREVILLE

IMlMil

Approved: ___________________________• Sent M Per __ :_______________
Special Agent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574
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fbi ;
Date: I

Transmit the following in ______________________________ __________ :-----------------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code) ■

Via _________________________  ____________________________ ________________________ :------- 1
(Priority) ।

_________________________________________________________  L

WFO 62-10744

PAGE SIX

SECRET

CARLTON D. LEAF

NORMAN A . .LEONARD

GEORGE L$X

THOMAS A.MENDENHALL 

DENSIL E. MOORE 

JAMES MORRISEY 

MASON B. NOAH, JR. 

GEORGE A. NORTHUP 

THOMAS 0'LOUGHLIN 

ROBERT L. OLSEN 

H. DUDLEY PAYNE 

EUGENE P. PITTMAN 

EARL G. POLESKI, JR. 

PATRICK M. RICE

Approved: _____ __________________________
Special Agent in Charge
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Sent M Per ----------------------------
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F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in___________________________:----------------------
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  _________________________________________________________ 1
(Priority) ।

___________________________________________________________________________________ ___L

WFO 62-10744

PAGE SEVEN

THE PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM WAS TO IDENTIFY PERSONS

CORRESPONDING WITH KNOWN JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D) IN EUROPE, 

AND TO IDENTIFY AND LOCATE INDIVIDUALS IN THE UNITED 

STATES SENDING AIR MAIL LETTERS TO EUROPE WHO MAY BE

PART OF A JFK Act 5 (9) (2) <D) '

THE PROGRAM WAS TERMINATED ON AUGUST 8, 1966, UPON 

INSTRUCTION FROM INSPECTOR D. E. MOORE, ACCORDING TO A 

FILE NOTATION MADE BY SECURITY COORDINATING SUPERVISOR

COURTLAND JONES.

ATTACHED FOR THE BUREAU ARE THE INTERNAL WFO 

MEMORANDA PERTAINING TO THE SAM SURVEY. THE BUREAU IS IN 

POSSESSION OF ALL OTHER INTER-OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS PER

TAINING TO THE SAM SURVEY.

II. AS OF JANUARY 1, 1960, MAIL COVERS, PHYSICALLY 

CONDUCTED BY FBI EMPLOYEES, WERE BEING CARRIED OUT ON VARIOUS 

JFK Act 5 (g)(2)(D) ESTABLISHMENTS IN WDC. ALL THESE

MAIL COVERS WERE DISCONTINUED ON SEPTEMBER 30; 1964, PER

i

Approved:  Sent ______ :__________ M Per-----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574
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ED-36 (hev; 5-22-64)

fbi ;
Date: I

Transmit the following in ______________________________  I
(Type in plaintext or code) '

‘ I
Via _________________________  ______________________ .--------------------------------------------------- -I

(Priority) ।
______________________________________________________ .________________________________L

WFO 62-10744

PAGE NINE

SECRET-■,

JFK Act 5 (g) (2) (D)

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE NAMES OF THE FBI EMPLOYEES

WHO PARTICIPATED IN CONDUCTING MAIL COVER, NOTING THAT 

THE IDENTIFICATION OF THESE EMPLOYEES WAS MADE THROUGH 

INITIALS AND MAY NOT CONSTITUTE THE COMPLETE LIST INASMUCH 

AS SOME INITIALS WERE ILLEGIBLE AND OTHERS WERE UNIDENTIFIABLE: 

JAMES W. RYAN 

JAMES A. SCHMITZ 

RICHARD E. COFFMAN

Approved: _______________________________
Special Agent in Charge
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V I

' FBI I

Date: ।
I

Transmit the following in_________________________________  _____________________________ I
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via_______________________________________________________    I
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________________________________________ J____

WFO 62-10744

PAGE T’ Ty

~T^P SECRET

HERBERT 0. THOMPSON

ROBERT L. OLSEN

ROBERT J. COLLINS

GUY T. TUNSTALL

NORMAN A. LEONARD

ROBERT F. OLMERT

GERALD P. GRIMALDI

LEE MASON EIDSEN

JEROME E. VEIGLE

PAUL E. FENZEL

„ EUGENE D. THOMPSON

WENZEL F. NEIDIG

/ CARL THACKSTON

ROBERT TAYLOR

CLAUDE BOGLEY

THE TYPE OF MAIL COVERED INCLUDED ALL INCOMING MAIL.

-ow-

Approved: _______________________________
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per----------------------------
U.S.Governinent Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574
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F B I

Date:
I

Transmit the following in______________________________ ________________________________j
(Type in plaintext or code) I

■ Via
(Priority)

UFO 32-10744

PAGE ELEVEN

TH ? PURPOSE OF THE COVER WAS TO IDENTIFY THE 

CONTACTS OF THE VARIOUS ESTABLISHMENTS FOR THE OBVIOUS 

CONCOMITANT BENEFITS.

FBIHQ IS IN POSSESSION OF ALL PENTINENT DOCUMENTS 

INVOLVING THESE MAIL COVERS.

III. ALL DOCUMENTS AND MEMORANDA REQUESTED IN RE 

TELETYPE WHICH ARE NOT ALREADY IN THE POSSESSION OF FBIHQ 

ARE ATTACHED AS NOTED.

CLASSIFIED BY 849, XGDsXmTEGORY 2 AND 3, INDEFINITE.

Approved: ----------------------------------------------- Sent _:______________M Per
Special Agent in Charge t u.s.Govern(1ient Printing office: 1972 — 455-574
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TO: SAC, WFO (65-3517) ■

FROM: SA JOHN L* STANLEY

UNSUB; KGB AGENT KNOWN AS "SASHA"
ESPIONAGE -R
( 00: UFO )

10/6/64

The principal suspect for the unsub, "SASHA" in this case 
is IGOR ORLOV who resides with his wife, ELEONORE ORLOV, and 
their two snail sons at 112 South Pitt Street, Alexandria, 
Virginia^ They also operate the "Gallery Orlov" from which they 
sell reproductions- of paintings, and which is located in their 
residence• (f)

The ORLOVs are known to correspond with the following rel- 
• atives of Mrs* ORLOV, and- UFO is interested in mail which is 
addressed to these individuals:

ALBERT STIRNER (brother) 
. Eichendorff Stre 31 

33 Landshut / Bayern 
.. West Germany

■ Mrs* ROSA STIRNER (mother)
20/b Froettmaningor St0 
Munich 23/b, Germany

It is requested that the above two names be placed on the 
SAM SURVEY Natch List*

^yfoo
classifiedOECLASSlFYOfraCEZ

CLASSIFIED BY
EXEMPT FROM Gb^C-ATEG0RY„2.+ 3 _ 

 

DATE OF DECLASSIFICATION INDJ
CC: 65-3300

Mail to these relatives and others, bearing the ORLOV return, 
address of 112 South Pitt Street, Alexandria, Virginia, partic- * 
ularly mail directed to tGermany, should be covered if possible

/bi



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY IS4Z EDITION
GSA CEN. REG. NO. 27

5010—107

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

I

to : SAC, FFO-:(10 5=7 05567-

FROM : SA V. SCOTT JARRETT, JR

date:
WK /G 

DECIASSIET 
ON

2/24/66

subject : K ORKBA L 
IS- EG

CLASSIFIED

ILSE RUTH LAUER is a permanent resident alien born 
in Germany who entered the U.S. in 1961 an resides in Chicago. 
In 9/65 and 10/65 she visited her parents in East Germany, Fhile 
there she met on Fritz Bellstedt who showed her around East Germany 

• Shortly before her departure from East Germany Bellstedt requested 
Lauer to foreward a letter for him on her return to U.S. This lette: 
would be mailed to her in the US and she in turn was to foreward tin 
lette.r. She agreed to do this. <50 h)

On 1/7/66 she received a letter from Mrs Mueh^aus Marg; 
2200 Falrama Rd. NF, VDC. Enclosed in this letter was a sealed enve 
addressed to Mr.Schlak Vilhelm, 13-A Alf-Fermersleben, Magdeburg, 

■ .East Germany. Ihis letter bore a returii' address of Mr. Becker‘Osl ar 
'3241 Vest Diversey, Chicago, Illinois.

■ One Margaret N. Muehlbauss resides 3105 Patterson St.
• NV, VDC and is employed as Secretary to the Chairman of the Board 

Federal Reserve ^oard. 2200 KaLerama Rd. NF is the Offices of the 
Cultural Attache and Education Bureau of the UAR.

‘ On 2/8/66 Lauer received a letter with return address 
of Mrs Horwitz Rose, 78 Fifth Ave. New Iori; City postmarked XI. 
This letter contained an envelope Addressed ix as was the 1/7/66 
letter., ™ \

On 3/7/66 Lauer received another letter with return 
address of Meuhlhaus Margaret as above, "/"his letter contained an 
envelope addressed as the first letter received 1/7/66.

.HeAllletters received £ksn kR£ bear Cyrillic handwriti
characteristics. ’ •

Alf-Ferrersleben,

& ksj/

Magdeburg, 
Examination of

It is requested that the address of "Mr. Schlal:

East Germany" be added to the Sam survey watch list
Vilhelm (or Vilhelm Schlal),

/ASH. F. 0 ,

ld:32989618 Page 139
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-107
MAY IM2 EDITION
OSA CEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

'Memorandum
: SAC, TO (65-8300)

FROM SA CARL E. GRAHAM

subject: gAM survey

ESP - R

’ For information of the captioned case. This 
is to note that ’’ICEBOAT” is a double agent operation 
of which Baltimore is origin. It is noted one of the 
accommodation addresses in that case utilized by the 
double agent on instructions of his Soviet principal 
vzas: .

PROFESSOR DR. SIMEON / \
. Sternwartestr. 75, Vienna XVIII )

The above address should be added to the 
watch list in instant case.

C S- ' ' aTFC-GRY 2^-^ _



DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65884)

SAC, WFO (65-8300) (p)

''7/19/66

' SAM SURVEY 
ESP - R

* •
4 RePHairtel 7/8/66 captioned COWSLIP, ESP - R.

COWSLIP
’Berlin,

Re airtel indicated that the subject 
case had received a letter from ERNEST

in the
HAFNER,

WFO has added HAFEER's
SURVEY watch list

name and address to SAM

rFASSlFlEO BY 
c^MPT from . 
•date of dbcla

2 - Bureau
1 ~ Hew York (65-1
2)- WO

(1 ~ 65-8300

HDP:egj 
(5) _

/

WOI. . \v

r 0 TP.GU

dkl««
on

FILE STRIPPED65360 Docld:32989618 Page 141



Optional form NO. 10 
5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : SAC, WFO (65-8300)' date: May 21, 1962

.from : L. W. R. OBERNDORF, 80S

subject: SAM SURVEY

Soviet, 
manner 

. folded

In examining communications which may be 
intelligence communications or writings, the 
in which a particular communication may be t 
and plac,ed in an envelope can be of significant

importance.

Special Agents handling matters in the SAM 
SURVEY, and any other Special Agents handling matters 
which may pertain to Soviet intelligence communications, 
are instructed to take careful note of the exact manner 
in which questioned documents are folded and placed in 
envelopes for mailing. Specific comments on the results 

[of such examinations are to be placed in case memoranda 
and such comments shall be in addition to those presently 
required in the SAM SURVEY with regard to the envelope 
itself and, with regard to handwrttina ar typewriting 
characteristics of the message. )

IMDMk ' / ,

WFO

LWRO/pcn

65-7973 - METHODS OF DETECTING
SOVIET ILLEGAL AGENTS) 

ODAC) '100-16597 -

0

\

L

CLASSIFIED BY\ 
from 

date of decl
JCATION INDEF'

SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED L^_riLt.D„x.

MAY 211962 
FBI —WASH. F. O.
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SAC, WO (65-8479) October 30, 196

JAMES F* MORRISSEY, SA - -

JARO
ESP - R

MM ,

- nRCIASSIglED BY
on hi

. In airtel dated 10/5/62, Baltimore reported 
BA 1229-8* as stating in part that on 10/2/62 male subject
was reading to female subject what 
In this message he was instructed, 
forget to answer all questions”,

sounded like a -message* 
letters, don*t

To date subjects mail drop is not known*

It will be recalled that subjects possess an 
Olympia typewriter* Copies of typing samples obtained from 
this machine, which has a distinctive foreign-type appearance, 
are available to SARI SURVEY agents* Copies of the distinctive 
typing used by female subject in connection with a cosmetology 
application are likewise available*

In an attempt to determine the mail drop possibly 
being used by the subject, it is recommended that in. addition 
to the standards normally used in selections under the SAJI 
SURVEY program, a card record be made, of all letters using 
Olympia typing which emanate from, the Baltimore and Kashington, 
B* C*, area* Letters which are patently commercial in nature 
can be disregarded? however, any doubt should be resolved in 
favor of recording the information, In the interest of security, 
where a selection is made for JARO purposes, no further action 
is to be taken at this time, other than to record the information*

Pertinent addresses of the subjects and others 
of possible use are available to SAM SURVEY agents*



AIRPORT MAIL FACILITY, 
WASHINGTON 1/ Do Co

August 19, 1961

From: Superintendent, 
Airport Mail Facility, 
Washington 1, D, CB

To: All Supervisors, 
.Al). Acting SupervisorsB

DECLASSIFIED BY ^P ISL 
o^^jLlkLj^----- --

Bffestive 8:30 PBK» Sunday * August 20, 1961 the following 
instructions will be in effect:

No mail^for the, countries of:, Austria;,.Belgium; France; 
Jeranark; Germany; Netherlands; Norway; Switzerland and Sweden 
will be worked through the cases until such mail has been 
cleared by the Supervisor ' (l( \

As nails for these countries are received, keep them cut 
up and placed in trays.

It will no longer be necessary to hold out mails for 
France postmarked by the City,.

See that ths above mails are placed in the Area between, 
the Supply Room, doo? and door leading to platform, Deliver 
•this mail in Utility Carts, marked (IN) and remove any from 
this area marked (OUT), That marked “(OUT) is cleared for- 
working in caae„

Suggest the Countries in this eatagory that you have dis
patches cn your tour be taken care of fi^ei^ On each Country 
that you have a dispatch for, decide a/lj.:ait bhat you need the 
mail to complete distribution on 5.n order to make youi’ dispatch-.. 
At this cut off time any mr.il for a Country that you have a dis

patch on. is ba ba saXlected and worked through case for dispatch.

Make up a list of the Countries you have dispatches on your 
tour showing th a time limit for eaclh Countrya Ifake up this list 
on your first delivery after this effective date, this list to be 

• in effect until a change is made in a dispatch, then place a new 
time limit in the Country tray on which a change has been n>ad0-u.

______ x ...... I /ZZ ^2 ~

EXEMPT M GDS CATEGORY 5 ,
DATE OF DECLASSIFICATION INDEFINITE 

r \ ■
ee: Files Pv A, Short

Page 145

■ SEA !<C H E 0 ji i l, t .........
■tEhlAtlHDlXiyiLE'O.............

’ “^AUG 2 1S361 •

FBI. WASH. F. 0. .. _



File - Serial C^^rge Out -z i- i
FD-5 (Rev. II 60) . - I

• . I
< i- !

‘ ' I«

I

rile 66-2091 D<1„. 6/24/64
Class. Case No. Last Serial

CJpendlng I 1 Closed
■ Date

Serial Ho. Description of Serial Charged

fiLLULERW-eS^^ 
FILE DESTROYED PER M.R.R. :

PERMANENT CHARGE OUT
■X-"****-*'--.--?.--- . , -- - - - - - . . ■

^^44

Employee

RECHARGE Date---------------------------

To , , - - - - , -_________________________ From - ---- -------------------- - .

Date charged

Employee

Location
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REN:HS

Washington Field Division
Room 1706 

Washington, DoD, 
January 31, J.9I18

BSg!a W CC^famtM.
°s.........///y/op -________ 'X

DIRECTOR, FBI ”
FKAct 5 (g)(2)(D)

DJThmiAL SECURITY - c and R

Dear Sir: • / ‘

Reference is made to your Persona], and Confidential 
Hemorandiun dated January 8, 19h8s requestinpAo be advised what 
steps are taken by this office in the handling of material 
received from Confidential '

Please be advised that this coverage was inaugurated 
in 19h0 and since then it has been the practise to furnish copies 
of materiii believed to be of interest to other offices with a 
cover letter indicating the source of ths materiiil anti that under 
no circumstances couldtliis source be disclosedo In/cases
whore the material examined appeared to be of interest to the 
Bureau photostatic copies of same were transmitted by letter.

The confidential charactor of is generally
understood throughout the Field. In cases where the material 
does not appear to be of any value it is destroyed and disposed 
of through the regular channels at the? Beat of Government.

Very truly yours.

GUY ROi'TEL
Special Agent in Charge
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OPTIONAL FORM NO- 10 3010-107 . ...
MAY |M2 EDITION 
GSA CEN. REG. NO. 27 ' "

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum . • ■
to : SAC, WFO (65-8300) date: .11/22/65

FROM : SA H. DUDLEY PAYNE

subject: SAM SURVEY 
ESP - R

On 11/9/65, the writer obtained from the Chief 
of Police at Dulles International Airport, 9 visitors 
parking permits. These permits authorized unrestricted 
parking in Area 5 (Post Office parking lot). All agents 
when working in SAM SURVEY will use these permits exclusively. 
They should be promptly displayed in the vicinity of the 
front building. The permits are numbered 1 through 9 and 
are charged to the writer who is being held responsible 
for the care and return of them when they are no longer 
needed. They have been assigned as follows:

1. MASON B. NOAH ~
2. DENSIL E. MOORE
3. CLAUDE W. BOGLEY /; . ■
4. ROBERT KLEINSCHMIDT
5. CHARLES T. COUNTSC ’
6. JAMES THOMAS FEILD
7. NORMAN A. LEONARD
8. Special Schedule Folder _____
9. H. DUDLEY PAYNE ,

Number 8 is to be maintained in the surveillance 
folder for use of agents not regularly assigned to the 
SAM SURVEY Program.

NW Docld:329896l^P^^.W^w^J Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

AU informationcontained 
^R^WSLiNCLASSIFfED A

BY

(T)- WFO

HDP:cal 

■ ■ ■

SEARCHED_______  
/ . SERIALIZED_______FlLtO—____ ’

'&/U Nov ^^-,65

FBI — WASH. F. 0.
1 

'i. * V



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united STATES GOVERNMENT

to . : • SAC, WFO (65-8300) DATE: November 14, 19 6

The following procedures will be observed 
in handling matters under this program,

. (1) A record shall be maintained by each shift
of the volume of mail handled as well as of

■an y mail received which could not be handled, A rough 
draft is satisfactory, - _

(2) A memorandum shall be submitted by each 
shift at the end of the shift specifically noting items 
which have been removed for processing, This will list 
the addressee,.addresser if any, details re postmark, 
postage, type of envelope, whether typed, handwritten or 
printed, and any other distinguishing or noteworthy ■ 
characteristics. No memorandum is nece ssary if no items 
are removed for processing, These memoranda are to be 
designated for the Sub A section of this file,

(3) When photographs are received from the 
Bureau of processed -material, the following action w.ill 
be taken:

. (a) Film will be maintained as a bulky exhibit,
until no longer needed,

■ (b) Material in English, requiring no further
action, is to be destroyed, An appropriate notation will 
be made on the memorandum in the Sub A reflecting the 
removal of this piece for processing,

(c) Material in foreign languages will be sub
mitted to the Staff Supervisor, Squad 6, for expedite 
translation, if the language can be handled in WFO, If 
not, such items will be submitted promptly to the FBI 
Laboratory for translation. All correspondence for this 
purpose will be maintained in the Sub A file.



WO 65-8300

M ■ If material. in English requires action or 
investigation involving more than a check of office 
records, a separate memorandum shall be dictated promptly 
setting forth the pertinent facts and requesting that a 
new case be opened. A copy of this memorandum, title of 
which will be based on the item processed, shall be 
designated for the Sub B section of this file. Con
currently, an appropriate notation shall appear on the 
memorandum in the Sub 4 initially recording receipt of 
the item. The title (SAM SURVEY) shall appear after the 
subject name in each case.

(5) The same procedure shall be followed with 
regard to material translated by the FBI Laboratory or 
Squad #6. In these instances, the translations should be 
submitted as attachments with the initial memorandum opening 
the case. Photographs and film strips in cases under 
points 4 and 5 shall be made appropriate exhibits in the 
pertinent case file.

All other photographs, film and translations 
should be destroyed if no active investigation is initiated.
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OF1IONAI FORM NO. 10
MAY 196? EDITION 
OSA CEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106 .

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum ■■
1 ' •

TO : ,, . SAC, UFO (65-8300) date: June 83, 1964

™OM = ’ H. DUDLEY PAYNE, SA

SUBJECT: . SAM SURVEY • ■

’ On 6/88/64 P. A. SHORB, Superintendent of 
National and Dulles Airports Post Office Substations, 
advised that TUA has instituted daily, nonstop flights 
from Dulles to London departing Dulles at 7:30 p.m. 
Also, that Pan American has instituted a direct flight 
leaving Dulles at 9:00 p.m, on Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Saturdays; it goes to Paris and the remaining days of 
the week it goes to London,

■ Mail trucks carrying mail for the above
flights arrive at Dulles 3:15 p.m., 4:50 p.m,, 5:30 p.m. 
and 7:10 p.m.

In view of the above, it will be necessary 
to have an agent at Dulles until 8:00 p.m,, Monday 
through Friday. Accordingly, one agent should be scheduled 
to work 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and one scheduled 18:00 noon 
to 8:00 p.m. '

WK

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS© 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED MU/
DATE BY

- f"/oo ' / 0

SEARCHED HiDEXED
SERIALIZED .^£l-^HLED^lZ^—

• JUN^J1S34
;171—WASH. FA .



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 $010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
OSA GEN. KEG. NO. 27 «

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

■ Memorandum .

; 1

TO : t SAC, WFO (65-8300) ’ DATE: 3/7/63

from : ’ 'BA H. DUDLEY PAYNE

SUBJECT: SAM SURVEY
ESP-R .

■ On 3/5/63, SA H. DUDLEY PAYNE contacted L. J. 
CARRICO, Assistant Superintendent of Mails, regarding 
permitting us to continue the Sam Survey Program at 
Dulles Airport. Mr. CARRICO advised that the unofficial 
date for the transfer from National to Dulles is expected 

, to be 052=^3/18/63. He said he would appreciate a note 
addressed to the Postmaster requesting the same courtesies 
be extended to us at Dulles as we had enjoyed at National. 
Such a note was personally delivered to him.

On .3/7/63, Mr, CARRICO advised that our request 
had been approved. He also advised that if we should

. have any difficulties regarding access to the grounds, _ 
• the building, or parking facilities, he would have 

postal clerk passes issued to the appropriate 
agent-5'

CARRICO,. advised that we would like to inspect 
the premises wnicn we were to occupy. Aie suggested we ’ 

• contact SHORB at National and arrange with him for either 
he or LARUE to visit Dulles with us for such a purpose.

■ On 3/5/63, SA PAYNE contacted SA ROLAND COKER, 
Resident Agency, Alexandria, Virginia, to ascertain if 
they had any contacts at Dulles. COKER advised that 
Chief of Police BANARIK has been very cooperative, but 
he would suggest for our purpose we contact HERBERT 
FLETCHER who is in charge of Operations and Safety, and 
felt that he would be cooperative in arranging parking 
facilities for agents. .



Q OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 . •
5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . ' . .

. . Memorandum . . . ■ ' ■
to : SAC, WF0 (6^-8300) date: 1.0/11/62

FROM : ’’sAH. DUDLEY PATOE

subject: SAM SURVEY1
ESPIONAGE - R •

On 9/26/62, the writer contacted Mr. P. A. SHORB, 
’ Superintendent of National Airport Post Office, to ascertain 
if our present schedules were adequate to promptly handle 
our responsibilities at that location. Mr. SHORB advised at 
.the present the mail was being handled in a very satisfactory 

L manner,.and it was not anticipated that any schedules would be 
|| changed until Day Light Saving Time goes off the end of October, 
H.and he would advise us of any changes to be made at that time. 
U

\ He was asked concerning the proceodure for handling
‘mail when the Dulles Airport opens. He stated that at this 
time it was anticipated that the processing of mail insofar 
as our operation is concerned will be handled at National. /

1 - wo

HDPsmbl 
/l) "

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED Q

■ M 

. If II
// //

LU'V

I \C'

- - •

SEARCHED ......INDEXED .............
SERIALIZED p/r..;..FfLED ....pi.-...- , 

JUT 1 i'Wffz »

" FBI —WASH. F. 0.

f K
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' ' Optional form no. io
8010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO SAC, m June 14, 1962

JFROM I

subject:

THOMAS A. MENDENHALL,

SAM SURVEY
ESP - R

SA Mbit Ik „

AlLWORMATONa^1® I

ATTN: PROPERTY CLERK

' . In connection with the efficient operation
of the above-captioned case, it became desirable to 
utilise a room on the lower level of the Washington 
National Airport. Room 74-C at the airport has been ■ 
turned over to the exclusive use of UFO Special Agent 
personnel and no other individuals have access to this 
space.

. . To facilitate the handling of work at this
SAM Plant, it is, of course, necessary that a limited 
amount of Bureau property be maintained and utilised at 
this plant.

The purpose of this memorandum is to itemise 
all of the Bureau property presently being maintained 
and used at this location. All of this property is to 
be properly charged on a permanent basis to the plant, 
rather than to individual Special Agents: • .

1. One document camera in fitted custom case with 
built-in lighting and stage, suitable for 110 
volt or 12 volt use. The camera is a 35 mm. 
Alpa Alnea, Swiss made, Model 5, No. 31026.

■The lens is No. 211-2058 Kamerabau-Anstalt- 
Vadus, Kilfitt-Makro, D, 1:3.5/4 Cm.

2. One typewriter - Royal Portable, Serial No..
562. with case.

.3. One Art Metal, 5 ft., 4 drawer, metal file 
cabinet with locking bar (external).

1J- 65-8300
1 - Property Clerk 
TAM/pen
(2)

ScACCSLO
SERIALIZED____.'LhEED-J

JUN 1 i 1962
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4, One Master Padlock No, X 22813 (used to lock 
above-listed file cabinet),

5, One 3l x 2’ wood table with one drawer,

6, One flore scent desk lamp, Model Ul-P-2324-16, 
made by the Dasor Mfg. Corp., St. Louis, Mo.

7. Two wood swivel chairs.

8. One grey-colored folding metal chair.

9. One grey-colored, metal, cloth-upholstered, 
stenographic swivelchair

10. One pencil sharpener (APSCO - Giant)

11. One grey metal wastebasket.

12. One GE Table Model 875, radio, Serial No. 5701.

13. One aluminum folding picnic table, with handle, 
approximately 60" x 30".

14. Two 2-panel wood-framed screens, approximately 
5zr tall and 7’ wide. ’

15. One 5" diameter Bausch and.Lombe magnifying ’ 
glass.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

.FROM

SAC, WFO (65-3300)

.SA THOMAS A. TSNOENIULL

date: 2/13/62

subject: . SAM SURVEY 
ESP - R

Bulet to NY, dated 1/30/62, captioned "TRANSLATION 
■ MATTERS" (WFOfile 66-2384 in 666) stated in part as follovzs:

. Whenever submitting written material to the Bureau
for translation in connection with SAM SURVEY, the submitting

] office should retain copies of the written material until 
jjthe requested translation is received. The Bureau letter 
| also stated that a photographic negative of a document 
&could be considered as a copy of the documentation.

™ The Bureau further requested that the letter of
ntransmittal include the fact that a copy of the foreign 
^language material submitted was being retained until the 
^receipt of the requested translation.

This is being incorporated into this file so that 
these instructions are readily available to agents handling 
this material. .
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12:12

TO

CODE

NItEL/ 6/23/75 SLA 

DIRECTOR

FR0M SEATTLE <€€-2894) (RUC)

TTENTIONt SA W. 0.' CREGAR , DIVISION FIVE

r-u-p
-SEN STUDY 1975

MB E T
DKCBSSlHEp

♦

r~rjy~- tr~..j---- - —

Assoc Dir.---- -—
Dep.^A^D.-A dm... —
DeB.-A?D.-—

Asst. Dir.:
Admin.......... .
Como. Sj > t.
Ext. Affairs
Files & Com.
Gen. Inv. —
Ident.

Laboratory-----
Plan. & Eval. _. 
Spec. inv. . _ - 
Training--------

Legal Conn. ----  
Telephone Rm. —
Director Sec’y —

WOFUR'EAU TELETYPE TO NEW Y3RK, JONE 18, 1975

SAM SIRVEY, INSTITUTED AT SEATTLE, SEPTEMBER 8, 195!, AND

DISCONTINUED FEBRUARY 8, 1963, DURING ENTIRE PERIOD SURVEY 

CONDUCTED AT AIRMAIL FACILITY, SEATTLE- TACOMA INTERNATIONAL 

AIR-PORT, ANY MAIL MEETING CRITERIA WAS TRANSPORTED T0 THE SEATTLE 

OFFICE FOR PROCESSING, -

THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL AGENT S INVOLVED IN SURVEY, ALTHSUG^A *

REVIEW OF FILE DOES NOT INDICATE EXACT DATES OF INVOLVEMENT,

SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS, OR ..SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY:

JOHN J, WACHTER, rMSE H, CHIPMAN, LAMBERT G, ZA18ER, ROBERT J 

H, MC CARTHY, LYLE J. THEISEN, JOHN CARL NETTER, W. H. WILLIAMS, IT*

CARLES W, PEASINGER, DWIGHT M, WELLS AND OLIVER W. LEHTINEN, 
ALL MAIL INTERCEPTED WAS AI!®L^1>D^SSED kt VARIOUS ad

IN JAPAN. -THESE' ADDRESSES WERE KNOWN TO

END PAGE CNE

8 4 JUL 2 9 1975
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PAGE TWO SE 66-2894 T 0 P^^ E CO ?

INTELLIGENCE SERVICES (SIS) . IN OTHER CASES TIE ENVELOPES

CONTAINED CERTAIN CHARACTER! ST ICS USED BY SIS FOR ILLEGAL SUPPORT 

MAIL; THE PURPOSE WAS TO PROVIDE MAIL COVER ON ALt KNOWN MAIL DROPS 

USED BY SIS AND TO LOCATE ADDITIONAL DROPS.

SEATTLE HAS NO CONTROL FILE FOR MAIL COVERS CONDUCTED DURING 

W PERIOD AND THERE IS NO WAY OF REVIEWING ANY THAT MAY HAVE BEEN 

MAINTAINED AT SEATTLE. ‘

* • A REVIEW OF SEATTLE FILE 65-3663, CAPTfiJNED SAM SURVEY REFLECTED 

WREAtMS IN POSSESSION OF ALL SERIAL S REG ARD!NG AUT HORITY, POLICY 

ANS' ^CEBURES FOR THE SlRVEY. A REVIEW SH3WED THE FOLLOW ING SPECIFIC 

, Incidents of additional activity and investigation concerning letters 

located during SURVEY? ’

letter addressed to m. b. cohen, tokyo, Japan from jerry 
OBERLIN OF TOLEDO, OHIO, SENT TO BUREAU BY LETTER DATED FEBRUARY 

23, 19 62, TRANSLATION IN SEATTLE FILE 65-3 6 6^1 SERIAL 4 3.

- LETTER ADDRESSED TO C. TROUTSCHEFF, NONSCHy, JAPAN, FROM

N. LOGUNOW, SPRINGFIELD , MASSACHUSETTS, ©RIGlNAt SENT TO BUREAU BY 

SEATTLE LETTER D ATED-MARCH 23, 1962, TRANSLATION IN SEATTLE FILE 

"^*3663, SERIAL 44, •-

FAQE TWO
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LETTER FROM VERS P0KROVSK, SOUTH L INCOLN, MASSACHUSETTS 

TO S, TOiaZUMI, TOKYO, JAPAN, ORIGINAL SENT TO BUREAU BY SEATTLE 

LETTER DATED MARCH 1, 10 62, TRANSLAT ION IN SEATTLE FILE 65-3 6 63, 

serial at.
•• LETTER FROM N, L , , 633‘ 42TK AVENUE EAST, SEATTLE, TO MRS, 

TOKYO, JAPAN, SENT I® BUREAU BY SEATTLE LETTER

APRIL 30, 19 62, SEATTLE'FILE 65-3663, SERIAL 60, TRANSLATION 

IN SEATTLE FILE,

LETTER FROM INDIVIDUAL IN SEATTLE TO ADDRESS IN JAPAN, SENT 

TO BUREAU BY SEATTLE LETTER DATED OCTOBER 2, 1962, FDR TRANSLATION 

FROM RUSSIAN, SEATTLE FILE 65-3 663, SERIAL 104.

LETTER FROM V, SHANNON, LEVITTOWN, NEW JERSEY, TO ADDRESS NOT 

CLEARLY LEGIBLE, SENT TO BUREAU BY SEATTLE LETTER DATED OCTOBER 

2, 19 62, FOR TRANSLATION, SEATTLE FILE 65-3 663, SERIAL 105, 

LETTER-FROM LINA KLEIN, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, TO UNKNOWN 

INDIVIDUAL IN USSt, SENT TO BUREAU BY SEATTLE LETTER DATED DECEMBER 

7, 19 62, TRANSLATION IN SEATTLE FILE 65-3663, SERIAL 12 0.

FOR INFORMATION OF BUREAU, ALL ORIGINAL EXHIBITS WERE 

DESTROYED AT SEATTLE- JUL Y 6, 1974,
CLASSIFIED BY 1493, EXEMPT^OM GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE 

OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11652, EXEM?k®N CATEGORY 2 A 3, AUTOMATICALLY 

DECLASSIFIED ON INDEFINITE, / X

END
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mOOS AT CODED

1 1:14

'M iXXfiU OF MWESTIGATOW 
COiMUiOCA'lWS SECTION

O

JULY 22, 1975 WCG

DIRECTORTO:

FROM: ATLANT

ATTN

NITEL

(62-1 16395)

(62-285 4)

(W.

TON JULY 15

INTO ®GAR)

SENSTUDY/.75

1975, MISS JESSIeJXbERCROMBIE, MANAGER

PEA£HTR.EE—TO.WERS._A PA RT MENTS , 3 00 WEST PEACHTREE STREET,

N. W. , ATLANT A , GEORGIA, CONTACTED THE' ATLANTA OFFICE AND

Dep.-A.D.-Adm., 
Dep.-A.D.-Inv__ 

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. — 
Comp. Syst „„ 
Ext. Affairs 
Files & Com, M3 
^len. Inv.
Ident. -------- --
Inspectio 
Intel!!
Laboratory 
Plan. & Eval 
Spec. Inv, 
Training » 

Legal Conn. 
Telephone Bs. 
Director

/ A

VOLUNTEERED INFORMATION SHE WAS CONTACTED THE PRECEDING

DAY (JULY 14, 1975) BY A MR. EPSTEIN, WHO IDENTIFIED HIMSELF 

AS AN INVESTIGATOR FROM WASHINGTON, D. C. EPSTEIN SAID HE 

WANTED TO SEE HER RECORDS OF'TENANTS FOR THE YEARS 1961, 

1962, AND 1963. SHE TOLD HIM SHE DID NOT MAINTAIN RECORDS 

BY YEARS, BUT BY NAME OF TENANT OR FIRM WHO RENTED APARTMENTS. 

EPSTEIN THEN ASKED IF THE FBI RENTED AN APARTMENT ON A 

PERMANENT BASIS OR IF THE FBI HAD RENTED AN APARTMENT PAST

OR PRESENT. MISS ABERCROMBIE TOLD HIM SHE HAD NEVER RENTED

AN APARTMENT TO THE FBI, BUT HAD RENTED APARTMENTS TO 

INDIVIDUAL AGENTS OF THE FBI OVER THE YEARS W WrE ON TRANS-

JUL 25 1975

wwsKBres msu

FER, TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT ASSIGNMENTS, AND THAT RECORDS

Au^mMTO ’ .
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PAGE TWO (AT 62-2854)

WOULD BE UNDER THEIR RESPECTIVE NAMES IN WHICH APARTMENT. 

WAS RENTED.

EPSTEIN THEN ASKED IF GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION 

HAD RENTED AN APARTMENT TO WHICH MISS ABERCROMBIE REPLIED 

THAT TO HER KNOWLEDGE THEY HAVE NEVER RENTED AN APARTMENT. 

EPSTEIN TOLD HER HE WOULD ATTEMPT TO SECURE A NAME AND CALL 

HER FROM WASHINGTON, D. C.

IT IS NOTED THAT MISS ABERCROMBIE HAS BEEN CONNECTED 

WITH THE MANAGEMENT OF PEACHTREE TOWERS APARTMENTS, A HIGH- 

RISE APARTMENT BUILDING, SINCE IT WAS OPENED IN JULY’, 1962.

MISS ABERCROMBIE ADVISED SHE WILL CONTACT THE ATLANTA 

OFFICE IF SHE IS CONTACTED BY EPSTEIN OR ANYONE ELSE MAKING 

INQUIRY RELATIVE TO THE FBI. .

IT IS NOTED MICHAEL EPSTEIN OF SSC INTERVIEWED FORMER 

SA’S RICHARD H. DAVIS AND JERRY D. ROSEBERRY IN ATLANTA ON 

JULY 14, 1975.

IT IS ALSO NOTED SPACE WAS SECURED IN THE PEACHTREE 

TOWERS APARTMENTS IN ATLANTA WHERE THE PLANT WAS MAINTAINED 

IN CONNECTION WITH THE KING TECHNICAL COVERAGE.

END ■
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PAGE 'IWO P—S-E C H E T

SAM SUREVEY 

(1) 

A. PURPOSE OF OPENING OK INTERCEPT 

(BUREAU LETTER TO BOSTON MAY 31, 1561) 

1. To IDENTIFY PERSONS CORRESPOND!NG WITH KNOWN SOVIET 

mail dkops in Europe.

2. TO IDENTIFY AND LOCATE INDIVIDUALS IN THE UNITED STATES 

SENDING LETTERS TO EUROPE WHICH MAY BE PART OF A SOVIET ILLEGAL 

RITWORK.

B. TYPE OF MAIL OPENED OR INTERCEPTED 

(BUREAU LETTERS TO BOSTON DATED MAY 31, 1561, AND AUGUST 14, 

1561) 

i. same as "a" above.

2. SPECIFICALLY mail GOING TO COPENHAGEN, DENMARK? OSLO, 

NORWAY; STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN; FRANKFURT, BERLIN AND HAi^URG, GERMANY; 

TokYo , JAPAN.

C. ORIGIN AND TERMINATION

1. (BUREAU LETTER TO BOSTON DATED AUGUST 14, 15 61, AND 

LuS A WB ELES RADIOGRAM DATED SEPTEMBER 28, 1561)

THIS OPERATION COMMENCED SEPTEMBER 28, 1561, ENDED NOVEMBER 5 

1561. IT wAS REINSTITUTED JANUARY 27, 15 62, AND TERMINATED 

NOVEMBER 17, 1562. SOURCE OF TERMINATION: BUREAU LETTER TO 

LoS ANGELES JANUARY 21, 1563. '
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PAGE THREE —L P—S—E G R E T

D. PHYSICAL LOCATION

1. UNITED STATES POST OFFICE (USPO) AIRMAIL FACILITY, 

FuREIGN UNIT, 574 1 WEST DbTH STREET, LOS ANGELES. (LOS ANGELES 

LETTER TO DIRECTOR DATED APRIL 10, 1961, MARKED "JUNE")

uspd airmail facility, lax. ilos angeles letter to director

DECEMBER ID, 1D6D

e. names of agents participating in opening or intercept

THIS WORK WAS PERFORMED dY AGENTS ASSIGNED TO THE ESPIONAGE 

SoiUaD. The SCHEDULES RELATING TO THE IDENTITY OF THESE AGENTS 

Have pEew destroyed. 

Walter henryk duda 

cd 
A. PURPOSE OF OPENING OR INTERCEPT

1. SUBJECT WAS IDENTIFIED BY RELIABLE SOURCE AS POSSIBLY 

IDENTICAL 10 A KNOWN AGENT OF THE POLISH INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (PIS) 

(BUREAU LETTER TO SaN DIEGO DATED JUNE ID, ID 62) 7^

2. SUBJECT CONSIDERED IDENTICAL WITH PIS AGENT. (BUREAU 

LETTER TO LOS ANGELES DATED NOVEMBER 29, 1962)

3. IN ORDER TO IDENTIFY SUBJECT’S CONTACTS AND ACTIVITIES

the interception’and opening was deemed advisable.
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B. TYPE OF MAIL OPENED OR INTERCEPTED

ANY CORRESPONDENCE FROM OR TO THE SUBJECT ORIGINATING IN 

AND OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES. (LOS ANGELES AlRTEL TO BUREAU 

DATED MARCH 16, 1964)

C. ORIGIN AND TREMI NATION

1. LOS ANGELES AlRTEL TO BUREAU DATED MARCH 16, 19 64, 

REQUESTED AUTHORITY TO ENGAGE IN INTERCEPTION AND OPENING OF 

SUBJECT’S CORRESPONDENCE. (BUREAU LETTER TO LOS ANGELE DATED 

MARCH 26, 19 64, AUTHORIZED SA ME)

THE OPERATION BEGAN ON MARCH 26, 1964, AND TERMINATED ON 

SEPTEMBER 30, 1964. (LOS ANGELES LETTER FROM SAC WESLEY G. GRAPP 

TO J.D. HUDSON, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR IN CHARGE, USPO, SEPTEMBER 30, 

19 o4)

D. PHYSICAL LOCATION

1. USPO, RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA. (MEMORANDUM FROM SA HOMER A 

Pure TER, JR., TO SAC, LOS ANGELES, DATED APRIL 16, 1964)

E. NAMES OF AGENTS PARTlCIAPT1NG IN OPENING Oii INTERCEPT

THIS OPERATION WAS CONDUCTED BY AGENTS ASSIGNED TO THE 

espionage squad on a scheduled basis, schedules pertaining thereto 

HAVl been destroyed.
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PAGE FIVE T^P—0 E C ii £ I

VICTOR JAMES KORDELL/MaRGARET kordell

(1)

A. PUURPuSE OF OPENING UH INTERCEPT

1. (lus Angeles letter to director dated august 7, 1962)

THE SUBJECTS WERE SUSPECTED OF HAVING ENGAGED IN A COVERT 

CunTaCT WITH TWO NAVAL ATTACHES IN THE SOVIET EMBASSY, WASHINGTON, 

D.C. , UN JULY 26, 1962, IN LOS ANGELES.

u. TYPE OF MAIL OPENED OR INTERCEPTED .

1. (LOS ANGELES LETTER TO DIRECTOR AUGUST 7, 19 62)

Mail which would aid materially in determining contacts, 

employment and financial data of the kordells.

c. origin and termination

1. LOS ANGElES AlRTEL to bureau DATED OCTOBER 3, 1962, 

REQUESTING AUTHORIZATION TO CONDUCT A GUS AND SAM TYPE SURVEY ON 

KURD ELS* CORRESPONDENCE.

2. MEMORANDUM From ASAC H.A. ONSGARD (DECEASED) TO SAC 

OCTOBER 12, 1962. (INSPECTOR DON MOURE, SOG, GAVE VERBAL APPROVAL 

TELEPHUNICALLY ON UCOTBER 15, 1962)

ACTUAL OPERATION COMMENCED OCTOBER 26, 1962, AND TERMINATED 

DECEMBER 10, 19 62. (MEMORANDUM OF CHARLES J. NAGLE, JR., TO 

SAC DECEMBER 12, 19 62)
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PAGE SIX ~T —S—E G R E T

D. physical location

i. Baldwin park post office, Baldwin park, California. 

(FiEMORANDUM OF Sa NAGLE ABOVE)

e. names of parti ciapti ng in opening or intercept

SaS STANLEY E. COUPE (RETIRED) , FR^K E. CHOVANEC, RICHARD L. 

CROMWELL, CHARLES J. NaGLE, JR., AND HARRY H. WHIDBEE,

(2 ) A REVIEW OF READILY AVAILABLE RECORDS FOR PERT1NIENT PERIOD 

Fails to reflect any instance where mail covers were phyxically 

CONDUCTED BY FBI EMPLOYEES EITHER ALONE OR IN COOPERATION WITH 

postal service employees.

(O) DOCUMENTS and MEMORANDA PERTAINING TO (1) WILL BE SUB

MITTED UNDER SEPARATE COVER.

CLASSIFIED BY 21&2>y&GDS 2 AND 3, INDEFINITE.

EwD

mpm FBI Ho akc for no nine
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F B I

Date: 6/20/75

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

4
AIR—MAZL

(Priority)

ROM:

SUBJECT < SENSTUDY 1975

DIRECTOR, FBI W. 0. CREGAR)

.SAC

Re Bureau teletype to Los Angeles, 6/18/75, and 
Los Angeles teletype dated 6/20/75.

Enclosed herewith are pertinent serials pertaining 
to instant matter. These serials are as follows:

SAM SURVEY
ESP - R 
(Bufile 65-65884) 
(LAfile 65-6984)

D2CIASS

1. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 4/10/61 
captioned "Proposal to Detect Soviet Illegal Agents in Los 
Angeles Area, Espionage - R".

2. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 3/24/61 
captioned "Proposal to Detect Soviet Illegal Agents in Los 
Angeles Area, Espionage - R".

3. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 3/16/61 
captioned "Proposal to Detect Soviet Illegal Agents in Los / 
Angeles Area, Espionage - B". R&

The following communications are all captioned 4 
"SAM SURVEY, Esp - R" ; UH JUL 25 1975 $

4.

5. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 1/3/62

3 - Bureau (Ends.
2 - Los Angeles 
WLM/mlh

CLASSEED B _______2182--------------
r EW3ENEELL DECLASSIFICATION

^UrtEDULE Or ^3CUlTvE ORDER 11652
EXEMPTION CATEGORY 2 ..and 3-----

Approved:
Special Agent Jin Charge

gApTOMATICALL E^LA^glFIED O<ndefinite
l_/.Go^rnment Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574



1

LA 100-243450

6, Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 1/12/62.

7. Bureau letter to Boston dated 5/31/61.

8. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 6/12/61.

9. Bureau letter to Boston dated 8/14/61.

10. Bureau letter to New York dated 8/28/61.

11. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 9/20/61.

12. Los Angeles radiogram dated 9/28/61.

13. Bureau letter to Seattle dated 9/25/61.

14. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 10/9/61.

15'. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 10/11/61.

16. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 10/24/61.

17. Bureau airtel to Los Angeles dated 10/20/61.

18. Des Angeles letter to Director dated 11/8/61.

19. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 12/19/61.

20. Los Angeles teletype to Director dated 1/8/62.

21. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 1/30/62.

22. Bureau letter to Los Angeles, 2/13/62.

23. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 3/30/62.

24. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 5/9/62.

25. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 9/11/62.

26. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 9/27/62.

27. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 11/23/62.

- 2- -
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LA 100-24345C

28. Los Angeles letter to Director dated I/II/63.

29. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 1/21/63.

WALTER HENRYK DUDA
IS - PO
(Bufile 105-111366)
(LAfile 105-13068)

The following serials are all captioned "WALTER HENRYK 
DUDA":

1. Bureau letter to San .Diego dated 6/19/62.

2. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 11/29/62..

3. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 3/16/64.

4. Bureau letter to Los Angeles dated 3/26/64.

5. Memorandum from SA HOMER A. PORTER, Jr., to SAC, 
Los Angeles, dated 4/16/64.

6. Letter from SAC WESLEY G. GRAPP to Assistant 
Inspector in Charge, U. S. Post Office, 9/30/64.

VICTOR JAMES KORDELL
ESP - R
MARGARET KORDELL
ESP - R
(Bufile 65-67719)
(LAfile 65-7236)

The following communications are all captioned 
"VICTOR JAMES KORDELL; MARGARET KORDELL":

1. Los Angeles letter to Director dated 8/7/62.

2. Los Angeles airtel to Director dated 10/3/62.

3. Memorandum from ASAC H. A. ONSGARD to SAC, Los 
Angeles, dated 10/12/62.

- 3 -
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LA 100-243450

4. Memorandum from SA EWING G. LAYHEW to SAC, Los 
Angeles, dated 11/26/62.

5. Memorandum from SA CHARLES J. NAGLE, Jr., to 
SAC, Los Angeles, dated 12/12/62.

_ 4* _
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NR004
J

BS

- <4
CODE

MAHON 
^ciior^

4:45 PM 1&GENT 6/20/75 RCM i A*
#0: DIRECTOR (ATTN I NTD, SA W. 0. CREGAR) tH

FROM: BOSTON (66-4177)

UDED: JUNE

R—E T

SENSTUDY,/ 1975 24, 1975

HEADQUATERS TELETYPE, JUNE 18, 1975, WHICH SET OUT REQ

Assoc. Dir.-------- 
Dep.-A.D.-Adm.—. 
•Dep.-A.D.-Inv.---- . 
Asst. Dir.:
Admin.-----------
Comp. Syst.-----  
Ext. Affairs ---  
Files & Com. — 
Gen. Inv............  
Ident..........-------  
Inspection.........  
Intell. ------  
Laboratory----- 
Plan. & Eval. _ 
Spec. Inv.
Training-------  

Legal Conn. -----  
Telephone Itm. _

I ©Sector Sec’y —

for information addressed to attorney GENERAL AND FROM

attorney general to fbihq from senate SELECT COMMITTEE

TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE

activities

A REVIEW OF ALL AVAILABLE FILES IN THE BOSTON OFFICE
•I-'--,:

AND CONTACT WITH APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORS AND SPECIAL AGENT

PERSONNEL DID NOT DISCLOSE ANY INCIDENTS OF MAIL OPENING OR

MAIL INTERCEPT BY OR ON BEHALF OF FBI FROM JANUARY 1, 1960,

TO PRESENT

FURTHER, NO INCIDENTS OF MAIL COVERS THAT WERE PHYSICALLY

CONDUCTED BY FBI

EMPLOYEES OF THE

EMPLOYEES ALONE OR IN COOPERATION WITH —
BEC-102 "

U. S. POSTAL SERVICE WERE DISCLOSED FROM REVIEW

OF FILES AND CONTACT WITH APPROPRIATE PERSONNEL ®

BOSTON OFFICE

DBG
Ksaiassat r

• " ■■ I ■* i > V

■ ,'0 fl



PAGE TWO, BS 66-4117, T^P SE^ET"

FOR INFORMATION OF FBIHQ, BOSTON FILE 65-4447, 

CAPTIONED SAM SURVEY, WAS DESTROYED IN 1973. BUFILE IN 

THIS MATTER IS 65-65884.

CLASSIFIED BY 6320, XGp^ 2 AND 3, INDEFINITE.

END.

VLJ FBIHQ CLR
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NR009 DE GODE

11:59 AM IMMEDIATE JUNE 24, 1975 MAZ

Asso^. Dir. 
Ji -Dep.-a.D.-Adm, 

Dep.-A.D.-Inv— 
Asst. Dir.: 
Admin.
Comp. Syst. 
Ext. Affairs 
Kiles & Com 
Gen, Inv.

TO: ./DIRECTOR
FROM: / DETROIT (66-9)

T s e^(r E T

ATTENTION: SA W. 0. CREGAR

^SeJsTUDY 1975?)BUDED: JUNE 24, 1975.

I Laboratory
.Plan. & EvaL _  
Spec. Inv.
Training______ ,

Legal Conn.___ _  
Telephone Rm. _
Director Sec’y 

RE BUTEL TO NEW YORK, ET AL, JUNE 18, 1975.

PURSUANT TO BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS, THERE IS SET

FORTH BELOW THE RESULTS OF A SURVEY OF ALL INCIDENTS

OF MAIL OPENING OR MAIL INTERCEPTED BY OR ON BEHALF

OF THE FBI FROM JANUARY 1, 1960 UNTIL THE PRESENT WITH

THE DETAILED INFORMATION PERTAINING TO SAME WHEN THEY ARE 

; KNOWN:

RE: GUS SURVEY

THIS SURVEY WAS INITIATED AT DETROIT BY LETTER TO THE

BUREAU DATED SEPTEMBER 27, 1961 CAPTIONED, "GUS SURVEY,

ESPIONAGE - R". PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY WAS

AGENT ACTIVITY IN THE 31ST POSTAL ZONE AND

TO DETECT ILLEGAL 
BEC-102 ■ x 
IN HAMTRAMCK,

BUREAU LETTER TO DETROIT, OCTOBER 4, 1961 SIMILARLY CAPTIC^gD^ 2g 1975 \

3 4 JUL 2 2 1975
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PAGE TWO y\P S RET DE 66-9 

AUTHORIZED DETROIT TO INSTITUTE TRE GUS SURVEY IN HAMTRAMCK 

AREA AND THE 31ST POSTAL ZONE ON A TRIAL BASIS DURING WHICH TIME 

TRE NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICES WERE INSTRUCTED TO 

PREPARE TEST LETTERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF SENDING THEM THROUGH 

TO DETERMINE IF THE POSTAL EMPLOYEES PERFORMED THEIR EXAMINATIONS 

PROPERLY. DETROIT LETTER TO BUREAU, DATED NOV. 8, 1961 REVEALS 

THAT AN OFFICIAL OF THE POST OFFICE ADVISED DETROIT AGENTS ON 

NOV. 3, 1961 THAT THE PROJECT WAS IN OPERATION.

THE SURVEY WAS DISCONTINUED OVER THE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS, 

1861/62 AND RESUMED ON JAN. 9, 1962 AND WAS AGAIN SUSPENDED DUE 

TO TECHNICAL PROBLEMS brought about BY automatic SCANNING 

DEVICES BEING INSTITUTED BY THE POSTAL SERVICE. UP TO THIS 

TIME THE SCANNING OF MAIL FOR THE HAMTRAMCK AND 31ST POSTAL 

ZONE WAS BEING HANDLED AT THE ROOSEVELT PARK ANNEX. BY LETTER 

DATED APRIL 12, 1962 THE BUREAU DENIED AUTHORIZATION TO 

INSTITUTE THE GUS SURVEY ON A 60 DAY TRIAL BASIS'AND THE GUS 

SURVEY WAS TERMINATED AT DETROIT.

IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT DURING THE OPERATION OF THIS SURVEY, 

ONLY POST OFFICE PERSONNEL WERE UTILIZED IN SCANNING THE MAIL.
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PAGE THREE T/Q P S E R E T DE 66.-9

NO MAIL COVER WAS INSTITUTED ON ANY INDIVIDUAL’S MAIL AND NO 

MAIL WAS OPENED. THIS SURVEY WAS CONDUCTED SOLELY FOR THE 

PURPOSE OF DETERMINING IF POSTAL PERSONNEL COULD DETECT CERTAIN 

TYPES OF "SUSPECT" MAIL TEST EXAMPLES OF WHICH HAD BEEN PRE

PARED BY VARIOUS BUREAU OFFICES AND MAILED TO POSTAL ZONE 31 

and the Hamtramck area, the survey was evaluated as not having 
BEEN SUCCESSFUL.

THE FOLLOWING NAMED PERSONNEL WERE ASSOCIATED WITH THE 

GUS SURVEY: SA EMIL <J. ROTHFUSS AND SA WILLIAM R. BILLING. 

RE: SAM SURVEY

THE SAM SURVEY WAS CONCERNED WITH THE EXAMINATION BY 

iBUAGENTS OF AIRMAIL DESTINED FOR CERTAIN EUROPEAN CITIES OR 

COUNTRIES PRIOR TO ITS BEING PLACED IN BAGS AND PLACED ABOARD 

THE PLANES FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING PERSONS CORRESPONDING 

WITH KNOWN SOVIET MAIL DROPS IN EUROPE AND TO IDENTIFY AND 

Locate individuals in the u.s. sending letters to Europe which 
I MAY BE PART OF A SOVIET ILLEGAL NETWORK.

I THE BUREAU BY LETTER DATED MAY 31, 1961 AUTHORIZED CERTAIN 

(OFFICES, INCLUDING DETROIT, TO SUBMIT THEIR EVALUATION AS TO
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PAGE FOUR ' T’^P S E^:/E T DE 66-9

■'? '*
WHETHER A REQUEST COULB BE MADE LOCALLY TO PERMIT BUREAU AGENTS 

TO INSTITUTE A MONITORING OPERATION OF AIRMAIL. BY LETTER 

DATED JUNE 15, 1961 THE DETROIT OFFICE FURNISHED TO THE BUREAU 

RESULTS OF ITS SURVEY. BY LETTER DATED APRIL 13, 1962, THE 

Bureau authorized Detroit to institute the sam. survey for a 

PERIOD OF 60 DAYS. THE PROGRAM WAS INITIATED AT DETROIT ON 

MAY 14, 1962 AND TERMINATED SEPTEMBER 21, 1962. THE INTERCEPTS 

OF THE MAIL WERE CONDUCTED IN THE POSTAL INSPECTOR’S INTERRO

GATION ROOM LOCATED AT THE NEW POST OFFICE, DETROIT, MI.

WHILE THIS SURVEY WAS IN OPERATION, THERE WAS A TOTAL OF 

78 INTERCEPTS. OF THESE THERE WERE 76 INSTANCES IN WHICH THE 

INTERCEPTED MAIL WAS OPENED; AND TWO INSTANCES WHERE MAIL WAS 

NOT OPENED.

THE FOLLOWING PERSONNEL PARTICIPATED IN THE SAM SURVEY, 

HOWEVER, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FROM REVIEW OF PERTINENT FILES TO 

DETERMINE WHAT INDIVIDUAL AGENT INTERCEPTED AND/OR OPENED WHAT 

SPECIFIC ITEMS OF MAILS SAS LAWRENCE M. COOPER, JR.; T.S. 

KLIMASZEWSKI; EMIL J. ROTHFUSS; WILLIAM J. GILCHRIST; HOMER 

J. ST, JOHN; JAMES R. MC GANCE; ROBERT A. MOFFAT; LEONARD F.
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PAGE FIVE T ^P S E^R E T DE 66-9

KURTZ; JOHN M. FEENEYfREX 0. PLOEN; B» PERKOWSKI, JR.; LLOYD 

J. MC CARTHY; PAUL EDWARD EIDEN; ANKER B. HARBO, ASAC PALMER 

M. BAKEN, JR.

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH ABOVE FOR

GUS AND SAM SURVEYS, DETROIT DID NOT LOCATE ANY OTHER INCIDENT

OF MAIL OPENING, MAIL INTERCEPT OR MAIL COVER PHYSICALLY 

CONDUCTED BY FBI EMPLOYEES ALONE OR IN COOPERATION WITH POSTAL 

SERVICE EMPLOYEES FROM JAN. 1, 1960 TO THE PRESENT. !

REVIEW OF DETROIT FILES DID NOT INCLUDE EXAMINATION OF ;

INDIVIDUAL CASE FILES. SEARCH FOR TRE REQUESTED INFORMATION ’

INCLUDED CHECK OF INDICES; REVIEW OF ALL CONTROL FILES PER- 

TINING TO MAIL COVERS, MAIL OPENINGS AND MAIL INTERCEPTS; AND •

CONSULTATION WITH THE CC, ASSISTANT CC, AS WELL AS WITH SOME 

KNOWLEDGEABLE LONG TIME EMPLOYEES OF THE DETROIT OFFICE. 1

; DETROIT IS SUBMITTING PERTINENT SERIALS WHICH REFER, RELATE 

[TO THE ORIGINS, AUTHORIZATIONS, POLICES'AND PROCEDURES FOR MAIL 
I I
Openings, intercepts and covers by separate cover.

CLASSIFIED BY 6048, ^DS 2 AND 3, INDEFINITE. 

END
IvLJ FBI HQ CLR f
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/A^ams, A. D., Jr. 

/Baker, Betty, Mrs. 
battle, Joseph E., SA 

Efear, Gloria L.

Name
Assignmen t 

May, 1972

^acksieck, Louis, E. ,SA

rahdt, Earl T.

mnan, Daniel J.

‘‘Broyvn, Louis, Jr.

ZCampbell, Wason G.

/Carey, Charles L.
£/

pC^rey, Clyde C.

/6assidy, Edward,Jr.
* /

' /
’/Che shier, Jerry Wayne

/Corbin, Donald F.

JCodi, Anthony A.

ox, Fred

Director’s Office

Washington Field

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office

Security Patrol

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Cur rent 
Assignment

Out of Service

Messenger - Courier 
Unit Supervisor

Washington Field

Supply Supervisor

Chicago ,

Out of Service

Out of Service

Mechanical Section

Out of Service

Security Patrol

Mechanical Section

Out of Service

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Special Clerk
(Washington Field) 

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section
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Address
(Former Employees)

c 3280th Student Squadron, Lackland- 
AiFForce Base, Texas

4

1109 Logan Avenue, Tyrone, 
Pennsylvania

501 Brooklyn Boulevard, Sea Girt, 
New Jersey

206 East Broad Street, Greenfield* 
Tennessee

42 54 East Capitol Street,, Apt. 204 
Washington, D. C.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED '



:awford, James E.

/CrOokston, James

Cijndy, Wanda M., Mrs.

mbnicki, Paul E

owling, Joseph E. , SA

(Downing, Phyllis, Miss

| Dudney, Thomas Barden

John P.

urrer,

Felt, W.

Virginia, Miss

Mark

Eields, Annie

(handy, Helen W., Miss

/Gerrity, Edward J., SA

/ Gregory, Darwin M.

JGuhsser, Albert P.

rHaisten, James A.

Chauffeur

Messenger Unit

Secretary

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

Special Agent
(Washington Field)

Secretary

Washington Field
(Chief Clerk) 

Exhibits Section

File Locate Unit

Director’s Office

Housekeeper

Director’s Office

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

Mechanical Section
(Section Chief)

//Hereford, Douglas

Holmes, Edna M. , Miss

Director’s Office 
(Clerk)

Security Patrol

Director’s Office

Out of Service

Service Unit

Out of Service

Boston

Washington Field

Director’s Office

Chief Clerk
(Washington Field)

Exhibits Section
(Section Chief) 

General Index Unit

Out of Service

Out of Service

Out of Service

Boston /X\6

Out of Service

Out of Service

Clerk

Out of Service

Out of Service

9727 Mt. Piscah,..Apt, 604 
Silver Spring, Maryland

3051 Brinkley Road, Apt. 101 
Temple Hills, Maryland

3216 Wynford Drive, Fairfax, Virginia f

4936 30th Place, N. W. f
Washington., D. C.

4801 Connecticut Ave., N. W. , Apt. 915 
Washington, D. C.

5714 Belfast Lane, Springfield, Virginia

401 Sligo Avenue, Silver Spring, 
'Maryland -
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6201_Cheryl Drive, Falls Church, 
Virginia

2600 North Fillmore Street, 
Arlington, Virginia



yHughds, Brent H 

pilsner, James D.

/Jones, Robert B,

Lockhart

■KoeZner, Julian A

uhn. Daniel F

unkel, Robert G. , sAc

Lois W.

>zLovelace James

les, Everett A

9 Melvian

~Marsden, Robert B

McCord, Ruth, Miss

setcalf, Erma, Mrs

cMichael, G. Speights

ohr, John P,

/.Mooney, Nancy A., 

/ Sloten, Thomas E., 

/Ness, Ronald H.

Miss

SA

orfolk, Beverly, Mrs

Exhibits Section

Messenger Unit

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

Security Patrol Clerk

SAC
(Washington Field) 

Supply Supervisor

Security Patrol Clerk

Exhibits Section

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section
(Supervisor) 

Director’s Office

Procurement Section

Director’s Office

Director’s Office

Director’s Office

Chauffeur

File Delivery Unit

Filing Unit

Exhibits Section

Correlation Unit

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

New York
*~*(Sp®cial Agent) 
Supervisor

SAC
(Alexandria)

Contract Specialist

Philadelphia
(Special Agent) 

Exhibits Section

Out of Service
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Mechanical Section
(Supervisor) 

Director’s Office

Procurement Section

Director’s Office

Out of Service

Director’s Office

Chauffeur

Out of Service

Mail Room

4561 North,Capitol Street, N. 
'Washington, D. C.

3427 North Edison, Arlington, 
^Virginia----- —~~~ " '

3410 Manis.Road, Clinton, 
Maryland



AO’Haver, Robert R.

^^age, Thomas L., SA 

^Peffer, Kenneth Lee

Exhibits Section

Clerk

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section —

Indianapolis \
(Special Agent) \

Exhibits Section '

.^Peterson, Jesse T., Jr.

^^eyton, F. Thomas
Mechanical Section

Exhibits Section

Mechanical Section

Exhibits Section

/'Pickering, Michael Wilmer
/1

^Powell, Excell

Mechanical Section Out of Service Rt. 1, Box 85, Clatskanie, Oregon

Out.of Service 1454 Montana-Aver, N. E.
Washington,. D. C.

^Randolph, George W. Security Patrol Security Patrol

~~Riddles, Richard E.

—Ruegsegger, Hugh D.

—Ryan, Edward F.

Security Patrol

Security Patrol

Exhibits Section

Philadelphia
(Special Agent)

Quantico v
(Special Agent) / 

Exhibits Section

j^abol, Robert J.

<Schaeffer, Raymond H.

Security Patrol

Exhibits Section

Indianapolis —
(Special Agent)

Exhibits Section

5-'-Shaffer, Kenneth 

'^Shields, Carolyn

iShoaff, Clark S. , SA 

^^Singleton, Robert

Washington Field 
(Clerk)

Messenger Unit

File Unit

Washington Field 
(Clerk)

Records Unit

Quantico 
(Special Agent)

File Unit
^Skillman, Dorothy S., Mrs. Director’s Office Out of Service 429 N. Street, S. W. , Apt S700
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■/Smith, Thomas J.A ’
^^Smith, Ursula, Miss

-4§oyars, William B.
i

AZgtewart, Alfred LaFornia

■^ullivan, Cornelius G.

""^Thompson, Ronald E.

"^Thrun, Robert W. 
'\^ice, Alvin L.

"^Tietgen, Gladys M.

XTschudy, Carol, Miss 

^Ajnderwood, Thomas E.

^Vega, Helen, Miss

i Walp, Shirley, Miss

^Washington, William H.

X^Windear, Ralph A.

"Xwinters, Lawrence E.

Banwarth, Robert F.

Research Section

Director’s Office

Assistant Director

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office
(Clerk) 

Security Patrol

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office

Messenger Unit

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office
(Clerk)

Out of Service

Out of Service

Out of Service

Out of Service

A SAC
(Washington Field)

Director’s Office
(Clerk) \

Quantico
(Special A^ent) 

Mechanical Section

Director’s Office

Administrative
Assistant

Out of Service

Administrative
Assistant

Teletype Unit

Mechanical Section

Mechanical Section

3410 Memphis Lane, Bowie, ^Maryland

11 North Garfield, Arlington,^ Virginia

12 Green Winged Teal Road, .A.melia
IslandPlantationr-Ame-lia,„FJorida 

Rt. 2, Box 164, Statesboro, Georgia

ElfHSLCenjlHiLdE^ Wheaton,
Mayland "

Director’s Office 
(Clerk)

Exhibits Section
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^Benedict, James P.

/Boo ch, James D.

;.Brady, Lawrence W.

/ Dalton, Terry A.

oxzen, Mildred, Mrs.

/Fox, Wayne M.

■Greene, Edgar G.

/Hewett, Bernice R.

.arson Fredrick A.

^/Massie, Laurence M. 
/^ash. William H.

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Filing Unit

Exhibits Section

Filing Unit

Exhibits Section

Eiling Unit ......

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section

Exhibits Section





1 - Mr. D. W. Moore
1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall

DATE: 7/17/75

1 -Mr. W. 0. Cregar
1 - Mr. S. F. Phillips

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREI UNCLASSIFIED /

SYDATE

Assoc. Dir. — 
Dop. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv._ .

Asst. Dir.:
Admin._________
Comp. Syst. - — 
Ext. Affairs___  
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv.______  
Ident._________—
Inspection_____-
Intell. ———/ i k . /
Laboratory .
Legal
PIan.& Evaf.*^

Spec. Inv. _2_— 
Training 

Telephone Rm. — 
Director Sec'y___

This informative memorandum records information 
telephonically furnished the morning of 7/17/75 to Supervisor 
S. F. Phillips, INTD, by former FBI Inspector Donald E. Moore.

At about 11:00 p.m., 7/16/75, Moore received a 
telephone call at his residence from a Dave Martin (PH), who 
identified himself with the AP (Associated Press).,. who asked 
Moore if Moore was acquainted withthe pres'^account  s of 
Director Kelley’s press conference on 7/14/75, particularly 
as Mr. Kelley’s remarks pertained to surreptitious entries 
principally at embassies. Moore told Martin that he had | 
read about the matter in the newspapers. Martin asked 
specifically about the "New York Daily News" of 7/16/75, and 
Moore said he was not familiar with that account, Martin 
then referred to the 7/16/75 "Washington Post" article and 
referred Moore specifically to the newspaper referring to an 
unnamed source. Martin wanted some comment from Moore which 
the latter declined to give, Moore advising that any comment 
should more properly come from the FBI.

Martin attempted to convince him he should make some 
comment by stating that information about this matter would 
eventually come out, and Martin was now offering Moore a change 
to put the matter in a better light. Martin then asked Moore 
if Mf. Kelley was correct in his statement and Moore again 
declined to comment. Martin said he thought that the "unnamed 
source" referred to in the newspaper was Bill Sullivan 
(obviously referring to former Assistant to the Director 
William C. Sullivan). Martin asked Moore if he^a^eed..and— 
again Moore gave him a no comment reply. A -///- /'
62-116395 BEC-102 3 JUL 241975
1 - 67- (Personnel File., Former Inspector Donald E. Moore)

SFP:lhb^L
' (6) CONTINUED - OVER

>18 Page 187



Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62-116395

Martin then asked whether Joe Purvis was at one 
time the SAC in WFO. This being a matter of public record, 
Moore said that Purvis had been SAC in WFO. Martin attempted 
to determine Purvis’ current whereabouts and Moore could be 
of no assistance as he actually does not know. Moore was 
asked whether Bob Kunkel had replaced Purvis and Moore said 
that he thought he had. Martin then wanted to know who Purvis 
predecessor was in WFO. Moore referred Martin to the FBI. 
According to Moore, their conversation was cordial but he 
sensed that Martin hung up rather abruptly. Moore indicated 
that he thought that the Bureau would be interested in the. 
foregoing and he said that any similar further inquiries made 
of him would be similarly reported to us. Moore was thanked 
for bringing this matter to our attention.

ACTION: * '

None. For information.

- 2 -
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

JUL 1 8 1975

John Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation

FROM^^K. William O’Connor
Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination

Attached for your information is a letter regarding the 
’’proposed procedures” to the Attorney General from Senate Select 
Committee. I am attaching two extra copies of it, as I am sure 
that Mr. Adams and the Director may also wish to see it.

3 JUL 241975



Frank church, Idaho, chairman 
* JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN

PHILIP A. HART, MICH. - HOWARD H BAKER, Jfl., TENH^J^'
WALTEf .K^ONDAIjE. MINN, nADRY GOLDWATER, ARSZ.
WALT '« HUD^LESTON^XY. CHARLES MC C- MATHIAS, 
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. p'GFARG S. SCHWEJKER, PA.^B^

GARY HART, COLO,

William g. miller, staff director 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ. JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS «. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL
SELECT COMMITTEE TO

SI dDr GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, MTH CONGRESS)

Washington, d.C- 20510

July 18, 1975

The Honorable Edward H. Levi 
Attorney General
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

'Ali^WOSMATIONCOimJOD

On. behalf of the Select Committee, we wish to 
express our appreciation to you for meeting with us on 
Wednesday afternoon. We recognise the need for the Com
mittee to have a complete understanding of the concerns 
of the Department of Justice so that our inquiry can 
proceed in the most responsible manner. Our meeting 
was extremely valuable in that respect, .and you may be 
sure mat we have given full consideration to your 
views.

The Committee has been informed that Mr. John !
T. Elliff, leader of the Domestic Intelligence Task
Force, and members of his staff met yesterday with Mr. 
K. William O’Connor, Special Counsel for Intelligence 
coordination, and members of his staff to agree upon ”
procedures for delivery of and access to FBI materials 
requested by the Committee. The proposed procedures :
which- resulted from that meeting are satisfactory to •
the Committee. . ’

We are pleased that your staff was able to meet 
promptly with our representatives and that they reached . ,
agreement without delay. The Committee expects that the 
proposed procedures will,, if implemented, expedite its 
work during the coming weeks. As you know, one of our 
major concerns was that all of the problems with the 
Committee’s outstanding requests for materials . . i-



The Honorable Ed^Rrd H. Levi 
Page 2 July 18, 1975

be resolved before the August recess so that the staff 
can fully prepare the materials for our use when we 
return. We believe the procedures are an appropriate 
and practical accommodation of our mutual interests. 
Indeed, we have instructed our staff to make every effort 
to accomplish the work of the Committee within this 
framework.

The prompt resolution of this matter demon
strates a spirit of cooperation which we hope will 
prevail in all our future relations. The Committee looks 
forward to working with you personally on issues of common 
concern during the months ahead.

Sincerely yours,

Frank Church 
Chairman

John Tower
Vice Chairman



. • PROSED PROCEDURES 5 • ..

or the Senior Staff . ’ - -
(1) The Domestic Task Force Leader/will submit periodically a list 
of materials to which the Committee staff wishes access or of which 
the Committee desires delivery. The first such list will be_delivered ' 
to the Department of Justice within 48 hours of the adoption of this 
procedure, and will summarize arid supersede all the presently outstanding 
requests; this list will be in priority order, as fixed by the Committee, 
with fixed delivery/access dates specified. Those materials for--which 
the Committee requests delivery or access shall be delivered to the 
Conrnittee or made accessible in Room 4171 of the Hoover Building not 
later than within 48 hours of the date specified. The Committee 
Chairman and Vice Chairman shall be informed by the Attorney General, . 
within 24 hours of receipt of the request, of any delay beyond 48 - - 
hours, the expected length of the delay, and the specific reasons for 
the delay. Partial access or delivery shall be proffered, by the 
Bureau of/to any materials requested, while the balance of such 
materials are being prepared. A partial pz-offer shall not extend 
the time of full response set forth herein.

(2) The following procedures shall apply (a) where delivery of 
nvitpuialf; requested might jeopardize FBI sensitive so*.trees or . 
ongoing operations, or (b) where the Domestic Task Force Leader or the 
requests access to materials,, rather than delivery of Senior
materials to the Committee. ' Staff

(3) The Department will furnish access at the Hccwr Building in 
Room 4171 to those materials requested': ■

(a) only to ’the members of the Conrnittee, ^iaere it is deter
mined by the Attorney General that the materials involve peculiarly 
sensitive foreign intelligence sourcep and ongoing operations.

(b) In all other cases, to the appropriately cleared staff ’ 
who will have access to all of the materials. .

, (c) An exception to (a) and (b) above is made for’the names 
of so-called "live" informants or potential informants as defined . 
in the FBI Manual of Instructions as to which no access will be ■
furnished unless the identity of rhe .individual as an informant of potenti 
has already been made known to the Committee, or unless the Attorney in for
General, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, jointly agree on the limited 
■disclosure of such names to the Chairman and Vice Chairman.



(4) Those materials to which the staff has access may be reviewed and 
studied in Room *4171 of the Hoover Building and such notes may be 
taken as deemed appropriate by the Staff.

(5) The Committee staff shall select .from these materials to "which 
access is herein provided, those materials which it deems pertinent 
to the Committee's inquiries and necessary for delivery to the 
Committee's offices. . • ■ ’

(6) The Bureau shall make copies of such materials as are specified 
by the staff under the provisions of (5) above for transfer to the 
Committee's offices " '

. (a) before the copies of such materials are taken to the
Committee's offices, the Bureau.shall, within 24 hours of the 
selection, make appropriate excisions and paraphrases of infor
mation which might, if inadvertently disclosed, endanger sensitive 
FBI sources and ongoing operations. ■

’ or the Senior Staff
(b) If the Task Force laader/has arw objections to the 

excisions or paraphrases, the materials will be forthwith conveyed 
by the Bureau, with a written statement of its grounds for its 
position, to the Special Counsel who shall, resolve the matter 
within 24 hours. ’

(c) In the event the matter is not resolved within 24 hours, 
the Special Counsel shall submit the matter forthwith to the Attorney 
General who shall notify the Chairman forthwith and arrange for an 
appropriate disposition. .

(7) The Committee staff may remove to the Office of SSC for appropriate 
use, any notes which they may make upon review of screened material 
without such notes being reviewed by the Bureau. The Committee staff 
may remove notes on unscreened materials only is such notes are reviewed 
and cleared by the Bureau under the provisions of (6) (a) thru (c) above.

(8) The staff and the members of the Committee may examine the .
original materials to which the staff has been given access as 
extensively as necessary, in the Hoover Building at Room 4171/

(9) Where accepted by Attorney General and the Committee, these 
procedures may be modified only by their joint decision.
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

JUL 1 61975

John Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation

K. William O’Connor
Special Counsel for

Intelligence Coordination

Elliff Response to my Letter of 
July 15, 1975.

’ > The attached is self-explanatory; I should like to discuss
' it with you soon, so that a substantive response can be prepared

* i y which properly reflects Bureau views. I understand that the
/ / Attorney General may be called upon to discuss this matter today.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS ‘
FBI

3 JUL 241975



TO: John Mintz, Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation

ERCM: K. William 01 Connor
Special Counsel for 

Intelligence Coordination

SUBJECT: Elliff Response to my Letter of 
July 15, 1975 .

The attached is self-explanatory; I should like to discuss 
it with you soon, so that a substantive response can be prepared 
Which properly reflects Bureau views. I understand that the 
Attorney General may be called upon to discuss this natter today.

MD/-
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1 - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Wannall

The Attorney General

(Attn:Mr. Cregar) 
1 - Mr. Mintz 
jmy u, ms 
1 - Mr. Hotis
1 - Mr. DalyDirector, FBI

UNITED STATES'SENATE SELECT CGJ^ATTEL
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

t"
By letter elated I Ay 14, 1C73, with attached f .

agpocdicco. and cubso^iGut oral request from Committee etau [
member LArk Gitcnstein on Jane 5, 1575, wo voro requested j j 4 4
for certain information eonccrmng the ^official and confidential” ! / ■■
files. I ’ :

in a conversation with Special Agent Paul V. Daly J - ,. * . 
of this Bureau on too 16, 1573, Douglas tlarviu of your staff ''
authorised this Bureau to make available a copy of the Inspection 
Division inquiry into the ’’official and confidential” files matter.
in accordance with this authorisation, there is attached to the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum a copy of the aforementioned 
bailment.

kudosed for your approval and forwarding to tha 
Committee is the original of a memorandum with enclosures which 
is in response-to the aforementioned Committee requests.

A copy of this rnernq^ndum with enclosures is / 
haing furnished for your records. / /6 3 73“ -

j

Assoc. Dir. _____
Dep. AD Adm. „ 
Dep. AD Inv. __

Asst. Dir.*, 
Admin, _______  

Comp, Syst. — 
Ext. Affairs__
Files & Com. __  
Gen. Inv. —.
Ident. ________ 
Inspection -
Intell. _________  
Laboratory____
Plan. & Eval. __ 
Spec. Inv, __  

Training
Legal Coun. - 

Telephone Rm.__

NV&BBrD

32-116385

1 - The Dopity Attorney General (Enclosure)
Attention:

PVD:kjs (11)

iM

G» William O’Connor 
special Counsel for 
Intelligence Coordination

TELETYPE UNIT I I

SEE

MDR-/fe
ALL INFORMATION CCNTAAVgn 
HEREIN IS thCLA3SIH6D .7 
cate

i, 
n

GPO 951-546
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<
The Attorney General

NOTE: Memorandum, Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams, 6-6-75, set forth 
the request of Mr. Gitenstein. The Inspection Division is preparing the 
necessary list which will be available for review by the Committee. The 
Department is in possession of the enclosed Inspection Division document 
This matter has been coordinated with the Inspection Division.

2 -
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July 16, 16TG

OWia STATED CDZA iOTED
TO WTOWOmL OPERABOW

W RLJPLCX TOHOEWCEWE ACTIVITIES'

hl- ^riTaAEmo>cQn^

Hefereace is made to memorandum from captioned 
Committee dated J4ay 14, 101% and the request of staff member 
?Jar> Citeastein on June % i£T% requesting certain information 
pertaining to the ’’official and confidential” files.

M response to Cie aforementioned request, w are 
attaching a copy of the resulte of an FSi Inspection Division inquiry 
into Sie ’’official and confidential” Hies matter entitled, ’Inquiry 
Mo Disposition of riles i ZainUinctl in the Office of romer Director 
J. Edgar Hoover,n dated My 3, 10*13.

A list of individuals vho were contacted during this 
inquiry and have some Eno-Sledge relating to this matter has been 
prepared and is available for review by staff members of Be Senate 
c elect Committee in EBI space.
Jneloaare
1 - The Attorney General

PVD:kjs (12) 
tt r - * /

Assoc. Dir. -- 
Dep. AD Adm._ 
Dep. AD Inv._

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. _______  
Comp. Syst,__  
Ext. Affairs__  
Files & Com. _ 
Gen. |nv. ■ 
Ident, 
Inspection .. 
Intell. ________ 
Laboratory . 
Plan. & Eval._ 
Spec. Inv. ____  
Training 

Legal Coun. _ 
Telephone-Rm. — 
Director Sec’y - MAIL ROOM

MPR-ly

TELETYPE UNIT EZD
f
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Originating Office:

Caption of Document:

□ LTR £g.LHM □ Memo □ Report dated

Addressee:

AZ52T

Date: 7Z^-3- /7f^Delivered by:

Received by:

Title:
Return this receipt to the Intelligence Divi<fon, FBI

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED A , 
DATE BY

HUMS®
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CLASS)FX AS APPROPRIATE

TE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
BEFORE COMPLETING.

TO: ‘Intelligence Community Staff 
ATTN: Central Index

FROM:

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees

HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 
for review but not transmitted, so note.)

2. DATE PROVIDED

| DOCUMENT | |BRIEFIn7 | INTERVIEW | | TESTIMONY |OTHER 7/16/75

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

SSC

HSC

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testi fier and subject) .

lieaorandus and enclosure

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.)

SSC letter 5/14/75 mid Hark on 6/5/75

6. CLASSIFICATION of 
INFORMATION (enter 
U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword)

U

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis)

Operating procM&r^

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item)

5SC was furnished results of an FBI Inspection Division 
inquiry into the ^official and confidential” files mtter 
A list of Individuals who were contacted during this 
inquiry has been prepared and available for review at

ALL INF0RMATI0NC0NTAINE9
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE BY

62-116395

FMKsfnfc 
(4) ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL CO.WNITY INDEX 

IN CONNECTION WITH

379 I (6-75)
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE
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INSTRUCTIONS

• Type or print clearly in ink. '

• Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom.

• Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required.

• "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information.

• If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated.

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary.
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The Attorney General

Director, FBI

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

1 -
1 -

1 -

Mr. Bassett
Mr. Wannall 
(Attn:Mr. Cregar) 
Mr. Mintz

July 16, 1975
■ 1 - Mr. Hotis

1 - Mr. Daly

. By letter dated May 14, 1975, with attached 
appendices, and subsequent oral request from Committee staff 
member Mark Gitenstein on June 5, 1975, we were requested 
for certain information concerning the "official and confidential’’ 
files.

In a conversation with Special Agent Paul V. Daly 
of this Bureau on June 16, 1975, Douglas Marvin of your staff . 
authorised this Bureau to make available a. copy of the Inspection 
Division inquiry into the ’’official and confidential" files matter. 
In accordance with this authorisation, there is attached to the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum a copy of the aforementioned 
document.

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
Committee is the original of a memorandum with enclosures which 
is in response to the aforementioned Committee requests.

\9 I

r

Assoc. Dir. 1____  
Dep. AD Adm. _
Dep. AD Inv. , _

Admin._ ___  

Comp. Syst.__  
Ext. Affairs ,, 
F lies & Com. „„
Gon. Inv, .. 
Idont. ------

A copy of this memorandum with enclosures is 
being furnished for your records. // / 3 QC !

Enc Insures TSV,.
3 -JU.L^A'975

!

62-116395

1 - The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 
Attention: K. William O’Connor

Special Counsel for
. Intelligence Coordination

— PVD:kjs (11)

g

Inspection   
Intoll. .. - .
Loboratory - __  
Plan. & Eval. _ 
Spoc. Inv._____  
Training .__ __

I cyol Coun. 
’ e Ie phono Rm.

a

SEE NOT 2

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS© 1*
HEREIN.IS CLASSIFIED /

TELETYPE UNIT ELI DATE
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The Attorney General

NOTE: Memorandum, Legal Counsel to Mr. Adams, 6-6-75, set forth 
the request of Mr. Gitenstein. The Inspection Division is preparing the 
necessary list which will be available for review by the Committee. The 
Department is in possession of the enclosed Inspection Division document. 
This matter has been coordinated with the Inspection Division.

- 2 -
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I

.My 16, 1975

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
TO STUDY GOVERWENTAL OPERATIONS 

mTH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

RE: "OFFICIAL AND CGNHDENTUL” FILES'

Reference is made to memorandum from captioned 
Committee dated May 14, 1975, and the request of staff member 
Mark Giteustein on June 5, 1975,. requesting certain information, 
pertaining to the ’’official and confidential” files. .

to response to the aforementioned request, we are 
attaching a copy of the results of an FBI Inspection Division Inquiry 
into the "official and confidential” files matter entitled, "Inquiry 
toto Disposition of Files Maintained ip the Office of Former Director 
J. Edgar Hoover, ” dated My 3, 1975. .

A list of individuals who were contacted during this 
inquiry and have some knowledge relating to this matter has been 
prepared and is available for review by staff members of the Senate 
Select Committee in FBI space.
Enclosure
1 - The Attorney General

MWi-Ilp
IS

DATE
NCLASSIFI 
3 b RV

PVD:kjs (12)

Assoc. Dir. —— 
Dop. AD Adm. . 
Dop. AD Inv. ._

Asst. Dir.: 
Admin. .
Comp. Syst. 
Ext. Affairs ___  
Files & Com. 
Gen. |nv. 
Ident. — 
Inspection____  
Intell. -- _______  
Laboratory .. --. 
Plan. & Eval. ... 
Spec. Inv. ___ _
Training . ......

Legal Coun. ... - 
Telephone Rm._  
Director Soc’y MAIL ROOM L

all information conta
HERE! “

■ TELETYPE UNIT I I
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(21 Memo r ~1 Report dated! , LTR
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CLASSIFY AS APPF Ol’R l-ATE

SEE INSTRUCT I OHS ON REVERSE 

BEFORE -COMPLETING.

TO: -Intelligence Community Staff 
ATTN: Central-Index

FROM:

-------------------------------------------------------- ------- FBI------------------
SUBJECT:, Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees

HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term, If a document 2. DATE PROVIDED

X | DOCUMENT ] dr i rr inc.
INTERVIEW | [TESTIMONY | |OTHER

0/16/75

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (*.heck appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate)

ssc

use
4. IDENTIFICATION (provide data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer,

i^norondw® and enalosure

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number ’esponse to formal request, 
subpoena, etc.)

SSC letter 5/14/75 and Mark ^itenstein on 6/5/75

6. classification of 
informat ION (enter 
U, C, St TS or 
Codeword)

U

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropr 
used underline for emphasis)

Operating proofed##^#

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item)

SSC ws furnished results of an FBI Inspection Division 
inquiry into th© ”official and confidential” files matter 
.A list of individuals who were contacted during this 
inquiry has been prepared and available for review at 
FBI Headquarters. .

62-116395

FMKtfmk
(4)

all information c^®a * 

HEREIN iRHMniASSIFie^  ̂
DATE!

ORIGIN VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 
IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUDY 75

a.
379 I ( 6 - 75 )

CLASSIFY AS.APPROPRIATE



JUL 1 61975

TO: Harald R. Tyler, Jr.
Deputy Attorney General

EHOM: K. WiHiar. O’Connor
Special Counsel for Intelligence
'Coordination

SUBJECT: miff Response to Letter^ of July 15, 1975

The attached response to the July 15, letter ray indicate 
oom intention to amplify access by interpretation, .

miff told re that litis- letter was prepared and sent 
before the CSC considered it. Ko has discussed ny July 15, letter 
with Edgars and Brothers and believes that this letter closely 
reflects their, and SSC robbers, vis? as to ha? to proceed.

I told miff w would study "the letter .and be back in touch; 
in the reanwhile, I said that the provision of access of the 7/15 
letter stood as written. I will consult with the Bureau before 
preparins a substantive response.



*• * । *** , FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO? CHAIRMAN
- w . J£Hy c. Tovjr^, •

•* PHILIP A. MIO^ HOWARD H. BAKER, JR?. TENN.**^
- ^WALTtfa F.*Mfcf*DAU^ASN». , DAf^y'hOLDWrrER,'ARIZ. ** *

WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, .CHARLES MC C. MATHIAS, JR., MD.
ROBERT MOA/TAN/N.C. * ' RICHARD S\ t>CHWEIKER, PA.

• GARY HART. CCLO. -a ”
. w WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 

FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ. JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 
CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, MTH CONGRESS) 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

July 16, 1975

K. William O’Connor, Esq.
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination
Office of the Deputy Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice .
Washington, D.C. 20530

Dear Mr. 0’Connor:

I have received your letter of July 15 regarding 
access/delivery of documents requested in the Committee's 
letter of July 9, 1975. The following relates specifically 
to the procedure suggested for handling documents on the 
so called "Kissinger 17" surveillance, which is also applied 
in your letter to materials relating to electronic sur
veillance of the Democratic National Convention in Atlantic 
City in August 1964, materials.relating to the electronic 
surveillance of Dr. King', and po»»xbly Une u & o iiiea.

I regard this suggested procedure as a major step 
forward and a recognition that previous arrangements were 
too cumbersome and time-consuming. Nevertheless, there 
are certain practical problems with the procedure which may 
be resolved by interpretation. For example, I assume that 
application of the procedure to the Atlantic City conven
tion matters does not foreclose the Committee from receiving 
for use at its offices actual documents or portions of 
documents, as well as summaries. I understand that the 
FBI has no objection to providing such documents on this 
matter to the Committee for use at its offices. _

Therefore, in order that the procedure you suggest 
may be applicable to all areas' of Committee inquiry claimed 
by the Department to involve particularly wS^enrSitive matters, 
it should be interpreted as follows: jjj^Commi.ttee staff

_ will have direct access to, all files_^and_m.aterials at FBIHQ: 
~ the-Colm^ttee s-car t shall select certain documents from the 
files which it deems pertinent to the Committee's inquiry

- and necessary for the examination of witnesses or the es
tablishment of certain facts during the course of the



K.* William O'Connor • .
Page 2 ■ July 15, 1975

inquiry; the FBI shall at that time designate specific 
portions of such documents which might jeopardize par- .
.ticularly sensitive sources or methods; with respect —
to such specifically designated portions of documents, 
the Committee staff will prepare, appropriate excisions 
or summaries of the information; the summaries will be 
checked at that time with senior Bureau executives to 
ensure the protection of particularly sensitive FBI 
sources or methods; thereafter, the excised documents 
and summaries will be removed to the Committee’s offices; 
the Committee staff may check back to the original documents 
as extensively as necessary; staff notes on the designated 
specific portions of documents will not be removed from 
FBIHQ; and Committee members may, of course, at.any time . 
see the documents which the staff has seen.

I believe this interpretation can serve as a work
able framework for Committee access to particularly sensitive 
FBI materials. You may be assured that the Task Force shares 
your concern for the need to provide special handling tech
niques to convey or secure any particularly sensitive 
information or materials, as indicated in the Outline for 
Inquiry Procedures. We nope this interpretation will 
facilitate the mutual effort by the Committee and the .
Department of Justice to accomplish this purpose.

I would appreciate receiving your immediate advice 
to me as to whether any further interpretation of this 
matter is required. Any public■discussion of these arrange
ments and interpretations should be cast in such terms as 
will not jeopardize particularly’ sensitive FBI sources.

Sincerely,

V^oohn T« Elliff 
Director
Domestic- Intelligence Task Force
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OBJECT:

OPTIONAL fO?M NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION 
OSA GSN. RK.. NO. 27

5010—10^

UNITED. STATES ^VERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. R. Wannall

A. B. Fultor

1 dams
1 - Mr; ;J. A. Mintz
1 - Mr. J. J. McDermott 
(Attn: Mr. J. C. Farrington)

DATE:
1 - Mr. W

7/8/75
R. Wannall

1 - Mr. J. W.
1 - Mr. F. J.

Dalseg
Cassidy 2 A

CIA DIRECTOR W. E. COLBY'S .12/24/74
■REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT; FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUEST TO CIA 
BY MORTObLHALPERIN

FORMATION CONCERN!

ft

Asset. Dir._____
De 8-^^ Ak! m r 

De
As = t.

Admin.________
Comp. Cyst.____ 
Ext. Affairs ___ '
Fites St Com. Z— 
r 1 /Gen. Inv._
IJenf.__
I n s pe c t tin/
Intoll. M , 

Laboratory ^7**^ 

Lega!
Plan.&Ev^JjS^

Spec. Inv. ' 
Training

Telephone .Rm. _
Director Secjy

datedZromyLegal Counsel to Mr. J. B. Adams, 
^T/TST-eaptioned/^^ -Report to the President, ” advised of a contact
of Legal Counsel by Mr. James A. Wilderotter, Associate Counsel to the 
President, during which Wilderotter advised that the report submitted by - 
Director Colby of the CIA to the President dated 12/24/74 which dealt mainly 
with the issues discussed in a ’’New York Times” article of 12/22/74 by 
Seymour Hersh has been the subject of an FOIA request by Morton Halperin. 
Wilderotter advised that attorneys for CIA had prepared the material for 
release and that the material was now in the possession of The White House 
for their review. He suggested that inasmuch as the FBI was mentioned 
in some of the material that it would be desirable for the FBI to review the 
material prior to its release.

’ SA Fred J. Cassidy of the Intelligence Division reviewed this 
material in Room 110 of the Old Executive Office Building on 7/7/75. This 
review determined that the FBI is mentioned throughout the material being 
made available to Halperin and that most of the references to the FBI 
included in the material appear in the Rockefeller Commission Report which 

I Report has been made available to the general public. No_FBI sensitive 
I sources or techniques are disclosed in the material to be furnished’Halp’erin.

3

I
In reviewing the material, SA„_Cassidy_noted„a misstatement in 

Mr. Colby’s letter to the President which relates to the CIA mail intercept 
'project which was in existence from 1953 To 1973. In the Colby letter to the 
'President he stated that the intercept program was initiated in 1953 and from 
its inception was fully coordinated with the FBI which received much of its 
product. The facts are that we were not advised of the project until 1958

(7)

JUL 25 1975

2 9 1975
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Memorandum A. B. Fulton to Mr. W. R. WannaH
RE: CIA DIRECTOR W. E. COLBY’S 12/24/74

REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ■ FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUEST TO CIA 
BY MORTON HALPERIN

when we became aware of such a project through postal authorities, 
| which fact is substantiated in the Rockefeller Commission Report.

’ The only other item in the material to be furnished Halperin 
which could possibly present future concern pertains to a memorandum 
captioned ’’Restrictions on Operational Lists on Americans” which 
was issued to CIA employees sometime subsequent to the CIA retrenchment 
in activities brought about by allegations concerning CIA’s involvement ■ 
in domestic activities. This memorandum concerned the discontinuance 
of lists maintained on individuals who were of possible operational 
interest to CIA such as doctors who studied abroad. The memorandum 
noted that if such listings could not be made by CIA in a non-misunderstandable 

^manner arrangements should be made for the service to be performed by 
£ the FBI or .other service which can legitimately do this function. We 
^maintain no such list and have not been requested by CIA to perform such 
Ha service. Under present day circumstances whether we could legitimately 
^perform such function is open to question.

ACTION:
None. For information.
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MAY W EOIIICK’ 
GSA FPMR Ui CFU 101-H.i

TO

FROM

UNITED STATES GO^kRNMENT

’ Memorandum
Mr. J. B. Adams

Legal Couns eUr1

jject: COLBY REPORT T

0
date: 7/7/75

Asso^Dir.

Admin.j

Ext. Affairs ..
Files & Com.  
Gon. |nv.  
Went. X

Inspection
lnK>H.i^4^

Laboratory , - 
Lega) Coun. _____ 
Pion.& Eval.__  
Spec. Inv; __ _ _
Training ------------
Telephone Rm.__  
Director Soc’y___

At 9:24 a. mrrm-July-7;~1P75/James A. Wilderotter, 
Associate Counsel to the President; telephohically advised me that the £,fl 1/ 
Colby Report to the President has been the subject of an FOIA request ( ;
by Morton Halperin, and attorneys for CIA have been preparing the material 

t for release. Mr. Wilderotter identified the Colby report as a 7 or 8 page ' 
| letter addressed to the President dealing with the issues discussed in a news 1 
| article by Seymour Hersh. Included with the letter were nine enclosures

all of which were classified. This material has been reviewed and appropriate 
f deletions made. -0

Mr. Wilderotter said that the material refers to FBI - CIA
liaison and the Bureau’s Legats abroad. He said that he feels that the FBI q. 

J should review the material prior to its release. He said that the review * 
F should be done today and that a Bureau representative should call Jay French, ’ 
I at 145-2845, to arrange for the review which must be done in the Old Executive Oi 
‘ Office Building.

RECOMMENDA HON:

3

46 JUL 25

That the Intelligence Division designate a representative to 
meet with Mr. French and review the material’: today.

1
1
1

- Mr. Wannall 1 - Mr.
- Mr.' Herington
- Mr. Mintz

JAMimfd
(4) / j'

-left

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Psgula-dy on the Payroll Savings Plan
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MIO < -. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS© W 
: HEREIN IS UNCU^IFli©.n^ 

. DATE BY w :-

.' ^porsMt Waals diarch/.- 

eAcMties 

, >.< aw

VmaIL ROOM I -'I TELETYPE UNIT l~
■.W®§9618 Page 213

1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Cregar
1 - Mr. Mintz •
1 - Mr. Daly ; ? .

. 1 - Mr. Hotis

Bis ®y yw tewinyoW
mtor&U wMeb were comgOed the ■.
WW th® States- for Be .^r^rattm IB- 'i^ort to- the W&sMesit?3’®’^

w ;tee-oot ta< to ttee m has '> ■ .' ■

Ms a ^re^rietaty totw^t, it is lively Bat Be ffles emtain Wom^m • 
regarding operations < B® s^itbW*-. th® Bselowe tf: - 
imeh mortal e^aoger c^oBgiwestigati^ plaee w feo^r^

■ ■ ..."

54-546

. [/'''.tuAes1- .•

'VCniWeWa the 'W@m*s actMti® i^efe

~ The
— 1 -/Deputy Attorney GeaeraF ’" REC-102
_ Atteottoa: IC.. Wiilfiam -O'Connor ■ ■■'■. , 'W- ';V -

Stoecial Counsel for Intelligence Coprdimtion • „
7. ■; 9T : -,0 6>77^^ ‘

“ (9) •' '■ 4SEE NOTE PAGE 2 ' ./.
.JUL;241975 /



Honorable Frank Church, Chairman

HOTS: On July 1, 1975, K. William O’Connor, Special Counsel 
for Intelligence! Coordination advised the Rockefeller 
Commission files have been furnished to the Senate Select 
Committee on Intelligence Activities.by the White House.
We have not reviewed these documents nor have we been advised 
of their contents, but it is likely that they contain in
formation regarding sensitive Bureau operations. In an 
effort to avoid any inadvertent comprchise of sources or 
ongoing investigations by the Bureau,this letter requests 
an opportunity for us to brief Senators Church and Tower 
on those areas of our activities which might warrant 
special consideration.

- 2
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HJ25 PM JULY .16, 1375 GJW

... I

2 w

TO DIRECTOR

FROM SEATTLE (66-2834) ■

^ATTENTION: INTD, SA W. CREGAR.

■SENSTuDY 1375

RE SEATTLE TEL, JULY 8, 1375

X *
Bep.-AXL-Adm, 
Dep.-A.D.-lav._

Asst. Dir.:
Admin. ___  
Comp, gyct. _
Ext. Aff 'irs . 
Files Ci Com. _
Gen. Inv.____
Ident. -
Inspection___
Intell. ._____
Laboratory ..
Pim. Ci 13vaL__I 
Spec, lay, _

JTrair;xj __

SEATTLE—7

[elefbono Un 
'reetor

IN W4RD MATTER

ON JULY 16, 1375, USA STAN PITKIN, WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASH

INGTON /SEATTLE, ADVISED HE RECENTLY RECEIVED 

 

ANN^NOFF ON^ST^ENaTE LETTERHEAD WITH THE

LETTER FROM BARBARA.

CAPTION "SELECT

COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS WITH

GENCE ACTIVITIES, FRANK. CHURCH CHAIRMAN", IN

RESPECT TO INTELLI-

THE LETTER BANOFF

REQUESTED PITKIN TO FURNISH THE FOLLOWING’:

1. ANY AVAI XBLE INFORMATION OF COUNTY GRAND’ JURY INVESTIGATION

REGARDING LARRYWRD SHOOTING INCLUDING IDENTITY OF WITNESSES

also information regarding inquest and civil trial

2. INFO ON.FEDERAL GRAND JURY WHICH INDICTED

WANTED COPY OF INDICTMENT AND IF AVAILABLE COPY OF TRANSCRIPT OF

TRAIL. ALSO NAMES OF FOUR FBI INFORMANTS IN THIS CASE. IN

ADDITION any INFORMATION ON DEFENDANT IN WHO-WAS o;
HEARD ON A TELEPHONE TAP. DESIRE TRANSCRIPT OF PRObEEMaS

END PAGE ONE S JUL 22 1975

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIkW 
HEREIN IS UNCLASS^W . /' 
DATE

4 JUL 3 11975
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page two

SE 06-2894 . ’
' ■ / >

WOULD SHOW THIS OVERHEARD. S
3. ANY INFORMATION REGARDING JEFFREY PAUlJ^ESMOND INCLUDING

A CITATION TO THE COUNTY GRAND JURY PROCEEDINGS WHERE DESMOND

TESTIFIED. '■ ’

PITKIN ADVISED HE WOULD ANSWER QUESTIONS BY WORKING THROUGH

A LIAISON MAN AT THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

END

EJF FBI HQ 1.
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FRANK CHURCH, IDAHO, 4 
JOHN G. TOWER, TEXAS, Vid

pAN 
.JRMAN

PHILIP A. HART, MICH.
WALTER F. MONDALE, MINN.
WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY.
ROBERT MORGAN, N.C. 
GARY HART, COLO.

HOWARD H.BAKER, JR., TENN. 
BARRY GOLDWATER, ARIZ.
CHARLES MC C. MATHIAS, JR., MD, 
RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA.

WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL SELECT COMMITTEE TO
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 2t, MTH CONGRESS)

Washington, D.C. 20510

June 23,. 197 5

The Honorable Edward H. Levi
The Attorney General •
Washington, D. C. 20530

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

, The Select Committee proposes to interview the 
following employees of the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion and the Department of Justice with respect to the 
case of Douglas Durham, an informant employed by the
Bureau prior to March 1975:

Joseph L. Hearsley 
F.B.I.

John McFee
F.B.I.

Larry L. Astoki
F.B.I.

David Hedgecock 
F.B.I.

Robert Taubert
F.B.I.

Ray Williams
F.B.I.

Douglas Hofer
F.B.I.

R. D. Hurd
U. S. Attorney

Des Moines, Iowa

Omaha, Nebraska

Des Moines, Iowa

-Des Moines, Iowa

St. Paul, Minnesota

St. Paul, Minnesota

St. Paul, Minnesota

£2 - //4 3 0?
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The Honorable Edward H, Levi 
Page Two June 23, 1975

The Committee has authorized the staff to con- 
ductan investigation of matters pertaining to the . 
above-named informant. Preparations will'be .made to 
interview the above-named employees in. St. Paul and Des 
Moines. Liaison officials at the Bureau and the Depart
ment of Justice will be contacted shortly by Patrick 
Shea of the Select Committee staff with regard to the 
details of- these interviews.

This investigation may involve specific allega
tions of abuse or other controversial matters where 
there .is reason to believe improprieties may have occur
red. It is not anticipated that these interviews will 
be monitored by the Bureau or the Department of Justice, 
as they, will relate to alleged abuses falling within the 

- mandate of the Committee pursuant to Senate Resolution 21.

. Sincerely,

Frank Church 
Chairman

cc: William O’Connor 
Paul Daley



Classification of Mail:

inclassified

□ Confidential

□ Secret *

□
□

Top Secret 

SCI*

Other

Date

Airtel

LHM Memo

Other

FD-502 Number

Report

Teletype

Mail Category:

Letter ____

FD-501 Number

□

Subject __s 

Date of Mail 

- V 
JLpescf^ fyl c,

. _ _ — „ .. (Include idehfity of originating office or agency)

This serial has been removed and placed In:

□ ____________________
(Field Office - Room, Cabinet, or other 
location where material is stored)

This action taken based upon authority of:

□ TS/SCICO, FBIHQ, 62-116065

Field Office Manager

(Signature and Title of Approving Official)

Date

* requires special handling

PERMANENT SERIAL CHARGE-OUT

FBt/DOJ
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TO:

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

JUN 3 0 13/5

John Mintz
Legal Counsel Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation

K. William O’Connor
Special Counsel for Intelligence

Coordination

0 6 C Files

Attached, hereto is a letter from Senator Church'to the 
Attorney General regarding the OSC files. Please review the~~ 
letter and provide me with your views regarding the interview 
procedure suggested on page 2.

X
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-2-

gation of the transfer of the files maintained in Miss Gandy’s 
office. The fact that the Department is conducting such an 
investigation has been confirmed by representatives of the 
Department and the Bureau. ■

We are pleased that you are investigating the matter and 
trust that you now will be able to answer the questions posed 
in my April 28 letter. In addition, we would appreciate your 
supplying any other information which comes to your attention 
on the matter, including, of course, the results of your 
investigation. In the meantime, however, our investigation 
must continue. In that connection, representatives of the 
Department have suggested that we should not interview current 
Bureau employees during the course of the Department's investi
gation. I am sure that you will agree that our investigation 
should not be delayed by the pendency of the Department’s 
investigation. My hope is that we can work together on this 
matter and, if you agree, would appreciate your indicating 
that restrictions on our proceeding have been lifted.

Thank you for your cooperation in)this matter. 
/ /' '

. - Sincerely yours,

• 7Frank Church
■ y Chairman ‘
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ECECe

poll iigcr.ee

SEL CuMM

April 28, 1975
^so’of d >

Honorable. Edward.'H,_ Ley £o'
Attorney General ' ""I"
U.' 8. Department of- Justice ‘
VIa shingt on, D. C20530, i

he ”0 CTic I-<1 
tox* Hoove/.;

th /Mx
-r-iXP r j prr.rjf up,;..', tt o/‘J i V c ?•' ;j ['OX1 “j." HA J ' ■'

Dear Mr/. Attorney.General: '. } -p coopted
d.-xs*-.•-/< ■ - ■ - -•. f t >,-> i.-

?'/.../Last "week’s issue .of Newsweek,* on page, 15s.
state

. Hoover ’ s' Secrets
1 
od

id

«

Following the death last xveek of Clyde
. Tolson, J. Edgar Hoover’s close friend and No.

2 man at the FBI, two FBI agents reportedly . ■ , .
' .removed some documents from the late director’s .

." / house in Washington, where Tolson hadbeen liv-
• /ing. Officially, the FBI. denies taking any
:// ’ such'action, and a friend'..of Tolson’s says the.

.only Hoover documents Tolson, had were.old Gan
z';/. .celed checks and tax returns/ But .Newsweek had .’ . { - 

" reported earlier that some of Hoover’s private
■ ‘‘•Y ;dossiers, including information ’’very, very ’/

1 damaging” to persons in the Nixon White House/. / •' 
", were left in Tolson’s custody, and a source . ,

told Newsweek this week that the materials were /y 
• carted away in a trucks ■ • - ./A/.

: ' Assuming that the files in question may be part
of the so-called “Official and Confidential” files, your ■ 
testimony before the House Judiciary Committee on February 
27, 1’975, is instructive. You said that the number of 
files which you reviewed contained matters relating to 
“Presidential directives regarding the role of the FBI in 
the security field” and to the matters related to “domestic

m'/jn
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■ Honorable Edward H. Levi ■ . . "
t Page Two . ’. April 28, 1975

violence”, .'’intelligence activities by hostile nations", 
"domestic’ extremist activities", and use of the FBI to 
gather political intelligence.

’ ' Furthermore, at the same time, Director Kelley
suggested that materials from the "Official and Confiden-

• tial" files were taken to Director Hoover's home. He 
..stated: ’ I-- ■ ■■ -■ . .. ' ■ .

-I’-;'-;Immediately after his death /Mr. Hoover’s/ ’ 
some of.his. employees, -including his personal ■

■ . -’ secretary, went through his files and completed
.the destruction of the'remainder of the files "

■ that were purely personal. These were destroyed ’
‘ by shredding. Some I understand were taken out . .

■ • to' his home and placed in his home, they being * 
historical- I presume to some- extent. There is 
no indication that they were other than personal 

’ files. • •"

- Please determine for’ the Select Committee whether
any documents were removed from Mr.-Tolson’s or Mr. Hoover’s 
residence by FBI agents or former FBI agents after .
Mr. Tolson’s death. If agents of the FBI did go to - 

’ Mr. Hoover’s or Mr.’ Tolson’s residence to remove files, .
please provide the Select Committee .with a complete des
cription of the documents taken into custody by the FBI. 
Were any such documents copies or originals of documents 
relating to the business of the FBI? If so, please des- ’ 
cribe the subject matter of each such document. Also ’ '
indicate the individual within the FBI.who has custody 
oyer these files. .Furthermore, I respectfully request on 
behalf of the Select Committee that such files not be des
troyed or removed from the FBI’s custody until further 
notice.

Sincerely,

Frank Church .
Chairman A

MG/jm
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"FiCE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GlKERAL 
V/ASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

MAY 2 0 1975

Honorable Frank Church, Chairman
United States Senate Select Committee

on Intelligence Activities 
.Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

• Attached are responses prepared pursuant to requests 
received from the respective Committees. The response to each 
Committee is slightly different as was the request. In order 
to assure clarity for both Committees, a copy of the response 
to the other Committee is provided with the response to the 
requesting Committee.

uc
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■ . • ■ • ‘ ’ May 8, 1975 ■

REQUEST OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, 
' COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

■ ■ ’ This is in response to letter dated April 25,
1975, addressed to Honorable Edward H. Levi, Attorney General 
United States Department of Justice, signed Don Edwards, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights.

There were no documents or material removed from 
the home of the late Director of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, J. Edgar Hoover, by or at the direction of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation after the death of 
Mr. Clyde Tolson. - ,

. - A: " ' ' " W' ‘ A-

KOLOSS '
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OH* ICE OF THE Pin ECTOR

»
* - * » v- .

ED STATES DEPARTMENT 0™USE[CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION '

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 .

, May 9, 1975
- • I

UNITED STATES SENATE
■ SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLICENCE ACTIVITIES

REQUEST PERTAINING TO DOCUMENTS REMOVED FROM 
RESIDENCE OF FORMER DIRECTOR

• ’ J. EDGAR HOOVER .

Reference is made to letter dated April 28, .
1975, to the Attorney General from Chairman of captioned 
Committee which contained a request for certain infor
mation from the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation has not 
removed, nor caused to be removed, documents from the 
residence of former Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Director J. Edgar Hoover, subsequent to the death of 
Mr. Clyde A. Tolson, former Associate Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation. - •

It is our understanding, however, that former 
Assistant to the Director, John P. Mohr, may have some 
knowledge as to what material may have been removed 
from the residence after Mr. Tolson’s death.

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE

CONTAINS ’ RECEWED'-- -
few

■ /)&£_- - - - —
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 E01TtC» ~
OSA FPMR (41 CFW 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

TO

subject:

Mr. Adams

Legal Counse

date: 6/23/75 
INFORMATION CONTAINED '

C\
•SENATE SELECTJJQMMLTTEE ON 
INTELLIGENCE’ AC TIVITIES

Assoc. Dir. _____
Dop, AD Adth^_ 
Dep. AD 

Asst. Dir.; f

Admin. —
Comp. Syst.____
Ext. Affairs____
Files & Com. __ 
Gen. Inv. ____ 
Ident._________
Inspection_____
Intell. _________
Laboratory___

-i^-eg'pr Counl*^_ 
fiRI&n^Eval._  

* Speinv.____
Training 
Telephone Rm.__

Director Sec’y .

REQUEST FORACCESS TO OFFICIAL AND . 
CONFIDENTIAL FILES OF FORMER DIRECTOR HOOVER

During a conference with the Deputy Attorney General at 
1:45 p. m. on 6/23/75, the Deputy Attorney General requested the 
Bureau to prepare summaries of summaries previously prepared
concerning the official and confidential files retrieved from the office“"~w 
suite following Mr. Hoover’s death. The Deputy described a notebook 
containing 164 summaries that had been made available to the Attorney 
General. He requested that the 164 summaries be used as the basis 
for preparation of summaries that may be made available for review 
by representatives of the Senate Select Committee in lieu of direct A 
Committee access to the original files. He said that names and 
identifying data should be deleted from the file summaries in order to ' ■ 
protect personal privacy, but that the material prepared should serve 
to explain the statement made by Attorney General Levi concerning his 
review of the official and confidential files.

Mr. Adams instructed that this request should be conveyed to £) 
Mr. Bassett and that the summaries should be prepared by the Inspection 

I Division. I telephonically advised Mr. Bassett and during a subsequent 
conference between Mr. Adams, Mr. Bassett and me, procedures for u 
preparation of the summaries were agreed upon.

RECOMMENDATION:

burnished to Legal

1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Bassett
1 - Mr. Cregar
1 - Mr. Daly
1 - Mr. Mintz

The summaries prepared by the Inspection Division should be

INSPECTION DIVISION ADDENDUM PAGE TWO
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INSPECTION DIVISION ADDENDUM F.B. GRIFFITH :wmj 6/26/75

hi response to Legal Counsel’s request there are attached threa. excised 
sets of inventory sheets totaling 164 pages each pertaining to the official and 
confidential files of former Director Hoover. The excisions were by Special 
Agent Fred B. Griffith, Inspection Division, with review and concurrence by 
Special Agent Joseph L. Tierney, FOIA Section, Files and Communications 
Division. Only names of individuals were deleted from the captions. Items 
number 36 (”Black Bag” Jobs) and 142 (Specialized Mail Coverage) were specifically 
brought to the attention of Mr. Mintz in view of the issues involved. He noted 
no excisions could be made.
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530

JUL 91975

TO:

^^/^ROM:

SUBJECT:

John A. Mintz, Assistant Director
Legal Counsel Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation

K. William O’Connor 
Special Counsel for 
. Intelligence Coordination

Additional Requests, SSC (Amplification of ■ 
•MgylJl, and June 27, Requests)

Transmitted herewith are three additional requests from the 
Senate Select Committee, two under date of July 8, and one dated 
June 30,. which I received yesterday.

The four-page, 21 item, statement of additional documenta
tion requested in one of the July 8, letters, and the June 30, let
ter raise a problem which pertains to "abuse" areas of the "notifi
cation" letter of June 27. This issue is the subject of my previous 
memo to you, and the considerations which are entailed, insofar as 
witness testimony, should be, I think, observed here.

The second July 8, request is simply for Manual pages to be 
made available.

Please arrange for the preparation of appropriate documentary 
responses to the requests attached. In the event that there is a 
serious problem with response to any of the itemized requests, early 
advice to me of that fact would be appreciated, so that I can advise 
the Committee and attempt to resolve the problem.

Please alert me to any third agency problems which may arise 
with, regard to any of these requests; in a cursory examination, no 
such problem was patent to me. However, I realize that there may be



/ / . FRANJ^ CHURCH, IDAHO, CHAIRMAN "

' JO^IG, TOWER, TEXAS, VICE CHAIRMAN
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William g. miller, staff director 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL - Q

V/-'

SELECT COMMITTEE TP
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 84TH CONGRESS)

Washington. D.c. 20510

June 30. 1975
-

K. William O'Connor, Esq.
Special Counsel for Intelligence 

Coordination
Office of the Deputy Attorney General . .
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20530

Dear Mr. O'Connor

ip

HL

One of the COINTELPRO case studies that the Select 
Committee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to 
Intelligence Activities is examining concerns measures 
directed against the Black Panther Party in the late 1960's 
and early 19'70’s, in SanFranciscO-Oakland, Los Angeles, and 
San Diego, California, by the Field Offices of the FBI. Prior 
to the time that the Petersen Report case summaries became 
available for our review, on June 12, 1975, two members of 
our staff, Lester B. Seidel and John L. Smith, met with 
members of the FBI for an informal briefing concerning this 
case study.

Please consider this letter a further notification 
pursuant to the Committee’s letter of June 27, 1975, part 
III, item E. In order to pursue this inquiry, the Committee 
requests the following documents relevant to this COINTELPRO:

1. 90-day status letters and reports;.........  '

2. letter and other documentary req.ues-tSA=fof-:'’
particular COINTELPRO techniques and the 
response thereto; (.-sskw®"BW"

3.

• । /

amendments and supplements to 1 >and- ‘2

5.

11

REceivEU
JUL 7 1975

4. all previously requested related documents^ 
(e.g., field office inspection’reports)

a list of all criminal investigations 
directly or indirectly related? to this
COINTELPRO with explanation of 
dispositions thereof;

. ^'b»0SUBE-1

4

the

ITT’
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Page two June 30, 1975

6. a list of all local police departments 
and personnel contacted relative to this 
COINTELPRO; . ' '

7. a list of all media persons contacted in 
relation to this COINTELPRO and the media 
affiliation;

8. a list of all FBI personnel connected with 
this COINTELPRO, their specific connection, 
and their present location;

9. all. other materials the FBI feels is 
necessary for the Committee to have a 
full understanding of this COINTELPRO.

The following persons will be interviewed by the
Committee; the Committee requests information as to their 
whereabouts and current relationship to the FBI:

1. Robert E. Gebhardt
2. Harry Morgan
3. David E. Todd
4. Charles Bates
5. Primary case' agent(s) responsible for 

this COINTELPRO in the field.
6. Bureau supervisor for this COINTELPRO.

Please note that the above listed nine (9) categories
of documents and six (6) categories of witnesses were furnished 
to the FBI on June 12, 1975, at the noted briefing, so that 
progress on this request should be well underway.

I would appreciate it if you would contact me to let 
me know when this information will be available.

Sincerely,

•John T. Elliff
Director
Domestic Intelligence Task Force

JTE:mb
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JUL 91975

Mr. John T. Elliff, Director
Domestic Intelligence Task Force
Lhited States Senate Select Committee 

on Intelligence Activities *
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Elliff:

Your letter of July 8, 1975? requesting, in a four page 
addendum, additional materials for the Senate Select Conmittee’s 
inquiry, has been received. I have today referred it to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation with a request for the assembly 
of appropriate documentary responses. •

Your letter contains a reference, in paragraph 2, to ”the 
agreement to come forward...0. I feel that it is important for me 
to remind you that this "agreement to come forward..." was the sub
ject of a discussion between us on July 2, 1975? at which time I 
informed you that the Attorney General ^/as considering a reply to 
the reference to such "agreement to come forward...'" set forth to. ’ 
the letter of June 27, 1975, by the Senate Select Committee. ...

It is our continued intention to be cooperative with the 
Senate Select Committee, and we will, of course, move as-expeditiously 
as possible to prepare documents responsive to the requests of the 
Committee. However, as I advised you on July 2, the FBI follows, 
quite properly, a careful clearance procedure as to intelligence mate
rials which are to be assembled for transmission to the Ccsnmittee, or 
for Corahttee access. This clearance procedure talres time, and 
requires the undivided attention of Senior Bureau Executives. These 
Executives are working at full capacity in attempts to meet the exist
ing requests from the Committee and to carry out their other duties at 
the same time. As you have suggested, in your letter of July 8, your

bccK/John Mintz
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four page additional request will be so handled as to Impose no more 
delay on the previously requested items than is inevitable. Ihe 
request will be accorded an appropriate priority to ensure that respon
sive items are supplied as they become ready for transmission to the 
Senate Select Committee.

Sincerely,

K. WILLIAM O’CONNOR
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination
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GAHY MART, COLO.
' WILLIAM G. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR

FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JH., CHIEF COUNSEL 
CURTIS R, SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL

Ciales Percale
SELECT COMMITTEE TO

' STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

(PURSUANT To S. RES. It. MTH CONGRESS)

July 8, 1975

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

K. William O’Connor, Esq.
Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination
Office of the Deputy Attorney General
U. S. Department of Justice
Washington, D. C. 20530 •

Dear Mr. O’Connor:

Pursuant to Section III. A. of the notification- 
attached to the Committee's letter of June 27, 1975, I am 
forwarding herewith an additional - request for materials 
which relate to this matter.

The specificity of this request is not, of 
course, intended to limit in any way the agreement to come 
forward with.all relevant information and materials,. includ
ing documents, whether or not they have been brought to the 
Committee’s attention or have been specifically requested 
by the Committee.

• ■ -t

As Mr. Schwarz and I indicated in our meeting 
with you a few days ago, there are still outstanding sev
eral items relating to this matter which the Committee re
quested some time ago. This request should in no way delay 

.further the availability of the previously requested items, 
and we would expect that individual items will be supplied 
whenever they become separately ready for submission.

Your cooperation is appreciated.

. Sincerely,

/ /john T. Elliff. 
Director • ■
Domestic Intelligence Task Force



1* Access to all memoranda, airtels, teletypes, and any 
other materials which relate in any way to:

a. The dissemination to any person or organization 
outside the executive branch of the federal govern
ment of information relating to Martin Luther King, 

. Jr.

• b. Contacts between FBI personnel and persons outside 
■ the executive branch of the federal government con

cerning Dr. King.

2. All memoranda and any other material's which relate to z • 
meetings or proposed meetings between FBI headquarters 
and Dr. King, including, but not limited to:'

a. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting . 
.such proposals.

b. All correspondence and any other materials reflect
ing invitations extended for such meetings.

c. All correspondence and any other materials reflect
ing replies to any such invitations.

d. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting 
briefings or preparations for such meetings.

.J.

e. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting 
what occurred at such meetings.

f. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting 
actions recommended or taken following such meetings.

3. All memoranda and any other materials which relate to a 
meeting between ‘the FBI Director and reporters on 
November 18, 1964, including, but not limited to:

a. Proposals, invitations, and replies,for such meeting.

b. Arrangements, briefings, and preparations for such 
meeting.

c. Summaries or other evidence of what occurred at 
such meeting.



&

4. All memoranda and any other materials which relate to 
a meeting between the President and Roy Wilkins, 
A. Philip Randolph, Whitney Young, Mrs. Dorothy Haight, 
James Farmer, and Jack Greenberg on November 19, 1964:..;-

■5. A copy of a November 19, 1964, telegram from Dr. King'^^' 
to Director Hoover, and all notes., memoranda, and any 
other materials reflecting the disposition of, or 
actions taken as a result of the receipt of, s,aid tele
gram.

6. All memoranda and any other materials relating to the 
award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Dr. King on or about 
December 10, 1964.

7. All memoranda and any 
banquet held in honor 
on January 25, 1965.

8. All memoranda and any 
a meeting between the 
February 9, 1965.

other materials relating to a 
of Dr. King in Atlanta, Georgia-

other materials which relate to 
President and Dr. King on

9. AH materials which formed the basis for the FBI’s 
response dated June 12, 1975, captioned "Request Per-' 
taining to Electronic Surveillance", which pertained 
to the travel of certain former agents of the FBI.

10. All memoranda and any other materials*which relate to 
mail openings, and mail covers, with respect to 
Dr. King.

11. Access to all memoranda and any other materials which’ 
relate to electronic surveillance of Dr. King by state 
or local agencies or governments.

12. All memoranda and any other materials which relate to 
the transfer of former Special Agent Robert R. Nichols 
to the Oklahoma City office of the FBI in June 1969.

13. All Forms FD 185 and attachments (including forms 
entitled "Performance Rating Guide for Investigative , 

■ Personnel") from 1959 until retirement for:

&

I
4 
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a. Former Special Agent Robert R. Nichols.

. b. Former Special Agent Alan Sentinella. .

14. All memoranda and any other materials which relate to 
a letter from former Associate Director Clyde A. Tolson

. to newspaper columnist Carl T. Rowan concerning Dr. King 
as reported in the Washington Evening Star on June 18, 
1969. '

'15. All memoranda and any other materials relating to 
■ arrangements, briefings, and preparations for an inter

.. view of the FBI Director by any reporters for the 
Washington Evening Star on June 19, 1969; all memoranda 

. ■and any other materials referred to, quoted from, or .
• displayed during such interview; and all memoranda and" 

any other materials reflecting what occurred at such 
interview.

16. Access to all materials upon which ’’Black Extremist” 
COINTELPRO summaries 16, 23, 63, and 156 were based.

17. An August 17, 1964, memorandum from former Assistant 
Attorney General John"Doar to the FBI Director request
ing a name check on certain individuals connected with 
the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party.

18. All memoranda and any other materials indicating or 
reflecting the inception of (a) all headquarters files 

- and (b) all Atlanta, Georgia, field office files con
cerning Dr. King and concerning the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, together with the basis and

. authority for opening such files. ■
r • . ■

19. All memoranda and any other materials reflecting or 
relating to a 1963 meeting at FBI headquarters which 
was attended by former Special Agents Robert R. Nichols, 
Henry Rouse, William Sullivan, and other FBI personnel, 
and which related to Dr. King.

20. All memoranda prepared by the Internal Security Section 
. and by former Assistant Director William Sullivan con

cerning the August 1963 March on Washington.

I • & ,

I
t

’ ’ t .

i l
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21 All memoranda and any other materials which reflect 
or relate to communications between the FBI Director 
or FBI headquarters personnel and the President or the 
President’s staff in June 1969 concerning electronic
surveillance of Dr. King

*

N.B.: The Bureau’s search for the above-requested mate
rials should include a check of pertinent field 
office files as well as headquarters files. .

' i
i
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENE®, J ’
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 I

JUL 81975

♦ John A. Mintz# Assistant Director 
Legal Counsel Division 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

K. William O’Connor ■
Special Counsel for*- 

Intelligence Coordination ~

SSC Notification of;June 27; COnnELPRO

. ' Attached is a request for further detailed information from
Senate Select Committee, regarding’COIMELPRO, from Mr. Elliff dated 
July 1, 1975 • • .

’ Please note that this matter is considered and characterized 
as an "abuse” (see page 21 of enclosures to SSC letter of-June 27, 
previously forwarded);- accordingly; any Agent interview would be an 
"abuse interview" subject to the strictures set forth in the "Outline 
for Inquiry'Procedures" referenced in the SSC letter of June 27.

- Because of this, I feel we should discuss the procedures for inter
' ■ - view which may be sought under page 2, paragraph "Interviews” of 

* • Mr. Elliff’s attached letter. It may be that the matter should be
* • discussed with the Deputy Attorney General as well, after Mr. Levi 
e has responded to the SSC letter of June 27. A significant legal 
* ’ problem may be presented by the compulsion of Agents’ appearance.

Please also note the attached Departmental decision on the interpre
tation of "demand" in 28 C.F.R., 16.21 et. seq. This decision will 
bear on our resolution of the ponding legal problem. ’ ’ 

. In the meantime, please arrange for the preparation of an
appropriate reply'enclosing a collection of appropriate documentary 
material responsive to this letter; I have acknowledged Mt*. Elliff’s 
letter today (a copy of my letter is attached).
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•Mb?. John T. Elliff, Director ■ ' . ’ * • • -
. ’ Domestic- Intelligence Task Force “ * ,

* * . United States -Senate Select 'Comsnittee ’
• on' Intelligence Activities . ' ■4 ’ -

* Washington, D» C. 20510 ’ ' ’ ’

’ 'Subject: COIIBSEPFO (June 27, Notification Letter) 
. ,1.1. 1 " 1 - r; j--~ ir _ .i_ ~i - . . , . , - - ■ . r .

’ Dear Mr* Elliff: : ‘ . •

. Your letter dated July 1, 1975, was delivered to the Office 
of the Deputy Attorney General on July 8, 1975, and reached me at 
10 a.m., -that day. I have fom-rarded your( letter to the’ Federal

/ Bureau of Investigation with a request that an appropriate response 
be pi’epared, . ‘ • ...

We will, of course, attempt to .cooperate respectively with 
the Senate Select Committee’s continuing requests for data and for 

. interviews • You sbisuid be aware, however, tljat the eharacterica— 

. tion of an area of Senate Select Committee -inquiry as an abuse may 
significantly alter arrangements for access to witnesses who are 

. present employees of this Department/ We are studying the legal 
problem presented, and will, in due course, advise you of our con---, 
elusions in this regard. ’ ' ’ ■

. ■ . ■ ’ Sincerely, ’ ■ ‘ •

’ ■ . ■ K. WILLIAM O’CONNOR .
- Special Counsel for Intelligence Coordination«

. - • * * "
. bcc: Johil Mintz ' ’ , . - .. • ... /’ ■ •’ -
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July 1, 1975

; K.'William'0’Connor, Esq.
Special Counsel for Intelligence -Coordination 

" ’ ’ “ “ ' General • • ; !Office of the Deputy Attorney
U. SDepartment of Justide 

■ Washington, D. C. 20530

Dear Mfr O’ Connor:

Please consider this letter a
ant to.the 
item E, of

Committee’’s letter
further notification, pursu- I
of June 27, 1975, part III, 

COINTELPRO and alleged COINTELPRO case studies.

COINTELPRO-

1 Morris . 
versity

Starsky, former professor Arizona State Uni-

2 Evelyn Rose Sell, former teacher 
.School District, Austin, Te^as

Austin Independent

3 Maude Adams White, former teacher, District of Columbia 
public schools , ’

Alleged COINTELPRO-Type Activities ,

4. Martha L. Shockey, former employee, United Parcel’ 
Service, Columbus, Georgia

In order to pursue these case studies
request^ 
tions of 
4 above,

the following documents ‘and 
the following persons to be 
respectively.

, the ’Committee 
the names and loca- 
interviewed for, lrt©6 
^DEPUTY- AnOHNti

~;DEP OTY'AT^ GEHEHf.
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k. William O’Connort Esq
Pag# .Two ’ .

* * . • »
July 1, 1975

Documents
- • x.

A. All documentary materials of the FBI pertaining to the 
- -authorization and implementation of operations concern

ing the targets in 1 to 4 above. *

) B. , A list"of all investigations, criminal'or other type, 
• related directly or indirectly to these targets in

1 to 4* above, and an explanation .of the disposition of 
■ each investigation. "• • ,

C. A list of ^11 persons outside the FBI•(including, but ■ 
■ not,limited to, employers, relatives, friends, media

personnel, members of clergy, federal, ’'state, and local 
law enforcement and other officials, etc.) contacted in 
relation to the t’argets in 1 to 4 above, .and the pur
pose of the contact. ! •*

1. if revelation of”a contact would .jeopardize the 
safety of an informant, please designate the infor
mant with a symbol and explain the rationale of 
said, jeopardy. '

Please designate all contacts of-an anonymous 
nature as such. • •

* D. A list of all FBI personnel connected with the opera
tions relating to the targets in 1 to 4 above, their 

' specific connection, and their present location.

Interviews

. All FBI personnel connected with the operations relating 
to the gargets in i to 4 above. ’ . ' ■

Please note that the fact that Morris Starsky' would be a [ 
ycase study was made known to the FBI on June 12, 1975, so i 
.,-that progress on our request should be well underway. I

I

/



c

r

1C. ‘William 0*Connor, Esq.
*fcag^.Three July 1, 1975

yjould appreciate it if’you would' contact Lester B.- Seidel, 
a’member of my staff, to inform him of-when^. this informal’S- 
tion will be available. . • ' ’

Sincerely, /

(zJohn T. Elliff
*' Director

Domestic Intelligence Task Force
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20530 r

.. TO: Harold R. Tyler, Jr. 
Deputy Attorney General '

, |FROM: K. William O’Connor • 
wb Special Counsel for

* Intelligence Coordination

SUBJECT: Interpretation of ’^Demand", 
28 C.F.R., § 16;21, et. seq

JUN 2 3 1375

• The meaning of ’’demand" is not. indicated* beyond subpoena, in 
the C.F.R. sections indicated. This omission creates a need for an 
interpretation, for purposes of uniform Department of Justice reaction.

Outlines for inquiry proceedings were agreed upon between the 
White House and the Senate Select Committee on June 13, 1975, and a 
copy of those procedures x^s furnished to the Department on June 16, 
197 b- under those guidelines, there is a general undertaking by the 
Committee to identify witnesses to tne Agency a reasonable time before 
the interviews occur. This general rule includes current and former 
employees; certain exceptions (not clearly defined) are indicated in 
the guidelines. The Committee is Required to provide the witness with 
a copy of the procedures, and "relevant waivers of secrecy oaths or 
agreements for the purpose of this inquiry". The Committee is required 
to give prior notice -of an interview, generally, specifying: (a) sub
ject area; (b) periods of employment; (c) the date set for the interview.

Since these structured procedures, taken with the rules of the 
Subcommittee, may create a requirement of testimony upon .witnesses, it 
seems to me clear that the paragraphs of 28 C.F.R., § 16.21, et. seq., 
which refer to "demand" should be interpreted to include any request 
by any Committee staff member to interview any employee, former employee 
or other person connected with the Department of Justice.

This interpretation requires certain action: (1) that the wit
ness be authorized to speak under § 16.23 by an appropriate Department 
Official; and, (2) that an appropriate Department Official be designate* 
I would think that the appropriate Department Official for the FBI shou 
be the Director of the FBI or the FBI General Counsel, in coordination 
with this office. '

rkosw i •



, As a matter of current practice, the PBI and other components 
of the Department are presently coordinating with me on agreements 
for^'disclosure under § 16.23, as-a system for ensuring that they are 
receiving treatment consistent with the outlines of inquiry procedure 
and the agreements between the Conmittee and the Department. '
. . * * ♦ , • -

. ,If you approve, I will advise the involved(Components of the 
Department of Justice that the word- "demand" will be interpreted as" 
indicated for each witness. :

. . Y --^Approve . ■ ' ' .
- -^V ’ ■ • - , . /

_. Disapprove ■

• ••• Let’s Disbuss •

I f







OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

** UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
•J'

to : Mr'". j. b . Adams date: 7-10-75

FROM : Legal Counsel

subject <-<5 ENATE SELECT COMMITTEE. ON 
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

As^oc. Dir._____  
Dep. AD Adm._ 

Dep. AD Inv._
Asst. Dir.: 

Admin. - - 
Comp. Syst.__  
Ext. Affairs__
Files & Com.__
Gen. Inv.____  

i Ident.________  
\Ugspectlon 

JMnfell. _J>____

LaboratpcvjjM^/
Le 9 a Iit/wH V —

Plan. &E^al.__

Spec. Inv._____  
Training
Telephone Rm.----  
Director Sec’y-----

Attached is a letter to: the Attorney
General from Chairman Frank Church and Vice Chairman 
John Tower, Senate Select Committee dated July 9, 1975, 
with a copy to. Mr. Kelley / responding to. the Director’s 
letter of July 7, 1975, which requested a meeting to 
discuss materials pertaining to. the FBI. compiled by 
the Rockefeller Commission' in the possession of 
the Committee.

The Chairman has invited the Attorney General ,— 
and Director to meet with the Committee in executive session 
during the week of July 14, 1975. The purpose is. to 

. discuss matters relating to. the Rockefeller Commission 
report and the status of certain requests, for documents. 
The letter expresses a concern about the failure of the 
Justice Department and FBI to. report fully to the 
Committee requests . Thus, we should be prepared to 
discuss in detail, each of the requests received to 

. date, from the Committee and their dispositions.

I /

Inspector John B. Hotis and Special. Agent ‘ 
• Paul VJ Daly have been asked to attend a meeting with ' 
the Deputy Attorney General on Thursday, July 10, 1975, 
at 11:30 a.m. to. discuss this matter. ALL Information®

Enclosure

. 1-Mr? Adams -' Enclosure 
1-Mr. Wannall - Enclosure 
1-Mr. Cregar - Enclosure 
1-Mrs. Metcalf - Enclosure 
1-Mr. Mintz. .- Enclosure 
1-Mr. Daly - Enclosure 
1-Mr.. Hotis - Enclosure

REC-88

3 JUL 22 1975

A^BHjlgp CONTINUED -. OVER

3 .

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Memo, to Mr.. Adams from Legal Counsel 
Re: SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE '

' RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. That the Intelligence Division review all 
requests' made by the Senate Select Committee for the 
production of documents: or other information concern 
the Bureau and prepare a detailed report showing the 
status of those requests. ’

2. . The Intelligence’ Division should also 
insure the appropriate, materials are prepared for 
the Director regarding .sensitive materials, compiled 
for the Rockefeller Commission-which are in 
possession of the C’ommittee.

-■ 2 -
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PHtUF^.H^T. MICH.

WApf^R F. qB^NDALE, MINN. 
5^« HUDDLESTON, KY.

RC^^T MORGAN. N.g. /
GARY HART, COLO. 3

BARRY GOLDWATER, AR1Z.
CHARLES MC C. MATHIAS, JR., MD.
RICHARD S. SCHWEIKER, PA.

WILLIAM 4. MILLER, STAFF DIRECTOR 
FREDERICK A. O. SCHWARZ, JR., CHIEF COUNSEL 

CURTIS R. SMOTHERS, MINORITY COUNSEL

^enafe
SELECT COMMITTEE TO

STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

(PURSUANT TO S. RES. 21, 94TH CONGRESS)

Washington, D.c. 20510

July 9, 1975

The Honorable Edward H. Levi '
Attorney General
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

We have received a letter from Clarence M. Kelley, Director 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, dated July 7, 1975, 
requesting to meet with us for a discussion of certain 
materials pertaining to the FBI which were compiled by the 
Commission'on CIA Activities Within the United States and 
may now be in the possession of the Select Committee. The 
Committee welcomes this opportunity for discussion with 
Mr. Kelley of these and other matters of concern both to 
the FBI and to the Committee. Our reply to Mr. Kelley is 
addressed to you because we believe it is essential that 
you participate in this meeting in order to arrive at a 
mutual understanding among the Justice Department, the FBI, 
and the Committee.

Prompt -discussion is especially important because of the 
Committee's concern about the status of certain requests 
for documents. On May 14, 1975, the Committee wrote to you 
requesting documents pertaining to a number of areas of in
quiry. The status of the May 14 request was considered by 
the full Committee on July 8, 1975. The Committee's review 
of the responses to this request indicates that, although 
certain documents have been supplied, others in areas of 
the most vital concern to the Committee are still outstand
ing. A summary of the outstanding items from the May 14 
request is attached.
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The Honorable Edward H. Levi
Page Two July 9, 1975

As has already been made clear to members of your staff, 
the failure of the Justice Department and the FBI to 
respond fully to the Committee’s request has severely ham
pered our investigative work. Since the Committee is now 
receiving excellent cooperation from the White House and 
other agencies on highly sensitive matters, and indeed 
from the Justice Department and the FBI on assassination 
matters, we are at a loss to understand what special diffi 
culties are presented by the May 14 request.

The Committee has concluded that these issues cannot ade
quately be resolved by further staff discussions and, 
accordingly, that the only responsible way to proceed is 
for the Committee itself to take up the problem with you 
and the Director of the FBI. Therefore, we are pleased 
that FBI Director Kelley’s request for a meeting gives us 
an opportunity to invite you and Mr. Kelley to appear be
fore the Committee in executive session during the week of 
July 14, 1975. The purpose of this meeting is to discuss 
the matters of concern to Mr. Kelley and the steps which 
might be taken to expedite response to requests for docu
ments essential to the Committee's inquiry. .

The members of the Committee look forward to this meeting 
as a way to resolve issues of common concern in a spirit 
of comity between the Executive and/Legislatiye Branches.

Frank Church 
Chairman

John Tower
Vice Chairman

cc: The Honorable Clarence M. Kelley
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Outstanding FBI Documents

On May 14, 1975, the Select Committee advised the Attorney 
General and the FBI of its request for certain documents 
which the Committee believed were necessary to begin an 
effective investigation of FBI intelligence activities. 
The following is a review of the responses of the Justice 
Department and the FBI to this request as of July 8, 1975. 
The topics in this outline are based on the case studies 
included in the notifications submitted to the Attorney 
General and the FBI on June 27, 1975. (The numerous addi
tional requests addressed to the Attorney General and the 
FBI since May 14, 1975,- are not included in this summary.)

A. Electronic Surveillance

1. Warrantless Electronic Surveillance

Outstanding

a. All memoranda and other materials relating to 
maintenance and operation of the so-called 
"ELSUR" electronic surveillance index. (D.l.)*

b. Committee staff access to a list of all war
rantless electronic surveillances, identified 
by subject and target, which were instituted 
or operated by, for, on behalf of, or at the 
request of, the FBI from January 1, 1960, 
until the present. (D.l.) lU

* Item as designated in request of May 14, 1975.

ENCLOSURE ^=1 -AZ pj '^1^1
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Partial Response

c. All memoranda of the FBI and the Justice 
Department discussing the legal authority of 
the FBI to use the following techniques to 
(1) investigate internal security matters, 
(2) collect intelligence information, and (3) 
engage in counterintelligence activities: all 
forms of electronic surveillance, including 
consensual electronic surveillance. (A.5.a.) 
(A selection of memoranda compiled in a note
book has been supplied by the Justice Depart
ment. It does not include internal FBI docu
ments. The staff has specifically requested 
additional documents from the Justice Depart
ment’s policy file on interception of communi
cations; these have not been provided. The

- staff also believes there are FBI internal 
documents which should have been provided.)

d. For all forms of electronic surveillance, in
cluding consensual electronic surveillance, all 
memoranda and other materials relating to:

(1) The original decision to utilize the 
technique in internal security, intelli
gence collection, and/or counterintelli
gence matters, operations, or activities.

(2) The policies and procedures of the FBI 
for the utilization of the technique in 
internal security, intelligence collec
tion, and/or counterintelligence mat
ters, operations, or activities. (B.4.)

(Letters from the Attorney General dated 
June 24 and 25, 1975, have supplied some in
formation on current Justice Department proce
dures for warrantless electronic surveillance. 
Substantial additional information on decisions 
policies, and procedures is essential.)
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Full Response

e. FBI "Manual for the Conduct of Electronic Sur
veillance". (D.l) (This manual only deals 
with court-ordered electronic surveillance, 
not with warrantless "national security" sur
veillance .)

f. With respect to each occasion on which the 
Director of the FBI testified before the House 
Appropriateions Committee from 1965 until the 
present, please provide the number of warrant
less electronic surveillances in operation:

(1) on the date of such testimony;

(2) thirty days prior to such testimony; and

(3) thirty days subsequent to such testimony. 
(D.21)

2. Warrantless Electronic Surveillance and "Leaks"

Outstanding .

a. With respect to all electronic surveillances 
of the so-called "Kissinger 17", please pro
vice a list of all memoranda and other materials 
reflecting dissemination outside the FBI of in
formation from each surveillance, stating 
author, addressee, and dates, together with 
the purpose of such dissemination. (D.6.d.) 
(This information is of critical importance 
for an evaluation of the possible misuse of 
electronic surveillance for partisan purposes. 
It has been promised but has not been supplied.)

b. zAll memoranda and other materials reflecting 
written or oral authorization and re-authorization 
by the Attorney General and/or the Director of 
the FBI for electronic surveillance of Joseph 
Kraft.
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Partial Response

c. A list of all electronic surveillances, iden
tified by subject and target, of the so-called 
"Kissinger 17". (D.4.)

d. With respect to all electronic surveillances 
of the so-called "Kissinger 17", please pro
vide : .

(1) the address of the premises surveilled 
and the number of the telephone surveilled;

(2) a generic description of the surveillance 
technique employed; and

(3) all memoranda and other materials reflect
ing written or oral authorization and re
authorization by the President, the 
Attorney General, the Director of the FBI, 
White House officials, or National Secu
rity Council officials. (D.6.a.b.c.)

(Committee staff members have initially defer
red the request for c. and d. above in view of 
the substantial material made public in 1974 
by the House Judiciary Committee and the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee. The Justice 
Department has provided the text of its motion 
in a civil suit involving one of the targets.)

Full Response ■

e. The current office assignment or last known 
address of the following persons who, in 1969
1970, were employed at the Washington, D. C., 
office of the FBI: ’

(1) Robert Kunkel

(2) Courtland Jones

(3) Ernest Belter

(4) James Gaffney. (D.18.)
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f. The current office assignment of last known 
address of the following persons who, in 1969- 
1970, were employed at FBI headquarters:

(1) Joseph A. Sizoo

(2) Michael Joseph Rozamus

(3) Sterling Donahue

(4) Bernard A. Wells

(5) Robert Haynes. (D.19.)

3. Electronic Surveillance of Dr. Martin Luther King

Outstanding

a. A list of all electronic surveillances, iden
tified by subject and target, which were 
instituted or operated by, for, on behalf of, 
or at the request of, the FBI, and which inter
cepted and/or monitored any conversations of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. at any time between 
January 1, 1960, and April 5, 1968. (D.5.)

b. With respect to each surveillance listed above, 
please provide:

(1) the address fo the premises surveilled, and 
the number of the telephone surveilled;

(2) a generic description of the surveillance 
technique employed;

(3) all memoranda and other materials reflect
ing written or oral authorization and re
authorization by the President, the 
Attorney General, the Director of the FBI, 
White House officials, or National Secu
rity Council officials;

(4) a list of all memoranda and other mate
rials reflecting dissemination outside 
the FBI of information from each surveil
lance, stating author, address(es), and
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dates, together with the purpose of such 
dissemination. (D.6.a.b.c.d.)

c. All records, vouchers, travel authorizations, 
expense receipts, ticket stubs, government 
travel requests (GTRs), and any other docu
ments which relate to travel by:

(1) former Special Agent Lish Whitson from 
Washington, D. C., to Tampa or Miami, 
Florida, during 1964;

(2) former Special Agent William C. Sullivan 
from Washington, D. C., to Atlanta, 
Georgia, during 1964. (D.lO.a.c.)

(The FBI says these records cannot be found.)

Full Response

d. Copies of all memoranda and other materials 
relating to the preparation, dissemination, 
and/or withdrawal of all monographs concern
ing Martin Luther King, Jr., not to include 
the monographs themselves. (D.9.) (A sub
stantial response to this request was received 
on July 8, 1975. Analysis of the materials 
may indicate the need for additional documents.)

e. The names and current office assignments or 
last known addresses of all FBI employees 
assigned to the U. S. Embassy in Rome, Italy, 
in 1964. (D.13.)

f. The current office assignment or last known 
address of Al or Alan Miller who, in 1964, was 
employed at the Atlanta, Georgia, office of 
the FBI. (D.20.)

4. Electronic Surveillance and the Democratic National 
Convention, Atlantic City, 1964

Outstanding

a. All memoranda and other materials which:

(1) relate to intelligence activities at or 
in connection with the Democratic National
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Convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey, 
in August 1964;

(2) relate to electronic surveillances of 
telephones and/or premises at 2414 
Atlantic Avenue and/or the Clairidge 
Hotel in Atlantic City, New Jersey, dur
ing August 1964. (D.7.a.b.)

b. Committee staff access to all memoranda and 
other materials reflecting the-identities of 
persons monitored, the contents of conversa
tions monitored, and/or any information obtain
ed frt>m conversations monitored on the surveil
lances described. (D.8.)

c. All records, vouchers, travel authorizations, 
expense receipts, ticket stubs, government 
travel requests (GTRs), and any other docu
ments which relate to travel by former Special 
Agents Cartha DeLoach, Hobson Adcock, Don 
Manning, Harold Linebaugh, and Elmer Todd from 
Washington, D.C., to Atlantic City, New 
Jersey, during August 1964. (D.lO.b.) (The
FBI says these records cannot be found.')

d. All July and August memoranda from former 
Special Agent Leo T. Clark to the Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge or the Special Agent in 
Charge of the Newark, New Jersey, office of the 
FBI captioned "Protection of the President — 
White House Inquiry". (D.15) (The FBI says 
these memoranda cannot be located.)

e. All memoranda and other materials containing 
the results of any administrative or other 
inquiry undertaken by the FBI as a result of 
and/or relating to the allegations contained 
in the January 26, 1975, issue of The Washing
ton Post concerning activities of the FBI in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, in August 1964.
(D.16.) .
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Full Response

f. The current office of assignment or last known 
address of the following persons who, in 1964, 
were employed at the Newark, New Jersey, 
office of the FBI:

(1) Robert L. Tagg

(2) John B. Meade

(3) Billie D. Williams

(4) John J. Creamer, Jr.

(5) John J. Connolly

(6) Marjorie Ann Miermejewski

(7) Mary Ann Mass. (D.ll.a.b.c.d.e.f.g.)

g. The last known address of the following former 
Special Agents of the FBI:

(1) Harold Linebaugh, who in 1964 was employed 
at FBI headquarters;

(2) Elmer Todd, who in 1964 was employed at 
the Washington Field Office. (D.12.a.b.)

h. SAC letter 64-11 captioned "Protection of the 
President" and February 28, 1964, communication 
from FBI headquarters to FBI field offices 
supplementing and/or relating to the same sub
ject. (D.14.)

B. Surreptitious Entry

Outstanding

1. With respect to surreptitious entry, all memoranda 
and other materials relating to:

a. The original decision to utilize the technique 
in internal security, intelligence collection,
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and/or counterintelligence matters, operations, 
or activities.

b. The policies and procedures of the FBI for the 
utilization of the technique in internal secu
rity, intelligence collection, and/or counter
intelligence matters, operations, or activities. 
(B.4.a.b.)

2. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to the 
FBI’s termination in 1966 of the investigation tech
niques referred to in President Nixon's statement of 
May 22, 1973 (Presidential Dose. 693-94). (C.l.)

Partial Response

3. All memoranda of the FBI and the Justice Department 
discussing the legal authority of the FBI to use 
the following technique: surreptitious entry. 
(A.5.c.) (The Justice Department has provided 
selected documents in a notebook primarily deal
ing with electronic surveillance. One or two of 
these mention surreptitious entry indirectly. No 
internal FBI documents have been provided.)

C. Mail Covers and Mail Openings

Outstanding

1. All memoranda of the FBI and the Justice Department 
discussing the legal authority of the FBI to use 
the following technique: all forms of mail surveil
lance, including mail covers and opening mail.

2. With respect to all forms of mail surveillance, 
including mail covers and opening mail, all memo
randa and other materials relating to:

a. The original decision to utilise the technique 
in internal security, intelligence collection, 
and/or counterintelligence matters, operations, 
or activities.

b. The policies and procedures of the FBI for the 
utilization of the technique in internal secu
rity, intelligence collection, and/or counter
intelligence matters, operations, or activities. 
(B. 4 .a ,b .)
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3. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to 
the FBI’s termination in 1966 of the investigative 
techniques referred to in President Nixon's state
ment of May 22, 1973 (Presidential Docs. 693-94).
(C.l.)

D. Other Specific Techniques

Outstanding ■

1. All memoranda of the FBI and the Justice Depart
ment discussing the legal authority of the FBI to 
use the following techniques to (1) investigate 
internal security matters, (2)'collect intelli
gence information, and (3) engage in counterintel
ligence activities: all forms of physical sur
veillance, obtaining bank, credit, or other per
sonal infoxmation, and incommunicado interrogation. 
(A.5.)

2. With respect to all forms of physical surveillance, 
the obtaining of bank, credit, or other personal 
information, and incommunicado interrogation, all 
memoranda and other materials relating to:

a. The original decision to utilize the technique 
in internal security, intelligence collection, 
and/or counterintelligence matters, operations, 
or activities.

b. The policies and procedures of the FBI for the 
utilization of the technique in internal secu
rity, intelligence collection, and/or counter
intelligence matters, operations, or activities. 
(B.4.a.b.)

(An initial response relating to physical surveil
lance was received on July 8, 1975. Analysis of 
the material may indicate the need for additional 
documents.)

E. COINTELPRO and Disruptive Activities

Outstanding

1. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to 
the origin and implementation of all COINTELPRO 
programs, including, but not limited to, the seven
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programs set out in the airtel from the FBI 
Director to SAC, Albany, dated April 28, 1971, 
entitled "Counterintelligence Programs (COINTEL- 
PROs), Internal Security - Racial Matters".
(C.17.)

2. Committee staff access to a list of all FBI head
quarters supervisory personnel involved in the 
origination, implementation, and.termination of 
each COINTELPRO program. (C.18.)

Partial Response

3. The original report on COINTELPRO activities pre
pared by the committee headed by Assistant Attor
ney General Henry Petersen. (A.7.) (The staff 
has been given access to the report, but it should 
be supplied to the Committee. Appendices to the 
report evaluating origins, consequences, propriety, 
and legality should be supplied to the Committee 
with authors' names deleted.)

4. Summaries of COINTELPRO case files prepared by the 
FBI for the committee chaired by Assistant Attorney 
General Henry Petersen (see prepared statement of 
Attorney General William Saxbe before the House 
Judiciary Committee on November 20, 1974). (C.16.)
(Committee staff members have been given access to 
the summaries at the Department of Justice. Sub
stantial portions of the summaries have been excised. 
The Committee should be supplied with unexcised ■ 
copies of the summaries for use at the Committee 
offices.)

5. A list of any COINTELPRO-type activities, as 
defined in the prepared statement of Attorney 
General Saxbe before the House Judiciary Committee 
on November 20, 1974, which were engaged in by the 
FBI subsequent to April 28, 1971. (C.20.) (The
Justice Department and the FBI state that they have 
found no such domestic activities and that'activi
ties directed at foreign targets are highly sensi
tive. Additional information is required pertain
ing to certain a.llegations that such domestic 
activities have occurred and to foreign counter
intelligence activities.)
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Substantial Response

6. All memoranda or other materials reflecting ap
proval or knowledge of any COINTELPRO program by 
any government official outside the FBI, includ
ing, but not limited to, any Attorney General, 
Member of Congress, or President. (C.19.) (A sub
stantial response to this request was received on 
July 8, 1975. Analysis of the materials may indi
cate the need for additional documents.)

F. Clandestine Informant Activities

Outstanding

1. All memoranda of the FBI and the Justice Depart
ment discussing the legal authority of the FBI to 
use the following techniques to (1) investigate 
internal security matters, (2) collect intelli
gence information, and (3) engage in counterintel
ligence activities: informants, including possible 
entrapment, provocation, interference with lawyer
client relationship, or other problems. (A.5.)

Partial Response

2. With respect to informants, including possible 
entrapment, provocation, interference with lawyer
client relationship, or other problems, all memo
randa and other materials relating to:

a. The original decision to utilize the technique 
in internal' security, intelligence collection, 
and/or counterintelligence matters, operations, 
or activities.

b. The policies and procedures of the FBI for the 
utilization of the technique in internal secu- 

. rity, intelligence collection, and/or counter
intelligence matters, operations, or activities. 
(B.4.a.b.)

(Committee staff members have been given access at 
FBI headquarters to manual sections relating to' 
informants. These documents should be supplied to 
the Committee, as have other manual sections. Addi
tional materials are required pertaining to infor
mant problems.)
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G. "Notional Organizations"

Partial Response

1. All memoranda and other materials reflecting activi
ties of any agents, employees, or informants of the 
FBI in connection with:

a. The establishment, creation, or financing of 
"notional" Marxist-Leninist organizations 
within the United States.

b. The establishment, creation, or financing of:

(1) the Red Star Cadre, or Red Star Swap Shop;

(2) the Red Collective. (C.25.)

(An initial response was received on July 8, 1975. 
It is a four-page summary memorandum. Preliminary 
analysis indicates that substantial original docu
mentation is required.)

2. All memoranda and other materials reflecting con
versations, contacts, or communications between 
the FBI and the CIA on the subject of the estab
lishment or creation of "notional" Marxist- 
Leninist organizations within the United States. 
(C.24.) (Only one has been provided thus far.
The FBI should continue its search for further 
documents bearing on this matter.)

H. Joint FBI-Police Operations

Outstanding

1. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to 
the origins, contents, and implementation of the 
June 1964 memorandum from Attorney General Robert 
Kennedy to President Johnson recommending new FBI 
procedures for gathering intelligence about the 
Ku Klux Klan and related activities. (B.ll.) (The 
FBI has been advised that this request pertains to 
the implementation of any directives from President 
Johnson to the FBI regarding procedures for gather
ing intelligence about the Ku Klux Klan.)
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Partial Response

2. The June 1964 memorandum from Attorney General 
Robert Kennedy to President Johnson recommending 
new FBI procedures for gathering intelligence 
about the Ku Klux Klan and related activities. 
(B.10.) (The Justice Department has not found 
this document among its records, but instead has. 
referred the Committee to the text.appearing in 
a book about Attorney General Kennedy.)

3. All memoranda prepared by former Special Agent 
James Gale relating to the FBI internal assignment 
of jurisdiction or responsibility with respect to 
matters involving the Ku Klux Klan in 1964. (B.12.)
(One lengthy memorandum has been provided. The 
Committee staff believes this is an area where the 
FBI should be forthcoming as regards any related

. materials which may illuminate decisions made at . 
that time on the subject of FBI intelligence activi
ties directed at the Ku Klux Klan.)

I. The "Huston Plan"

Outstanding

1. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to 
the FBI's termination in 1966 of the investigative 
techniques referred to in President Nixon's state
ment of May 22, 1973 (Presidential Docs. 693-94).
(C.l.)

2. A letter dated June 20, 1969, from Tom Charles 
Huston, staff assistant to the President, to the 
Director of the FBI concerning resources being 
targeted toward the monitoring of foreign com
munist support of revolutionary youth activities 
in the United States, effectiveness of such re
sources, gaps in intelligence, and steps which 
should be taken to provide maximum coverage. (C.2.)

3. The response by the FBI to the letter set out in 
item 2 and all other FBI memoranda and other mate
rials pertaining to the correspondence. (C.3.)
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4. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to a 
request from Tom Charles Huston for an FBI inves
tigation of the involvement of the New Mobiliza
tion Committee in violent demonstrations in Novem
ber 1969. (C.5.)

5. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to 
FBI policies, practices, and procedures for liaison 
with the CIA from 196.0 to May 1970. (C.6.)

6. All memoranda and other materials relating to the 
1969 disappearance of Associate Professor Thomas 
Riha, University of Colorado, insofar as such

. memoranda and materials related to:

a. efforts of the FBI to ascertain the identity 
of confidential sources of the Central Intel
ligence Agency; and

b. inspections and administrative inquiries re- 
■ lating to the disclosure of information to

Dr. Joseph R. Smiley, then-president of the 
University of Colorado. (C.7.)

7. All memoranda and other materials relating to 
actions by the Director or any other official of 
the FBI severing liaison (formal, informal, or 
other) or terminating contact (formal, informal, 
or other) between personnel of the FBI and per
sonnel of the Central Intelligence Agency. (C.8.)

8. All memoranda and other materials reflecting con
versations or communications, during 1970, between 
agents of the FBI and the FBI Director on the sub
ject of liaison or contact between personnel of 
the FBI and personnel of the Central Intelligence 
Agency, including, but not limited to, all memo
randa and other materials written by former Special 
Agent Sam Papich. (C.9.)

9. All memoranda and other materials prepared or com
piled by FBI personnel assigned to the Interagency 
Committee on Intelligence (Ad Hoc) working group 
from June 5, 1970, to June 25, 1970.
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10. Letter from FBI Director Hoover to Attorney General 
Mitchell dated July 27, 1970, regarding the "Huston 
Plan". (C.12.)

11. All memoranda or other materials pertaining to 
meetings or conversations between FBI Director 
Hoover and Attorney General Mitchell from July 23, 
1970, through July 28, 1970, concerning the "Huston 
Plan". (C.13.) .

12. The Special Report of the Interagency Committee on 
Intelligence (Ad Hoc), dated June 1970. (A.6.)

Substantial Response

13. The interdepartmental Action Plan for Civil Dis
turbances, dated April 1, 1969, and all memoranda 
and other materials pertaining to the origins and 
implementation of that Plan. (C.4.) (Substantial 
materials have been supplied, but additional docu
ments bearing on origins and implementation are 
requested.)

14. All memoranda or other materials relating to the 
elimination of the Liaison Section of the FBI 
Intelligence Division in 1970 and relating to the 
re-establishment of the Liaison Section in late 
1972 or early 1973. (C.10.) (Substantial mate
rials have been supplied. However, this is an area 
where the FBI should be more forthcoming as regards 
the current functions of the Liaison Section.)

t

15. All memoranda and other materials in the possession 
of the FBI pertaining to the activities of the 
Intelligence Evaluation Committee. (C.14.)

J. Alleged Political Misuse of the FBI

. Outstanding

1. An itemized description of the contents of each 
file folder in the so-called "Official and Confi
dential" files of the FBI (see testimony of 
Attorney General Levi before the House Judiciary 
Committee, February 27, 1975). (C.21.)
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2. All memoranda and other materials contained in the 
"Official and Confidential" files pertaining to 
internal security, intelligence collection, and/or 
counterintelligence matters, operations, or activi
ties,' including, but not limited to, the following 
documents mentioned by the Attorney General:

a. "Policy Matters" — "Presidential directives 
regarding the role of the FBI in the security 
field; conversations between Mr. Hoover and 
a President-elect regarding the role of the 
FBI in his forthcoming Administration; letters 
to and from the White House regarding expan
sion of FBI legal attache posts abroad".

b. "Administrative Matters" — "Memoranda regard
ing an Attorney General's decision with respect 
to supervision of the FBI by an Assistant 
Attorney General; a memorandum concerning the 
briefing of the President by Mr. Hoover and 
the Attorney General with respect to certain . 
intelligence activities by hostile nations 
within the United States". _ .

c. "Reference Material" — "A compilation of data 
concerning the 1964 riots".

d. "Protection of sources or sensitive informa
tion" — "Materials on FBI counterintelligence 
activities; technical devices and techniques; 
the telephone surveillance involving sensitive 
coverage in the national security area". (C.22.)

3. All memoranda, files, or other materials, including 
inspection reports or related surveys, which pertain 
to the following statement by Attorney General Levi 
in his testimony before the House Judiciary Com
mittee, February 27, 1975:

". . .In order to consider what measures may be 
appropriate, we have endeavored to characterize 
the types of abuse to which the Bureau has been 
susceptible in the past.
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a. "Use of the resources of the FBI to gather 
political intelligence. Our review disclosed 
a few documented instances in which the Bureau 
at times during the course of an election 
campaign was requested to provide — and did 
indeed provide — information which could be 
used as political intelligence information. 
In one instance, this involved a check of FBI 
files on the staff of a campaign opponent.

b. "Improper use of the FBI in connection with 
the political process. In a few instances 
recorded in Bureau files, an incumbent Presi
dent caused the FBI to gather intelligence 
relating to a political convention under cir
cumstances that although cast in legitimate 
law enforcement terms could— and some would 
say should — have been suspected of being 
politically motivated.

c. "Use of the FBI to report on certain activi
ties of critics of an Administration’s policies 
The FBI files document a few instances in which 
an incumbent President caused the Bureau to 
report on certain activities of Members of 
Congress who were opposed to and critical of 
his policies.

d. "Use of information in the FBI files to respond 
to or discredit critics. Again, the Bureau 
files document a very small number of instances 
in which derogatory information legitimately 
obtained by the Bureau was disseminated to 
other members of the Executive Branch to enable 
them to discredit their critics.

e. "Use of the FBI in connection with other legiti 
mate law enforcement activities. There was one 
documented instance where the FBI was used to 
conduct an inquiry for what might be described 
as political purposes, relating to an investiga 
tion properly conducted by other Executive 
Branch officials." (C.23.)
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4. Response to the letter from the Chairman to the 
Attorney General dated April 28, 1975, regarding 
the so-called "Official and Confidential" files. 
(A.9.) (The Justice Department's answer has not 
been responsive. With respect to any so-called 
"secret files" maintained within the FBI, includ
ing the "official and confidential" and "personal 
and confidential" files maintained by the executive 
assistant to the FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover on 
his behalf until the time of his death, the Com
mittee seeks to establish the contents of such 
files, the circumstances surrounding the transfer 
of a portion of such files within the Bureau at 
the time of Director Hoover's death, the transfer 
of a portion of such files to Mr. Hoover's resi
dence, the destruction of any such files, the 
transfer of any such files from Mr. Hoover’s resi
dence, the use of information within such files, 
and their relationship to the official investiga
tive files of the FBI. The Committee desires all 
information bearing on these matters, including 
the results of any inquiries conducted within the 
FBI and the Department of Justice.)

Partial Response

5. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to 
the origins, implementation, and termination of 
Project INLET involving preparation of an Intel
ligence Letter for the President. (C.29.) (Docu
ments have been supplied with regard to the origins 
and termination of the Project. However, the Com
mittee should be provided with the INLET letters 
so that it may have sufficient information on 
implementation.)

Full Response

6. The current office assignment or last known address 
of the following persons who in 1970 were employed 
at the Portland, Oregon, office of the FBI:

a. Leo B. App

b. Edgar 0. Ingles, Jr. (C.30.)
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Areas of General Inquiry

In addition to the case studies outlined above, the Com
mittee is examining certain general areas relating to the 
legal authority, organization, and procedures for FBI 
intelligence and counterintelligence activities. The FBI 
has provided a considerable amount of information to the 
Committee staff on its regular procedures. However, there 
has been no response to a number of requests for documents 
on specific matters identified in the May 14, 1975, request.

Outstanding

1. Committee staff access to annual inspection reports 
and related surveys for the past ten years with respect 
to the following FBI field offices: New York City; 
Chicago; San Francisco; Los Angeles; San Diego; 
Sacramento; Springfield, Illinois; Buffalo; Atlanta; 
and Columbia, South Carolina. (B.5.) (The Committee 
staff has limited this request initially to the San 
Francisco field office.)

2. The annual inspection reports and related surveys for 
the past ten years pertaining to the FBI Intelligence 
Division. (B.6.) (The Committee staff has limited 
this request initially to the two reports prepared in 
1971.)

3. All memoranda and other materials reflecting meetings 
and contacts between the President and the Director of 
the FBI during 1971 on the subject of "legal attaches". 
(B.13.)

4. All memoranda and other materials reflecting meetings 
and contacts during 1971 between officials of the FBI 
and officials of the Department of State on the sub
ject of "legal attaches".- (B.14.)

5. Committee staff access to the following indices for 
the period 1960 to the present:

a. "agitator" index;

b. "rabble rouser" index;

c. "key activist" list;
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d. list of "action groups";

e. "security" index;

f. "administrative" index;

g. all similar indices, lists, or computer print
outs. (B.16.)

6. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to the 
origin, implementation, operation, or termination of 
any of the indices set out in item 5 above. (B.17.)

7. All memoranda and other materials pertaining to the 
origins and conduct of the FBI investigation in the 
Dominican Republic in 1965. (C.28.)


